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This thesis deals with the notion of Mimetic Paradox as it pertains to art and art 

making in the development of a phenomenologicaV existential approach to self-hood. In a 

work of  theory, spanning seven chapters, the notion of Mimetic Paradox is examined and 

explored through logical argument and artistic examples. 
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ONE- 
An Introduction 

THEATRE TAKES PLACE ALL THE TIME, WHEREVER ONE IS. 

ART SIMPLY FACILITATES PERSUADING ONE THAT THIS IS 

THE CASE. 

- JOHNCAGE 

Imagine a conference held at MIT in 200 1 that gains media recognition, and a 

grant of tens of millions of dollars fkom an anonymous patron. This donation would of 

course be provided fkom a budget drawn up by 'Experts* involved in the project. They are 

a group of performers in those roks- although their actual backgrounds require expert 

training in order to add validity to the project: 'The Coming and the Effects of Virtual 

Reality Technology" (such a conference was held in Alberta earlier this year, though I do 

not know whether this was a construction or not). What is said at this conference 

suggests that 'science fiction' like virtual reality is just around the comer and will soon 

become 'science fact* thanks to this grant and the support of leading experts around the 

world. 

At this international conference, it is decided to undertake the development of 

appropriate technology (which from this point will be referred to as 'the Project') to 

demonstrate this claim There are publicists who work generating media attention so that 

conference ideas will be presented to the whole world .via international news services. 

The speakers at the conference, the place the conference is held, as well as the grant for 



the Virtual Reality Project serve to legitimise the whole idea in the eyes of the public. 

They also serve to persuade public consciousness that this project is very plausible and 

that, within a few short years, we will all be able to enjoy completely simulated virtual 

experiences. 

Over the next several years, reports and news conferences are held charting the 

course of this massive project. Advances are made slowly at fmt and then with greater 

and greater kequency. During this time as well, the project finances documentaries, 

exposts and 'tabloid television' spots on the Project, to bring it more and more into 

international and public awareness. In these 'promotions', further controversy is 

engendered by suggesting that involvement with the Project causes addictions to the 

technology, as people lose track of their lives and fail to distinguish the 'real' fiom the 

'virtual'. These fears serve to generate a 'moral panic' which drives the 'reality' of the 

Project (Which is in fact a construction) more and more into universal acceptance of the 

Project as 'genuine'. The question then moves from 'is this possible?' to 'is this moral?'. 

This transition of concern will serve to secure the Project's ontological position as 'real'. 

This takes us to 2007. 

The most important press conference to date is then held announcing a major 

breakthrough in the Project- which is therefore ready for testing with the general public. 

The technology has been developed to a point of mimetic perfection; there is no 

distinguishable difference between the 'Virtual world' and the 'Real world'. It is visually, 

aurally and tactilely a perfect simulation. You can sit on a virtual hilltop, watch a virtual 

sunset and enjoy a virtual glass of wine with your virtual girlfkiend- and you shouldn't be 

able to tell any of this apart fiom the real thing. Or so the constructed 'experts* announce. 



Now, the time has come when funher perfection is necessary, and the way to 

attain it is through testing with the general public. A request for applicants is made for 

people kom all walks of life. The successful applicants are flown to MIT and put up at a 

luxury hotel while they attend a week of seminars preparing them for the experience of 

true to Life 'virtual reality'. They are asked also to provide information about their friends 

and family as well as their place of work, travel habits, and pertinent background to aid in 

the refinement of their own personal 'Virtual Reality' experience. They are asked to 

submit to an investigation, to ensure the security of the Project. 

This is a 'performance' for an audience of one, so of course the four hundred and 

ninety-nine other 'successful applicants' are hired performers, each playing a different 

character from a different walk of Life. Tbis too makes it much more plausible to carry 

out the 'research' on just one applicant. This applicant is chosen pretty much at random. 

Once chosen, the 'applicant' is flown to New England to attend the lectures at 

MIT preparing himiher for the 'Virtual Reality' experience. These lectures are complete 

constructions, right down to the last detail, with aU class members and 'professor' hired 

performers working within the parameters of their assigned characters. The lectures 

explain the technology as well as preparing the participants for what they will experience 

and what details to look for. During this week of lectures, many questions are asked from 

the class such as, ''How will we know the difference between the 'Red' world and the 

'Virtual' world?'with the answer fkom the Lecturer along the lines of 'Well, if its 

working as we expect it to, there will be no real way of determining the difference.". 

There are also questions pertaining to the psychological dangers of this project. For 

example, what damage could be done once a candidate has entered this chamber, and 



therefore has no way of determining whether their experiences are genuine or simulated? 

The lecturers generally dismiss such questions. 

Duriog the week of lectures, the class appears somewhat divided as to the safety 

of the project, despite the appeals of the 'experts'. Also, there are those who are so 

excited, they can not wait to try the 'technology' for themselves. During this period, 

'class performers' gauge the response of our participant to the controversy in the face of 

this now imminent experience. At the point when our participant expresses mild 

trepidation, their turn to experience the 'Virtual World' occurs. 

The participant is escorted by security to the laboratory where the 'Virtual 

Reality' chamber is held. There, they are given a final briefing, telling them again exactly 

what to look out for and not to worry; it's just like life. Then, our participant enters the 

chamber. 

Once in the chamber, there are a lot of smoke and mirrors, loud noises and Lights 

flashing. This serves to demonstrate that there is a technological change occurring. 

Moments later, a door on the other side of the chamber opens with a performer standing 

in the doorway who will introduce himself as a 'Virtual ambassador'. S/he has been 

simulated to welcome our participant into this strangely identical new world. The 

participant is immediately told that there has been some sort of problem and the computer 

will not stop generating this virtual experience, but not to wony, they can go out and 

explore the simulated world while the situation is being resolved. This simulated world is 
- 

of course the 'real world' which will now be perceived as simulated. Even if some doubt 

remains, it is only doubt, and the world is explicitly made possible as simulation. 



Once the participant is far enough away, the entire lab, lecture rooms and people 

there are dispersed so that if our participant comes back, there will be nothing there. 

Immediately, our participant could see this all as a hoax on a global scale, but how 

rational would that be, given that the years in the press, the lectures, and, the money 

involved; all of which served to Iegitimise the Project. 

So too, it would get into the press that this 'experiment' might have been an 

absolute construction. But we are past the point of this making much of a difference, for 

these reports too could be simulations, to make the fact easier to take that our participant 

is living a 'simulated life'. To reinforce this idea, randomly, for the rest of our 

participant's life, there will be visits from 'virtual ambassadors' asking if everything is all 

right, and if there is anything that could be done to ease the anxiety of living a 'vinual 

life'. 

Even if our participant thinks that this has all been a massive fiaud, there is still 

no way for them to be empirically sure that the life they are living is indeed 'real'. It will 

always remain a very explicit and real possibility that their life is indeed a simulation. 

The Project is a demonstration of the possible extent and effectiveness of 'performance 

creation' as perfect mimesis. It is with the nature of the art of performance creation that 

this thesis deals. From analyses of literature and performance works from Plato to 

Postmodernism we come to our central question. What is the status of the self when the 

self becomes immersed in its own representation through the creation of mimetic art? 



In Arthur Danto's The Trar@gurution of the Commonplace~a question is asked 

that is the central argument of that book, 'How can something be art, whereas something 

that is, to all appearances, exactly like it in every way is not art?'(Danto 198 1: 1-33) 

The impetus for this question resides in two works (in)famous in the history of 

art- Marcel Duchamp's Fountain and Andy Warhol's Bn'llo Boxes. These took 

'commonplace' items and, through placing these works in galleries. posed 

questions for the unsuspecting spectator. 

First .with respect to Duchamp, 'what makes this particular object, say a urinal, a 

candidate for aesthetic attention, whereas its salle de bain counterpart gets no such 

acclaim?' 

Second, responding to Warhol, the question is, 'How is this 'sculpture' of a BriIlo 

box, which in al l  appearances looks exactly like a 'conventional' Brillo box, different 

from that 'conventional Brillo box', so much so that one is art and the other is not?' 

Danto argues that there must be certain properties and conditions present in order 

for a 'mere thing' to be considered a 'work of art'. My concern in the following is not so 

much to critique Danto in his discussion of the above questions. Rather I intend to fill in 

an obvious blank left by him regarding the status of these as examples. 

There is an obvious yet subtle difference between the two cases which Danto's 

question (How can something be considered a work of art when something that is exactly 

like it isn't?) misses. The difference in these two examples is very imponant. The fust 

case takes an object of the 'real' and denotes it as art. The second is an act of perfect 



mimesis. It is a construction that assumes properties of the 'real' so much so that the 

possibility opens up to make a son of mistake. It becomes possible to take the 'mimetic 

creation' for the real- a 'mere thing'. This mimetic creation is in a gallery and is offered 

for aesthetic attention. If we mistake the simulated for the real, the question becomes the 

same as our original question, 'Why is this 'mere thing' art and this identical 'mere thing' 

not art?'. It would appear that we are at no different a point than that with which we 

began. However we are no longer dealing with a real 'mere thing', rather we have a 

simulation of a 'mere thing'. This is problematical, in that, the question then must change 

fiom the initial inquisition to 1.) 'is there an ontological gap between a simulation of a 

'mere thing' and a 'real thing' in itself? Further, we: must ask 2.) if this gap then affects 

the status of the simulation as 'art'. 

These last two are the questions that Danto does not address. They will be central 

to this discussion. Danto takes it to be the case that Fountain and Brillo Boxes pose the 

same problem: Why it is the case that 'commonplace' objects are or can be considered to 

be art? In the following, I wish to suggest that we are dealing with two different 

ontological categories 'the real' and the perfectly mimetic or 'the simulated'. Each is a 

separate problem and each complicates the other. , . 

I address the last two questions, in the light of works that are perfectly mimetic as 

well as those works that are 'real'. Both are contextualized as art, and fiuther, due to this 

contextualization are taken for mimetic works of art. In this discussion I will be making 

reference to two case studies that offer examples of these problems. 

The fast is a badminton match that is played in a theatre to a 'theatre' audience 

who takes the match to be a 'performance' of some son. The second is a conceptual piece 



entitled Ceci N'est Pas Une FEte, which is a simulated party staged for an 'audience'. 

One part of the audience knows that the event is a construction while the other part of the 

audience r e d s  unaware of this and takes it for the 'real'. 

The first of these examples demonstrate the 'real' taken as art. The second offers 

examples of mimesis taken to be 'real'. What is immediately apparent in both of these 

examples is that there is a commonality. In each one, there is a quality of confusion 

between the 'real* and the 'simulation of the real'. If this quality is not explicitly in the 

work itself, it is provided by the context in which the work is received. It is this issue 

which I set out to examine by demarcating the 'simulated' and the 'real', and asking, 

"what gives either the status of 'art*?" in the eyes of its viewers/participants.. 

Danto's discussion suggests that what makes an object 'art' as opposed to 'mere- 

object' is that, in some way, it makes reference to an existing body of theory and to the 

history of art itself. (Danto L98 1 : 135-142) This reference provides one context in which 

the work is received. Viewers (with that context), equally endow both 'real' objects 

posited as art, as well as perfectly mimetic objects posited as art, and the confusion 

between them has no explicit effect. 

Thus Ducharnp's urinal (Fountain) found its way into a gallery. It needed the 

evolution of art history to be at a point where this history could provide a validating 

context and where this act of exhibition would be .understood as art. In this case, the act 

of exhibition demonstrates the implicit reference to the history of art. Danto suggests that 

all 'art' has this quality. In every work, reference is made to content (the subject of the 

work) which Danto suggests is a kind of first order 'aboutness'. Then reference is made 

to the form of the work, painting. colours, performance- how the 'content' is conveyed. 



This reference is a second order 'aboutness' which focuses on art qua art. In addition, 

each and every work of art is also a matter of being about art. This is the self- 

referentiality that our t int  example (the badminton match) may be suggested to possess- 

because of its content. The question (art or real) becomes slightly more difficult to 

answer when the possibility opens up that the work could indeed have been taken as 

mimetic, that is to say a simulation of the real thing. 

If we are to pose the same problem to Duchamp's Fountain, we can ask if it is 

also true, or even whether it is important. that it was indeed a 'real' urinal Duchamp 

placed in the gallery. It is quite plausible that he spent time shaping and moulding 

porcelain so as to create a sculpture that in every way resembled a urinal. W e  know that 

this is not the case, but what would have been the difference if it were? In Fountain, it 

was paramount that this work was a 'ready-made', a real object, taken as a 'found' 

sculpture and posited for attention as art. This stripped the 'art' of everything but theory 

and referred art history; thus it reinforced the dada aphorism 'everything the artist spits is 

art.'(Richter 1965,66). In this respect, it was important that the 'work' was the 'real' 

thing, and not something made to exactly resemble the 'real' thing. There was Little 

danger (Duchamp hoped) that people would stand in awe at his talents as a mimetic artist 

on the creation of this 'sculpture of a urinal that looks exactly like the real thing'. It was a 

real urinal and its exhibition as art shocked the public. Our problem now must move 

towards the confusion between the 'real' and the 'simulated' which perfect mimesis 

poses. However, first, we must narrow our focus and relate our discussion to works of 

performance in theatre. 



III 
Legitimizing Apparatus 

Things are somewhat trickier when we are dealing with 'theatrical performance' 

in that, unlike the history of the visual arts (particularly in the twentieth century), theatre 

is most popularly and traditionally conceived as aiming towards mimesis. Of course there 

are exceptions, but generally, theatre is a system of conventions that serve to bracket the 

happenings on stage so as to designate a place where, what goes on stage. is 'art' not 

'reality'. Such conventions have become necessary because there has had to be some way 

for us to know that the people tighting on stage really are not fighting, and the dying man 

has really not been slain. As Danto suggests ". . .for knowing that it is taking place in a 

theatre is enough to assure us that it is not really happening." @anto 198 1 )  

I would suggest that a gallery essentially serves the same purpose but to a lesser 

extent, in that the gallery aiso has fkther internal 'brackets' such as frames, pedestals and 

title cards. There are no accounts of someone attempting to neither relieve himself in 

Duchamp's masterpiece nor, on the other hand, accounts of viewers heaping aesthetic 

praise on the light switches and 'exit' signs in the gallery (though I am certainly open to 

that occurring). So too in a theatre, we do not take it to be the case that the ushers, 

technicians and members of the audience are actors and that the seats, carpeting and 

curtains are set pieces. With both gallery and theatre, we take these above-mentioned 

'extras' to be a part of the 'kame' or structure that serves to contextualize the art. What is 

most interesting to me however is the 'reality' of that which occurs on the stage. 



IV 
Space Referential* 

With the stage or 'performance space' sewing as a bracket, we are left with a 

greater problem than that of the 'usual' artist putting the 'real' on stage, in that, the 

conventional structure of the theatre serves to designate this 'real' occurrence as 

'performance' (and most likely mimetic performance if what is happening on stage is the 

sort of thing which most commonly occurs outside of the theatrical space). This is the 

problem illustrated by what I will call 'Badminton Match'. I will give a brief description 

of the event and then argue how this problem strengthens the claim of 'space- 

referentiality' in the designation of objects and events t .. as . art. 

During an evening of eclectic short performances, a badminton match was played 

on the stage, which for the evening sewed as the forum for these performances. It 

occurred midway through the evening amongst the other performances. It started by the 

players running out onto the stage, setting up the net, turning on a radio to a local 'rock n' 

roll' station and beginning to play a singles badminton match. They were not professional 

players but were adequate enough to play a real game. It was to be a single set, playing to 

fifteen points. The theatre putting on this evening was not aware that this game was going 

to occur, nor was the audience. All that was known was that a 10-20 minute block of time 

would be set-aside during this evening for a piece called Monologue By Jane Britton 

(which was indeed the badminton match). 

The reaction to the piece, by and large, was one of anger and confusion. The 

audience found it boring and untheatrical and complained that nothing happened and that 

there was no suspense. The question one must ask is, ' is this criticism appropriate to 

badminton matches in general, or just those badminton matches which are not taken as 



'real' badminton matches, but instead, mimetic constructions of badminton matches, 

subject to the criteria of a theatre audience?' Of course there can be boring sporting 

events, md sporting events where a 'lack of suspense' can be offered as a criticism, but I 

suggest that this criticism is not, for the most part, only an aesthetic criticism. A lack of 

theatricality and animosity towards the fact that nothing 'happened' (other than a 

badminton match) are aesthetic criticisms which may in fact apply to a work of 

'performance' art but are out of place outside of the theatre. Would we expect anything 

other than a badminton match if we were to watch one being played in a gymnasium? 

When applied to a transposed 'real' event both criticisms and anger are bound to notions 

of deception linked to the viewers rightful expectations i.e. not only did the portrayals fail 

to meet theatrical expectations, but worse, they did so by intentional deception. That the 

anger is expressed in aesthetic criticisms supports the view of space referentiality in that 

criteria only appropriate for a construction are used by disgruntled viewers rather than 

criteria of the ethical as they might be in the real event. 

A similar case would be if the criticisms applied to Duchamp's Fountain were 

largely directed towards the formal composition and colour of the urinal, while the fact 

that it is indeed a 'real' urinal is completely ignored. For then would not these criticisms 

also apply to those urinals in washrooms around the . . world? In the case of Fountain, it is 

taken very clearly as a 'real' object placed inside of a gallery and thus posited as art. In ... 

this case, we have something along the h e s  of 'real thing as object for aesthetic 

attention'. I would suggest that by giving this match a title (Monologue By Jane Brinon) 

as well as by placing it in a theatre, served to make it self-aware, that is to say, refer to 

itself as something beyond what it really is (a real badminton match). With 'Badminton 



Match' however, it was taken as a piece of art and not the real thing. The 'reality' of the 

match was completely ignored. It was being taken instead as a piece of mimesis (a 

theatrical representation of a badminton match)- and was thus open to the traditional 

criticisms appropriate to a theatrical production. What is the essential difference? 

In order to answer this question let ~ne go to our second example, which offers a 

theatrical parallei to Warhol's Brillo Boxes. Our second piece was a 'conceptual art' 

construction bearing the Magritte like title Ceci N'est Pas Une Fzte. This piece was a 

completely simulated 'hyper-real' (in Baudrillard's sense of the tenn) installation that 

took the form of a New Year's eve party constructed in a 'theatre space' (Baudrillard 

1994: 1-42). Half of the 'guests' were performers playing the roles that such a situation 

might inspire, for example the gregarious though drunken bartender, the amorous couple, 

the angry young man, etc. The other participants were people who were left to decide 

whether they were attending an authentic New Year's eve party or a performance event 

of some kind (it did after all have a title, which offered guidance). It had the loud music, 

the flashing Lights, the 'gogo' dancers as well as other 'accessories' that would designate 

the space as 'nightclub' rather than theatre. It was a case of perfect mimesis, a 

'simulation' that could be 'mistaken' for the 'real'. Much in the same way that Danto 

sees the Brillo Boxes of Warhol on the same ontological plane as those commonplace 

Brillo boxes littering warehouses throughout North America (with the exception that one 

is 'art' where the others are not). Warhol's work, though simulated, could indeed be 

taken for the real. The question at fist becomes one of contextualization. We addressed 

this earlier with respect to the Badminton Match and Fountain,-and suggested that why 

these real 'things' have been accepted as art is largely due to the fact of them being in a 



certain space- being space referent- and to the fact of their being endowed with historical 

and structural referents, where by virtue of that space, aesthetic-historical and aesthetic- 

structural attention is posited on them The same holds true for Warhol's Brillo Boxes, 

where, if they were to fmd their way into a warehouse, they might soon meet with the 

trash compactor. 

With Ceci N'est Pas Une FCte however, the case was rather different. Baudrillard 

suggests in his work Simulacra and Simulation that if one were to stage a simulated bank 

robbery in an actual bank it would necessarily be taken as real, for there exists no 

apparatus where by a simulated hold-up could be distinguished from a real hold-up 

(Baudrillard 1994: 20). This was essentially the case with Ceci N'est Pas Une Ftte, with 

one important distinction, this simulation did indeed occur within the confines of a 

theatre and did come with a title that would serve to contextualize the work as 'art'. 

These elements however did not serve to distance the work fiom the real thing. It was, 

regardless of the title, and the space that it was in, taken as a genuine 'party'. There was 

no distinction here made between simulation and reality. The case of the BMo Boxes 

was demonstrative of a simulation as well but, as Danto suggests, this work is taken 

essentially the same way as Duchamp's, in that the simulated commonplace object 

ontologically parallels the 'real' commonplace object within the contextualized space of 

the gallery (Danto 1992: 5- 12). 

We are thus faced with a peculiarity with respect to our 'performance' works. 

That which was real was taken as mimetic posited as art (in that it drew criticism 

appropriate to mimetic art) and that which was mimetic was taken as real. In Danto's . -\- 



example, both the Brillo Boxes and Fountain are taken to be 'real' commonplace items 

posited as art, and no distinction is made between them 

What I want to assert is that the extension of these parallels into performance 

demonstrates a flaw in Danto's project in that the ontological gap between the simulated 

and the real does indeed play a role in the 'transfiguration of the commonplace'. It is 

made more explicit when extended into the performing arts, as the designation 'real' 

becomes somewhat more tenuous. I suggest that the primary difference in these cases is 

that the self-referentiality expressed in performance is quite different kom that in the 

visual arts. In the visual arts, the most common method of representation takes the form 

of 'thinghood'. In tum, its reference to itself as art is contingent upon the thing itself, or 

in other words there is an object to which notions of content and form can correspond. In 

performance, this representation takes the form of 'action'. The problem of mimesis then 

changes when it is perceived from the view of a passive 'observer' in contrast to that of a 

more active 'participant' IE, as the work becomes more ephemeral. Where this is 

pertinent to the question of self-referentiality is in respect to the theoretical and historical 

base to which each of these examples of 'performance' make reference. In 'Badminton 

Match' the contextual relationship was determined by the conventional relationship of 

'spectator' to 'performance space' and not posited as 'art-object', or real event. 

The important reference was made with respect to the fact that it was titled and 

was presented in such a way that the role of the audience was maintained as audience. 

This then served to defrne the match as 'candidate for aesthetic appraisal'. This same 

convention however was exploited in Ceci Ne Pas Une F2te in that there was stiU a 

performance/ audience relations hip. However in this case, the audience had the 
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opportunity to participate in the installation whereby the demarcation between 'spectator' 

and 'art-object' was essentially erased. The question of reference to itself as construction 

then becomes somewhat more ambiguous as the references made to the work as 

construction were explicit in form (that is to say title and contextual location) but tenuous 

in content (the spectator being incorporated into the piece). We can now return to our 

initial questions, 'is there an ontological gap between a perfect simulation of a 'mere 

thing' and a 'real thing' in itself? And furthermore, ' does this gap aff'ect its status as 

'art'. 

In performance works, the difference between the 'sirnuIated' and the 'real' has 

been demonstrated to depend heavily on how eventsiobjects are received as art. In 

performance, the danger becomes very real for confusion to take place, and, because of 

its active, participatory nature, this confusion can serve to deconstruct the contextual 

apparatus in which a mimetic performance can be understood as art (for example Ceci Ne 

Pas Une Fete). So too can this confusion make the 'real' its own simulation (Badminton 

Match). It is this tightrope that these performances make explicit: they divide 'the real' 

and 'the simulated'. In so doing. they reformulate the hypothesis that the 'real' and the 

'perfectly mimetic' can offer essentially the same possibility for the experience of the 

commonplace. In the making of mimetic art, we have opened the possibility to run the 

risks and to experience the adventures of confusion. 



v 
The Beginning: 

Cognitive Slippage and Mimetic P a d o x  

The work here is about two concepts, expressed above in bold italic print. These 

concepts are theoretical and there fore distanced from understanding and meaning in that 

they lack a context. Already, we have addressed both the notions of mimesis and of 

paradox, although not explicitly in the latter case. We have not yet begun our exploration 

of cognitive slippage, though it does have something to do with the confbsion resultant 

upon the experience of mimetic paradox. This thesis sets out to address these concepts by 

constructing a new method of art-making that generates mimetic paradox which, in turn, 

serve to generate cognitive slippage. Why do this and what is the value? What is it that 

we are talking about? i f .  - 

As the descriptions of the previously mentioned 'puzzles' in art indicate, the 

consensus as to what it is that constitutes art and the role of art are quite unclear. The 

purpose of the following work of theory is not primarily to clarify these problems. It is 

rather to examine the effects of such puzzlement in the everyday, and, fortunately for my 

purposes, art offers just such a possibility. Art itself then is not central to our discussion 

in that we can come to no clear agreement as to what it actually is. There are however 

actions that display 'artfulness' in the making of art, as well as in creations of the 

everyday. This could be anything as elaborate or definitive as the sculpting of a 

monument to a simple the raising of an eyebrow. I .am not claiming that these examples 

and all of those in between, are or are not art. This remains an open question. What I am 

suggesting however is that intentional action has a direct effect on our perceptions of 



reality. Furthermore, techniques central to and used in art are suited to mimesis, and that. 

in being so, directly (if unintentionally) distort reality, as well as notions of the self. This 

is not so obvious. 

Notice that I did not preface my use of the term 'reality' in terms of our 

perceptions of it. This is intentional. It is in our perceptions of reality, where the notions 

of mimetic p a d o x  and cognitive slippage, come together and therefore those 

perceptions are the locus of the investigation. If we are to speak of reality in terms of a 

relationship, that is to say our perceptions of it. what then is the ontological status of 

these perceptions? Are they inside or outside this 'reality' ? Are our perceptions real? 

How can we find out? 

What I hope to do is to answer these questions through demonstrating that 

techniques of mimetic art offer a means of interrogating experience. How I propose to do 

this is in the development of a method of mimesis that is inherently paradoxical and that, 

as the mimesis mirrors reality, serves to place our perceptions in that state of paradox. 

Paradox logically serves to remove a concept from meaning, it can be neither true nor 

false, or must be both. Our experience of this rnimeric paradox I call Cognitive Slippage. 

I will argue that when mimetic paradox is experienced as such, the self, insofar as it is a 

being contextualized by its experience, ceases to be. 

This hypothesis of course begs many questions. But it does so to the benefit of our 

exploration for these are import ant questions to address in furthering our understanding 

of our own experience. In the foilowing chapters I will attempt to answer these questions 

in an exploration that takes us from the foundations of experience to the creation of a new 

art form We begin this exploration in the next chapter with The Reality of The Real, a 



chapter which will be concerned with that "stuff" of anticipation and experience which is 

cognate with perception, interpretation and integration. Necessarily, this examination will 

centre upon notions of the self in relation to being and to experience as it focuses 

specifically on a phenornenological/existential approach to selfhood. Here, I look at the 

qualities/propeniedexistence of experience. I look at the necessities and contingencies of 

both that experience, and of the self which experiences, in the struggle to construct 

meaning, sense and non-sense, types and archetypes. 

I relate that construction of experience to the foundations of self, as I draw fiom 

Jean -Pad Sartre's Being and Nothingness_as well as Daniel C. Dennet's Consciousness 

Explained (I employ the Cartesian cogito as the 'background' for experience). I then turn 

fiom experience to knowledge by considering Michael Polanyi's meaning making and 

construction of value. I will argue for the primacy and necessity of immediacy in 

experience in the face of radical yet necessary scepticism. Immediacy then will be treated 

as that pre-reflexive awareness which grounds the self and leads the argument to a 

reformulation of the Cartesian cogito in chapter two. Experience=Existence. 

From here, we relate notions of 'art' to that of experience in the third chapter The 

Art of Art. This chapter addresses what it means for objects, and later, more specifically 

for performances to be works of art. We are not concerneci here with defining art, but 

rather with assigning objects in situ: a)ontological status as art, and b.) qualia of 

'artness'. In assigning such qualia the contributions of Art, the Aesthetic and the Sublime 

as well as the roles of their creators will be taken into account. Both conceptual art and 

semiotics will be related to extend the notion of mimetic paradox. 



Literature review references the work of Arthur Danto to suggest that the art of art 

lies not so much in the 'art object', but rather in the time and place (context) in which it is 

received. In this discussidn I introduce the notions of non-art and anti-art and suggest that 

these ideas opened up a way in time and space, for 'the real' to be 'the art'. I also draw 

from Kosuth's Art and Philosophy and Afier, Marvin Carlson's Performance, as well as 

the work of several artists including Marcel Duchamp, Wassily Kandinsky, Allan 

Kapro w, Ren6 Magrit te, Andy Warhol, and thinkers Derrida, Foucault and Baudrillard. 

Having set up the possibility for the interaction between 'art' and 'reality', we 

then can then move on to concrete examples in which contexts can provide the 

framework for mimetic paradoxes. In chapter four, Art into Art I concentrate on the 

making of art for an 'art context' which call into question the ontologicaYexistential 

relationships between the viewer, the 'contextualized space* and the work itself. Two 

experiments are discussed here because they bring up the problems of identity. They ask: 

exactly what it is that constitutes the space, the work and its viewer? In this discussion, 

the concept of 'mimetic paradox' is revisited and discussed in terms of its 'art world' 

experience; that is to say as it occurs in theatrelgailery spaces where an observer is aware 

of hisher role as 'observer'. 

Of concern is; that movement in art away fkom a representation of some son of 

reality (whether it be utopian or dystopian is of little concern) into that manipulation of 

reality itself, which deliberately contradicts the artist's traditional role as one who works 

in representation. Links will be made here to DADA and conceptual art, providing the 

groundwork for a division between Aesthetics and Art. 



Having established the role of context in determining an, I then x'mve on to the 

paradoxes encountered when contexts are placed in opposition to one another to establish 

cognitive slippage in the fifth chapter Not-Art Into Art Into Real Into Af i  What is at issue 

here is the immediate relationship between the observer and the work, when the work 

itself poses a paradox to both the observer and to the environment. Both "attempt" to 

contextualize a work, which, once contextualized, forces a radical breakdown of the 

contextualization itself, Extending the discussion in chapter three on 'non-art' and 'anti- 

art' we place the examination of 'non-art' objectditems into contextualized 

'art/performance' spaces. The reverse operation of placing/performing 'art' in 'real' (for 

my purposes 'not-art') environments is of equal importance. Serving to illustrate this 

discussion three relevant 'experiments' are examined. Here Danto's work the 

Tran@guration of the Commonplace will be discussed as well as particular exhibitions of 

Andy Warhol and Marcel Duchamp. 

At this point, I will argue that notions of 'reality', become at best confusing and 

in chapter six The Real, Not Real and the Hyper-Real, I attempt to demonstrate how 

techniques of 'art-making' become the reality which we believe we understand. Here, we 

deal with the construction of simulations and 'real' situations that are indistinguishable 

from the 'real' of experience. That they are in no way contextualized in an 'art' context 

clearly poses problems. To illustrate this, two 'experiments', as well as my explorations 

of both Disneyland and The Museum of Jurassic Technology are examined. These 

explorations address the relationship of the paradoxes encountered when things 'not-real' 

or 'hyper-real' are presented as a 'real' experience. Notions of the sublime are discussed 

in the creation of wonder as the divisions of perceived reality apprehended by thought are 



stripped away and the observer is left with the immediacy of hidher own experience. 

Works cited here include Baudrillard, Philip K Dick, Guy Deboard and Hakim Bey. 

We conclude with Implications and Applications of the theory and the discussion. 

This concluding chapter addresses how the concepts of immediacy, mimetic paradox and 

cognitive slippage can be integrated into art and We, which at this point have become 

quite indistinguishable. I will also elaborate on what this means to existing forms 

commonly seen in theatres and galleries and the relationships between these forms and 

immediatist constructions. 

Shall we Begin? 



TWO- 
The Reality of the Real 

THE REAL MUST BE IN A WAY DISLOCATED 

BEFORE IT CAN BE RELOCATED. 

- EUGENE IONESCO 

Another story 

A SHORT STORY OF POST-MODERN 

ANACHRONISM 

It is at this time that all I have thought and done must be made absent from my mind, thus 

no longer delaying what is necessary for action. I have known all of my life the appearance of 

goodness, so as to rnake good. I have known the appearances of honor, trust and faith, so much so 

that I have been the embodiment of honor, trust and faith. This must be no more. I am not these. 

I stand now above this man, no longer a man, and at the same time, am no longer a man 

myself. I have been good. I have been this man's murderer. At this moment I am nothing at all. 

Thirty eight years ago I had the profound misfortune of corning across, in the space of the 

same day, some very clever books and a man who was condemned to be my friend. I was a 

student with a wide ranging interest, and often found myself in a section of the library that had 

very Little or nothing to do with my area of study (which happened to be the investigation of early 

man, utilizing the techniques and practices of modem science). I was on this particular afternoon, 

looking through the pages of a work by some Russian Metaphysician concerning the possibilities 

of extra sensory perception. I was quite involved in a particular passage, when, to my 

embarrassment, I heard a footstep fail close behind. I am not usually bothered by reading in the 

presence of others, however taking myself as a serious academic, and a young man as well; I had 
- no real business perusing the pages reserved for old women and lunatics. I knew that I had been 

observed, and therefore thought it most proper to politely smile to myself as if this were entirely 

an amusement. 



I heard the footsteps go further away, stop, and heard a book slowly removed from a 

shelf. My attention was no longer focused upon the book in my hands but upon the play of light, 

as the elongated shadows of this man, book in hand, were cast upon the hardwood floor of the 

library by the early evening summer sun. My hearing became acute as I heard the spine of the old 

book slowly separate from the pages of the binding as unknown hands pried into the forgotten 

wisdom of writers who today would be either laughed at or scorned. Were these eyes, scanning 

these words, searching for some fact or trivial piece of information, or, were they too looking for 

a mere distraction from other, more pressing scholarly pursuits. I was very self-conscious and was 

unsure if this would be the time to break the tension brought on by this man's entrance into these 

unfrequented vaults, There was little need for me to weigh the consequences any further, for as I 

pondered the subtleties of academic etiquette; this young fellow let out a laugh so abrupt as to 

make me start. Thinking he would immediately politely cough, so as to excuse himself, I waited 

for that moment to replace my book on the shelf and kindly bow out of the situation, considering 

the entire affair completely erased. However his laughter did not stop, it continued, and if 

anything, grew more boisterous. At first I thought it rather rude and frowned to myself in self- 

righteous indignation. The laughter continued and I became aware that this laughter had become 

anything but genuine. It was pointed. It wanted my attention and I was not wont to give it. 

I am a shy man now and was even more so then and thus had great difficulty in the 

initiation of new acquaintance, especially with someone so much more unabashed then myself. 

He was most certainly a foreigner, Italian or Spanish; I could not be sure which. He was broad 

and athletic looking, as if he played soccer, lacrosse or some such outdoor sport. His features 

were thus weathered but remained youthfil. I assumed him to be several years younger than I was 

and by no means as serious in his studies. I found myself postulating that his interests tended 

tow& the dancing halls, taverns and brothels rather than the colloquium room, laboratory or 

study. Of course this could be my own prejudice against Latins as being creatures of romantic 

fantasy, having little to do with the world of empirical fact and mathematical proof. His laughter 

was hearty and did not sound if it were uncommon in his breast. 

Hesitantly, and without precision, I placed my book back on the shelf and turned towards 

the door to take my leave of this decidedly arrogant fellow to his book, his laughter and himself. 

Before I had the chance of advancing much beyond the shelf, he called out for me to  wait. I was 

sure that it was to I was being called, for there were no others about. I knew what one must do in 

these situations and what one could do. Choosing the former, I halted, turned about, smiled 

pleasantly and uttered a discreet, "Sir?'. 



He looked at me as if he did not understand. I stood my ground, cleared my throat and 

asked once more, "Sir, is there any way that I can be of assistance?". 

He looked at me, sizing me up I take it and approached me cautiously. I will admit that at 

this point I felt rather threatened, no one being around, and his peculiar behaviour proving to 

cause some awkwardness. As he approached me, a large grin developed on his face. He addressed 

me; "I can see that although you are not a man of the world you do indulge in the obscure 

pleasures to which few of this time are aquatinted. The book you have been reading is a treatise 

on the brain and the foretelling of events yet to occur. It is no doubt an aspect of your 

anthropological research of which I to& hold very dear. My name is Gussipe Miro, student of 

philosophy and life itself. What a pleasure it is to see an other taking an evening's amusement in 

such books. Some speak of methods and practices by which upon meeting a person you can have 

the most intimate knowledge of their lives, before even knowing their name. Others claim to be 

able to cast fate aside and leave an open future, each moment a tabula rasa as the great English 

philosopher claimed. For myself it is but a tight way to spend an evening, s o  as not to forget the 

pitfalls of a Life in thought." 

Like most Italians, this fellow wasted no time in engaging me in quick conversation. His 

speech was swift with but the slightest hint of an accent. I do have to admit it uncanny that he 

spoke of my anthropological research, but perhaps he attended a lecture at  which I gave a talk on 

some subject or other. I was very confused and I did not feel as insulted as I should have 

concerning his remark on my lack of worldly experience, though coming from him it was a point 

I duly conceded. I responded as would any person of social grace with my name and 

congratulated him on his guess as to my field of interest. I asked him several trivial questions 

about his own studies and politely listened to his responses. I learned that he was here, being 

provided for by his father, on a tour of America, which only incidentally included getting an 

education. He had been in the country for three years now, and as far as I could tell had no 

intention of returning home. 

"In my country." he said, "the subject of the supernatural is of great concern to the 

elderly and rural people. As for myself, I find it of great curiosity that here in America these 

phenomena are largely ignored. This is not to say that I believe in these things, I assure you that 

that is not so. I am, as I have said, a student of life, and like yourself, take great interest in why in 

one place something will be the case that is simply not so in another. Take for example the way 

you engaged me in this charming conversation. In my country you would not have hesitated at all, 

in fact you would have taken me by the hand and introduced yourself before I had the chance to 

see the colour of your eyes. Why are these differences? I don't know. I am a curious man." 



I was admittedly struck by the simplicity of this man's conversation and found it 

endearing more than anything else. I took him however, to be a man of possibility and quite 

charming. I thought it may do me some good to have a companion with whom to discuss the 

matters of living in this civilization, and that his outlook as a foreigner might provide me with 

some unthought of perspective. I could find no harm in his boldness and thought it may possibly 

be an advantage when in the presence of the fair sex. Although I am by no means an ugIy man, 

my shy temper has restricted my romantic evenings to reading and rereading Plato's Symposium 

by the fueside. Miro was handsome and had no lack of conversation, this I thought to be 

indispensable with the ladies. 

Our friendship continued the course of most friendships that men have. We would meet 

in a lounge, smoke, discuss how superior our arguments were to those of our teachers, talk of the 

various sports that happened to be going on, depending on the time of year, and of course the 

subject of women. Miro would tell me of his exploits in the old country, and his general 

frustration that things were not the same way here. I listened as I always did, imagining myself in 

the 'old country' and could not see my situation as being very different there than it was here. 

Miro would attempt to bolster my confidence, but this did nothing more than affirm to myself that 

he was a far superior man. I did not mind. He was. 

I1 
Primordial Being- setting the stage 

Before discussion of the grander issues mentioned in the introduction, and before 

we further discuss art, paradox and experience, we must set some parameters of meaning. 

I would be acting in haste if I were to go on to examine specific relationships using the 

most general of terms. As the title of this chapter is 'The Reality of The Real ' we must 

fust come to some sort of understanding of what we will take 'real' to mean. A grand 

endeavour this is, especially in a work whose primary focus in on art-making. Yet in any 

discussion of the art that is being made, we will argue that there are always relationships 

involved: the 'art-object* to the viewer, the artist to the object, the artist to the viewer and 

vice versa on all counts. What is at the basis of all of these relationships is that they are 

somehow ontologically grounded, that is to say that they actually do occur in the external 



world and are not some figment of our imagination. The question can be asked, what then 

sets the stage for this milieu of experience of which we take these relationships to be a 

part? 

III 
Perceptual Distortion 

Often we have had the experience of being wrong about something that we 

thought was certainly the case on one level or another. These experiences could range 

from something as simple as catching the slightest of movements out of peripheral vision 

to constructing an entire lifetime in a dream only to awake and find yourself without this 

imagined life and to mourn its loss. We are subject to hallucinations caused by ourselves 

as well as by different substances. Deprived of adequate sleep we can find ourselves in a 

very different world than that of our 'normal' existence. So too can our perceptions of our 

experience be bio/chemica.lly altered through the use of drugs and alcohol. Our finicky 

perception of experience does not stop in our brains but instead goes on to s e c t  our 

relationship with the external world directly, as our physical conditions alter and distort 

sensory messages. 

On other levels we have been deceived by others. Lies in personal relationships 

can lead to misguided beliefs. A carnival ride that takes you to another world where what 

you know to be the case is contradicted by what is perceived. I have had the same 

experience in an art gallery, looking at what I was sure was a photograph, when in 

actuality, I was looking at a 'photo-realist' painting. 

At one time or another, many of us have been subject to a practical joke. Here a 

situation that is created for us by Biends or colleagues is designed to trick us in some 



way. It leads to our confusion and in reaction to this apparent contradiction we become 

the object of humour. Orson Welles' radio broadcast of H.G. Wells' War of Tire Worlds 

ia the 1930's had many people preparing for the Martian take over of the planet unaware 

that the 'news broadcast' by Mr. Welles was, in fact a radio play constructed to sound 

Like a 'news broadcast'. Here this play was indeed not perceived as a play. On the famous 

television show 'Candid Camera', bizarre situations are constructed for an unaware 

public to experience, while their reactions are being recorded on a hidden camera. This is 

revealed to the 'dupe' of the situation with the immortal words of creator and long time 

host Allen Funt "Smile, you're on Candid Camera". This television show also encourages 

you to think that at any time you are faced with an experience that you can't make any 

sense of; don't worry and prepare to 'smile' for you may indeed be on Candid Camera. 

Technological advances have exacerbated such phenomenological dilemmas with 

the advents of Virtual Reality, Holograms and Nano-technology. VR or Virtual Reality is 

an interactive computer based experience that can simulate the experiences of sensory 

perception through the use of interactive hardware and software. Real-time computer 

simulations of environments can be run on hardware which includes appanltus 'worn' by 

the experiencer of VR. This hardware is sometimes anbhelmet' which outputs both visual 

and auditory data, gloves to simulate tactile experience as well as a host of other 

prostheses to give its subject maximum sensory and virtual experience. 

Holograms have been around for a very long time now and are the product of a 

relatively simple trick in photography and projection. A hologram is an image that is 

observed in three dimensions to give the appearance of existing in actual space. They can 

be still or they can move but the principle behind them remains essentially the same. An 



object is photographed from several different perspectives and is then put together as one, 

either through being projected or on a flat surface. (This is a very rudimentary 

explanation however it will serve our present purpose). The three-dimensional image, 

once projected, then takes on the visual form of existing in three-dimensional space. This 

technology was often used in seances in the early part of this century to construct the 

appearance of spectres and ancestors long deceased. Too, it served as part of the canon of 

early special effects work in film, including Mellies adaptation of Jules Vern's Journey to 

the Moan of 1902. This technology too has been a staple of science fiction, perhaps most 

notably in the Star Trek series which features an apparatus called the Holo-Deck, used to 

simulate environments in three dimensions which retain tactile, visual, aural, and 

olfactory verisimilitude. This environment is interactive and is indistinguishable fiom the 

world outside of the simulated world. 

Nano technology is still in its embryonic stages of development. The idea behind 

it is the manipulation and utilisation of objects on a microscopic scale from an atom to a 

cell. Behind Nano technology Lies the foundations of chemistry and physics- some atoms 

will bond to other atoms in different ways creating molecules. These molecules then 

interact with other atoms and molecules in different ways to create and manipulate 
. . 

structure from the bottom up by using individual molecular components called 

assemblers. These Nano assemblers are 'machines* in the sense that they can build 'solid' 

(liquid or gaseous) materials atom by atom molecule by molecule. Furturist H. Keith 

Hanson predicts that this technology can one day be appropriated in the construction of 

environments that are malleable to the whims of their programner (Dann & Dozois 

1998). Keeping in mind that these assembly machines are something of the order of 



atomic size, it is no great feat to imagine trillions of them 'building' materials and 

structures from the atom up. Thus logically, environments can be constructed into any 

other possible environment in three dimensions and can be fully interactive and 

changeable, as they are manipulated through the programming of the Nano machines, the 

creators and destroyers of modern science. 

rv 
Why Doubt?- our sage crs scepticism 

We have looked at three reasons why the world may not be as it appears to us, 

biological (hallucinations and dreams), social (practical jokes, certain plays and art- 

works) and technological (Nano-tec h, Holograms and VR). In each case our perceptions 

of "the real" has become skewed or distorted by the manipulation of real objects and 

situations. When we recognize this we begin to understand the full relevance behind the 

opening of Rene Descartes' Meditations on First Philosophy when he suggests 

All that up to the present time I have accepted as most true and certain I have learned 

either from the senses or through the senses; but it is sometimes proved to me that 

these senses are deceptive, and it is wiser not to trust entirely to any thing by which 

we have been once deceived.. . I shall then suppose, not that God who is supremely 

good and the fountain of truth, but some evil genius who is not less powerful than 

deceifil, has employed his whole energies in deceiving me; I shall consider the 

heavens, the earth, colours, figures, sound, and all other external things are nought 

but the illusions and dreams of which the genius has availed himself in order to lay 

traps for my credulity; I shall consider myself as having no hands, no eyes, no flesh, 

no blood, nor any senses, yet falsely believing myself to possess all of these things; 

I shall remain obstinately attached to this idea, and by this means it is not in my power 

to arrive a t  the knowledge of any truth, I may at least do what is in my power (i.e. 

suspend my judgement), and with f m  purpose avoid giving credence to any false 



thing, or being imposed upon by this arch deceiver, however powerful and deceptive 

he may be (Descartes 1980: 58-59). 

This then, is Descartes exercising his rigorous and methodical doubt. 

v 
MuItiple Selves 

It is in the face of such doubt that we begin our exploration of experience and self 

with an examination of the phenonenogical dilemmas faced by 'real' skeletons. As 

discussed above, those distortions that can take the place of our evil genius rely on a 

distinction between the real and the not real (we will be discussing this notion specifically 

in an up coming chapter). In order for objects and events to be described as an 

illusionistic or virtual experience, there must be some form of control to decide that these 

are indeed illusions or virtual experiences and not 'real'. That brings us to the question 

that this chapter is all about; what is real? 

Descartes' doubt encompassed all the information or experiences gained fiom 

sense perception, and encouraged us to do the same. If we were to apply the same rigour 

in our own scepticism, then we too would be taking a step towards certainty. Certainty, 

Descartes suggests does not lie in the external world (about which we can be mistaken) 

but in our moments of self-reflection. This is expressed in his famous Cogito Ergo Sum, 

or I think therefore I am Now this certainty semed rather obvious to Descartes; if I am 

thinking, then indeed I am in that thinking. Yet Descartes is less specific, in his argument 

for the "self that is thinking". Self is generally described as a thing that thinks. (Descartes 

1980: 61-84) Yet in describing this 'thing that thinks' Descartes does not go on to make a 

distinction between this 'thing' and the 'I' of the Cogito. This is where I suggest that we 



might run into problems if we set the self as the basis of certainty or for certainty in 

knowing . 

To employ Descartes methodical doubt with his own rigour, I must call into 

question the very notion of self and its relationship to experience as a 'thing that thinks'. 

If we place the self where it becomes an observer of experience and 'clearing house' of 

memories, then we will have conceived of the self in terms of what the philosopher 

Daniel Dennet refers to as the Cartesian Theatre (Dennet 199 1: 101- 138). This Cartesian 

Theatre is a construction of the self, where the self is an entity that is a part of, yet 

somehow distinct from, the experiences it encounters. All experiences then are played out 

before this self (much like watching a play) and this self thinks about, passes judgement 

on, enjoys or detests these experiences. Neuro- Theorist Marvin Minsky describes it thus, 

. . . the universal fancy that somewhere deep inside the mind is a certain special 

central place where all mental events come together to be experienced.. . In that view, 

all the rest of your brain- all the known mechanisms for perception, memory, language 

processing, motor control- are all accessories, which your "self * finds convenient to use 

for its own inner purposes. ..Of course its an absurd idea, because it doesn't explain 

anything. Then why is it so popular? Answer:. precisely because it doesn't explain 

anything! This is what makes it so useful for everyday Life. It helps you stop wondering 

why you do what you do, and why you feel what you feel. It magically relieves you of 

both the desire and the responsibility for understanding how you make decisions 

(Minsky 1985: 157) 

Where then are we to fmd this elusive 'self? If we use Descartes' own logic, 

Cartesian Theatre in place, then the self is subject to further doubt. If we take, as 

Descartes suggests, the 'self to be the locus of all experience and memory, we put the 

'self subject to both spatial and temporal considerations. That is to say the 'self then 



becomes contingent upon memory on two levels. The first level is that of a sequence of 

events occurring in the external world, the second level includes these events that are 

being played back for the Cartesian theatre. If we were to subject both of these cases to 

our radical Cartesian doubt then of course it could be the case that the memories played 

back are themselves illusory. The difficulty here is in determining whether the self exists 

independently of the experiences of the Cartesian theatre, or, whether experience itself 

necessitate this causal observer. The question has certain analogies with Plato's 

Euthyphro dialogue; 'is what is pious loved by the gods because it is pious, or is it pious 

because it is loved?' We could in turn ask the question, ' is consciousness because of 

experience, or is experience because of consciousness?' It would seem that a problem is 

arrived at here if we continue on with the Cartesian Theatre model of consciousness, 

because, then, we have to answer where it is indeed that consciousness springs from 

In the Cartesian Theatre the absence of experience would make for a self that has 

awareness of itself as a self experiencing 'no-experience' or rather the absence of 

experience. The self stands in relation to experience as you do to this page. Right now as 

a self, you are making evaluations and considerations. In the Cartesian theatre model of 

consciousness, your 'self' too stands in relation to these very evaluations and 

considerations as much as these evaluations and considerations stand in relation to the 

page. Thoughts about these evaluations and considerations further stand in relation to the 

self as do those evaluations and considerations to the page. Given this model we can say 

a lot about nothing to do with the self because we are continually addressing the subject 

matter of the Cartesian Theatre, and any further thought on the subject matter will in turn 

produce only more subject matter. In fact, following this model, any thought at all about 



anything is but another thing for the 'self to think about. It would seem that this puts us 

at an infmite regress towards objects and dead ends. In describing the self all we have 

recourse to is the fact that it is something that stands in a specific relationship to al l  

thought without actually being thought. This 'not being thought' leaves us with 

absolutely nothing to think about the self. We have excluded the 'self from the 

possibilities of inquiry. Since the Cartesian Theatre infinitely separates us from the self it 

would be an absurd idea to think that this is where we should begin our exploration. 

v 
Experience, Absence and Existence 

Now we must address the notion of 'intentionality' on consciousness and 

therefore of the self. What this means is that to be .conscious at all is to be necessarily be 

conscious of something. This is the central notion behind the phenomenological school of 

philosophy perhaps stated most strongly by Edmund Husserl (Kersten 1982). The root 

word of phenomenology is phenomenon. In Greek the word translates into appearance 

and, specifically in phenomenological thought, as the appearances of experiences in the 

world within its milieu of experiences. It is accepted that the certainty of these 

phenomena is questionable and the drive is to address the self in relation to these 

appearances. Having already determined that the self cannot be a 'thing' that 'thinks' 

about its experiences, the phenomenoligists place the . . notion of self-concordant with or 

concomitant upon experience. That is to say that any notion of 'self can only be spoken 

of in terms of experience. This is not to say the experience of a particular self, for that 

would be to revert back to the Cartesian Theatre model. Selves are just not the kinds of 



things to 'have' experiences; the 'self is rather the phenomenological and ontological 

embodiment of the experience itself in consciousness. In phenomenologicai thinking 

then, the concern is: (1) with the ontological status of experience, (2) with which 

phenomenon and where the 'self' is to be identified. Our thinking can perhaps be made 

clearer if we employ an example. Try this. 

Take a piece of cardboard and cut out several shapes in it, stan, circles, squares, 

tetrahedrons, what ever you would like. Look at the cardboard as the milieu of possible 

experience. The 'shapes' that you perceive in the cutouts are the 'negative space'. This 

'negative space' is in fact a char example of the idea of negation. When we perceive the 

'cut-out' forms of these shapes, we are not perceiving the shapes themselves, but rather 

the absence of these shapes in the context of the phenomenal existence of the cardboard. 

The cardboard has shape, colour, dimension, weight, and other qualities by virtue of its 

being. The cut out shapes can, in their absence possess no similar qualities. They are of 

no colour, weight, density, and the ideas of dimension and size are properties of the 

cardboard. The 'shapes' are absences, which possess no qualities in that they do not exist. 

The experience of these shapes is indeed the experience of their absence in the 

context/rnilieu of the cardboard. 

Try it here. 





We can mean several things when we speak of experience among which we 

include the relationship between sensory perception and the objects of perception. We 

to first examine the relationships between these and from there work towards 

an examination of self-hood. In this examination I will be indebted to the work of Jean- 

Paul Sartre and his distinctions between the "en soi" and the "pour so?' or the In-itself 

and the For-itself. 

Reality we take to be experiences of the world around us. What then is that world 

around us? As mentioned before, anything that we perceive we perceive 'as' something. 

As a touch, odour, vision, etc. This is the appearance of a phenomenon. The question to 

address then would be, "What is the ontological status of the phenomenon?, Is it the 

impression of sensory experience or  does it exist independently of the perceiver? This 

question was notably explored in the works of Bishop Berkley and his famous aphorism, 

'to be is to be perceived' (Berkley 1953). Similar lines of thought have been explored 

with the advent of quantum mechanics in the 'double slit' experiment. The quantum state 

(particle, wave or both) is not determined physically unless observed. Remaining 

unobserved the quantum state is both at the same time, a non-intuitive conclusion 

(Gribbin 1997: 394-396). And it is in this respect that Sartre's notion of the in-itself fiom 

Being and Nothingness becomes important. -. . 

Asking what is the in-itself of the phenomenon can indeed prove to be an 

extraordinarily difficult question. How will we be able to think of objects independent of 

our experience of them? Well, the answer to that question in Sartre's analysis could be 

boiled down to one word- existence. It just is, undifferentiated and pure, meaningless 

existence. What can we say about this existence? That it exists, and nothing more. It is 



existence without qualities and discreet properties; it is pure, brute and abso Iutely 

indescribable. How do we come to this knowledge? 

The answer to that question Lies not in our experience of this in-itself, but rather in 

our necessary relationship to this in-itself that is understood in the very foundations of 

consciousness~ Let me explain. There is existence. This is supported by the fact that there 

is experience. How then is this experience recognised as such? That is to ask, how can 

something as discreet and particular as a self develop &om the utter ontological 

magnitude of Being-in- itself? If we are to proceed along this path of thought, we must 

develop our terms fkom the bottom up, becoming more and more specific as our 

experience 'evolves' from experience-as- existence, brute and indeterminate, to that 

experience of a discreet particular self. The self as it exists in relation to the phenomena 

in existence- the singular emergence of the self as .the self- is informed by its experience 

as existence as it reflects on less clear aspects of the phenomena 

At our initiai level of existence as experience, the 'what' of that experience cannot 

be distinguished from the object of experience. That is to say, in a sense, what we have 

said already, that experience and existence are synonymous. At this point we have no 

way of making distinctions between one thing and another. In fact the very notion of 

'one' is rather redundant, for that is all that there is. What is it then to exist with discreet 

particularity? It is to add an alternative to the absolute redundancy and necessity of this 

'oneness' of being. A zero. Nothingness. Negation. thus gives us a way into the 

absoluteness/totaIity of being-in-itself. It provides a.tool for saying 'not thatT. It is in this 

sense that particularity is gained when we see that it exists as 'not everything else' rather 

than existence by its own right. This lamp on my desk only is because it is not my desk. 



my book, my pen, my self or anything else. In making it my object of attention, I remove 

it fiom the universe of being and hold it in a conceptual relationship to the 'me' that is a 

negation as well and that is also removed from the universe of being. I am not this lamp, 

the light, the sky or anything at all. 

Think back to our piece of cardboard with the hole cut in it. I suggested that the 

cardboard could stand as a representation of the milieu of experience, which, in this sense 

is synonymous with that of existence/being-in-itself. The role of specifying reality, or 

making objects discreet, is akin to cutting holes in the piece of cardboard. In essence, we 

are removing a part of experience from the milieu of the whole, and through a negation, 

forming a discreet particular. Now I do not mean to suggest that when we see a lamp, we 

are in fact seeing the negation of a lamp, instead, when we see a lamp, we have already 

gone so far in the conceptual process as to have developed a selfconcept which stands in 

relation to a lamp concept. The very process of concept- fonning presumes the universal 

negation of the concept formed. That is once more to say that the lamp is not the table, 

not the chair, not the paper, etc. In fact, we cannot even be that specific; leaving us saying 

that the lamp is 'not' everything else. If, however, we were to say that the lamp is not the 

table, not the chair etc. we would have to go through the same infinite process for each 

specific that we determine that the lamp is not. The moment we say that the lamp is not 

the chair, we are also saying that the chair is not the lamp, the table, and the telephone. 

Further we are understanding this to be a relationship in which we have a 'self-concept', 

which is to extend the process of negation, in that, we, as discreet particular selves, are 

not the lamp, not the table etc. This negation is not a negation that is specific to other 

concepts; it is rather a negation of being. It is in a sense an introduction of zero into the 



redundant 'oneness' of being. Thus an algorithm is created of ones and zeros from which 

the world can be made specific. If this sounds similar to the way in which computer 

programming operates with binary code it is because it is. 

In computer algorithms, every operation is determined be tween 'conceptual 

switches' or an on and off- ones being on, zeros being off- different combinations of ons 

and offs serve to create the logical operations of computer programming. These 'logic 

circuits' in turn make possible combinations that comprise infmite operations. This is 

simple to see if we look at the infinite possibility of concepts expressed through the 

letters in our alphabet or indeed if we look at the pass-ibility of negations. 

I assert with Sartre however that the circuits with which we are dealing oscillate 

between two possibilities; being and nothingness, the 'on' and 'off positions. Aside &om 

the fact that these concepts share the title with one of the most important works of 

existentialist literature, they serve to generate the possibility of discreet particularity. In 

the work by the same name, Jean-Paul Sartre formulates an ontology based on the now 

familiar tenet 'existence precedes essence*. Now what this means is that there are no 

essential qualities which make up a person or object. First and foremost there is 

existence. From this existence comes nothingness which brings along with it discreet 

particularity. Existence serves to define our chosen particularity- the discreet particular is 

not the self, but rather the experience at the moment it is attended to as intentional 

experience. In order to make these ideas more clear, please come with me on a quick and 

dirty exploration of Sartre' s 'essential' (pardon the pun) work. 



vz 
Being and Nothingness: Readers Digest Version 

The following will be a 'Reader's Digest' version of Jean-Paul Sartre's work 

Being and Nothingness, complete with my questions and attempts to criticize it and 

construct fkom it. The order established in this investigation is to serve primarily as a 

'tool' of understanding, proceeding fkom an idea or quotation of Sartre's, a criticism or 

comment on that idea, followed by any remarks or questions that I have experienced in 

that section. This is the essentiai 'order of things', though not explicitly presented as such 

in the content. I will try to address all major concerns but will only be concerned in detail 

with those that I find particularly relevant to further my research. This exploration will be 

a selective exegesis of that aspect of being which elucidates the self, in-itself and for- 

itself, as agentlart-maker. This will serve to suppoa my argument that agency negates 

being-in-itself and that the role of cognitive slippage serves then to remove agency, thus 

returning to being-in-itself. Please forgive the fact that I will bring up some very 

contentious items and not deal explicitly with them. They will serve as points of interest 

yet not as the destination of our journey. All readers may not want to pay attention to this 

section, as the discussion is rather specialized. However I think that there will be valuable 

lessons to be learned in this discussion as well as points of departure for further 

discussion. However, this may be something that readers may wish to return to after 

developing an understanding of the context of the argument as a whole. 

Let's go. 

As this is primarily an exploration of agency, I will keep this version of Being and 

Nothingness focused upon the development of a positional consciousness 



The basis of Sartre's examination in Being and Nothingness is the development of 

a phenomenological method of ontology (Sartre 1956: 7-9) What this means is that a 

system of being is developed out of an assumption that the world in which we live exists 

as appearance alone. This is of course the simple view, in that, as Sartre goes on to 

suggest that this appearance suggests a stronger ontology. This appearance of the world 

in some way corresponds to its actual being. What makes his claim strong is his argument 

that being cannot be a quality of an existent, for being is just not the kind of thing which 

is qualified, it just is. If something is the sort of thing to have qualities, it necessarily 

exists. In this, the phenomenological theme is elaborated and the ontological status of the 

appearance is fiuther explored by suggesting the role of being. Here Sartre uses an 

argumnt that has its roots in medieval philosophy- that being is not the quality of an 

existent. To say existent or to insist on any quality of an existent is at the same time to 

assert its being. (Copelston 1962: 74-80) . , 

The existence then of an appearance is itself not the appearance- it is existence- 

appearance is itself not a phenomenal being, rather it is trans phenomenal. This is to say 

that by the very fact that the appearance is, there is something that is so apparent. There 

is. 

There is a relation that we have with this being that could be described on three 

levels: 

1 .) Positional Transcendent (intentional- to wards conscious ends) 

2.) Non-positional consciousness as object for consciousness 

3.) Consciousness of non-positional as object- thereby giving the status of 

this consciousness as positional. 



These levels demonstrate a movement towards the development of the self as a discreet 

particular entity. This move is not however hierarchical, it is rather an aspect of different 

'modes of consciousness' that describe the nature of our ever-evolving awareness. This 

becomes more specific when we include the suggestion of the intentionality of 

consciousness. As we discussed earlier, to be conscious is to be conscious of something, 

yet given our phenomenological starting point, consciousness exists as pure appearance. 

yet of course also necessarily as absolute being, in that, as appearance, there is an 

ontological correspondent. 

I will not go into the role of perceptions in Sartre's ontology except to suggest 

that they (perceptions) in a sense exist prior to consciousness, but are active only in 

consciousness. I understand this apparent contradiction to be the root of the relationship 

between being-in-Itself and being-for-Itself. The perceptions existing prior to 

consciousness are those which are non-positional, positionality arrives when the 

perceptions become those of a particular consciousness. The fact that there is conscious 

experience at all is, in a sense, a statement of Sartre's 'ontological proof. 

". . . consciousness is a being such that in its being its being is in question in so far 

as this being implies a being other than itself"(Sartre 1956: 24) 

Let us try to understand where we are so far: 

1.) There is a sense in which the/a world is, or we take it as being real. 

2.) But of course senses give us information only about ourselves and our own relations 

to phenomena encountered 



3.) Therefore this cannot serve as our basis of the 'external world' for there is no 'real 

contact' with things in the world. -This does not d o w  for an intentional structure of 

the mind or of the self. 

Sartre overcomes this by rejecting the whole notion of 'sensation' as existent at all 

because of the hybridization of the subjective and objective in sensation. In effect this 

concept of a combined or hybrid subjectlobject does not apply to anything in reality. 

When you encounter a thing in the world, it is that thing in the world, which you are 

encountering, and not a particular sensation of it (Sartre 1956: 36-40). I think that this 

view is profoundly correct. The senses are not then subjective but, rather, a centre of 

reference for kture intentional or accidental action of the conscious self upon them. 

Therefore I can only define my senses in terms of the world. That is to say that I see 

things. I hear things. 

Being-In-Itself is the foundat ion for this posit ionality. Sartre's conception of 

Being-In-Itself is an extraordinarily simple notion; Being is. Being is in-itself, Being is 

what it is- not created not destroyed - it is nothing other than what it is, without 

qualification. Not too much more can be understood about this in terms of elucidation, 

yet it will become very clear in the context of the following. Just see being as being, not 

being 'something' just plain unspeakable being. This 'field' of absolute being is a 

framework for the origins of negation, which is, in Sartre's argument, central to the 

development of a positional discreet consciousness. 

This concept of negation is exemplified through the notion of a 'question'. The 

act of the question supposes an a f f x t i v e  or negative response, this of course allows for 

a 'this' and 'that' distinction. It is thisdistinction which in turn suggests that a 'this' is a 



'no t-that ' . How this corresponds to a positional consciousness is that as an '1'. I am not 

'everything else'. 

". ..consciousness cannot produce a negation except the form of a conscious negation." 

(Sartre 1956: 43) 

As suggested before, to be conscious is to be conscious of something, so you 

cannot really ever say that literally you are 'conscious of nothing', but rather conscious of 

the negation of something that is 'there'. To elucidate this, Sartre uses a famous example 

of entering a caf" expecting to see a friend- (1956: 40-42) The friend is not there. How do 

you know this? Because everywhere you turn you become immediately aware of your 

Biend's absence. He is not that person. She is not sitting in the booth underneath the 

bright lamp. 

It may seem self evident but it is worthwhile to make explicit that 'nothingness' is 

not in the same category as 'being' but is rather, a product of being. To suggest quite 

dualistically; without being, there is no nothingness. (A funny idea 'no nothingness', it 

makes it seem right) In this respect, 'non-being' exists only on the surface of being and is 

not a necessary condition for being (In-itself). Sartre's argument is quite convincing here. 

Being In-itself is a totality of being, there are no particular instances or particularities of 

this being. It does not need a negation in order for it to be (as negation requires it) by its 

fundamental simplicity- there is nothing which it 'is-not'. 

ccNothingness lies coiled in the heart of being, like a worn," (Sartre 1956: 56) 



As alluded to before, discreet existences only become apparent as discreet 

because of the nothingness that separates them from another-In fact the whole project of 

'otherness' is a product ofnothingness- this sense of 'otherness' must be fust understood 

in terms of its origin. Here the fundamental notion of 'freedom' is brought up. 

Freedom is essential in that it lays the groundwork for negation- clearly 

consciousness is not 'In-itself' since it is open to the notion of 'question' or the 

possibility of non being. This notion of 'question' becomes quite clear, as suggested 

above, and is central for opening the possibilities of negation through the possibility of a 

negative response. 'Is Peter here?' 'No. he is not here.' 

If consciousness is intentional and is nothing 'in-itself' then there can clearly be 

no 'unconscious' motivation for action or description. Right here it is not entirely clear 

exactly what Sartre is suggesting in his statement, that consciousness is the 'being which 

it is not and not what it is'- therefore there exists a possibility as well as a position in 

relation to existence. Perhaps the best way to 'get over it' is to focus attention on the 

intentionality of consciousness- to be conscious is to be conscious of something, and 

immediately, pre-reflexively that 'object' is not consciousness itself, it is the world. This 

is a developing idea that only becomes clear, as it is understood in action usually in terms 

of 'reflection' or pattern making. 

Sartre's notion of freedom is the foundation of Bad Faith- the fieedom arrived at 

in nothingness is so frightening that we fly from it into an inadequacy of being- this flight 
. . 

under the presumption of being marks Bad Faith. The very nature of possibility yields 

'Bad Faith' because possibility is the 'actualised' manifestation of freedom. Bad faith is 

to essentially 'Link' the 'I' with one possible, to the exclusion of others (Sartre 1956: 86- 



118). To 'answer the question' with a defmitive 'yes'. To say that I am ' a s  

opposed to 'I am not * or simply 'I am*/'I am not * . Accordingly, if 

consciousness is not what it is and is what it is not, then to say that it is anything at all is 

quite absurd. 

Thus nothingness becomes a condition for the recognition of a positional discreet 

being. and from this position, Sartre develops his notion of Being-For-Itself. The 

immediate structure to this category of being is found in the notion of 'presence to self' 

and the awareness of the 'pre-reflexive cogito* (Sartre 1956: 86-96). The 'pre-reflexive' 

cogito really does not hold the same 'intentionality' of Descartes' cogito, but, rather 

asserts that consciousness in order to be 'reflected', pre-reflexively, 'must be of a 

'thing'. This notion will be of particular importance in our discussion of the sublime in 

the next chapter, as we will refer back to that 'pre-reflexive' awareness. 

Consciousness as For-itself needs the In-itself in order to exist qua For-Itself as an 

element of the content of consciousness. (This is the same idea as the totality of being as 

the ground for negation or non-being). Through this, the In-itself (being) is realised as 

such, through this contingency of the For-Itself. 

ccCun we even conceive of the truth of an instant?" (Sartre 1956: 133) 

An existential notion of 'immediacy' plays a very important role later in this 

thesis, for it will be basic to the construction of a situation to determine when something 

moves(?) from being 'as something' to being 'in situation'. What exactly will be the 

essential temporality of a situation and can a situation be constructed from 'not 



situation'? I develop this as an ontological category - Being-in-Situ as a response in later 

chapters to describe our encounters with paradoxes. 

This notion of 'immediacy' is of necessity tied to a notion of temporality. The 

past exists as a relationship to an 'I' it is not an attribute of an 'I', or something that is 

possessed. I do not have a past, rather, I suggest that I am in situation with my past 

perhaps as my past, or perhaps as a for-itself distorting it. Once again we are faced with 

the idea of a negation. The past is no longer, the future is not yet (Sartre 1956: 176). The 

present is a not. This is very important in that the instant or the immediate cannot bear a 

temporal relationship to a For-itself. Presence to itself is the For-Itself witnessing itself as 

not being the being of the in-itseLf. This is so very important in that I think that it bears a 

unique resemblance to the sublime or the shock of the object in 'art' and 'non art'. It 

serves as a catalyst for flight in the face of being for the object qua object is in-itself, as 

presence it is not itself. 

In terms of postulating a 'future agency'. the prospect of annihilating a 'future 

self' seems central to my concern, which would seem to be the atemporal construction of 

situations which force the self into the 'nothing present'. This, I suggest, is our fust 

understanding of the process of cognitive slippage. . - A self as a discreet particular agent is 

faced with the negation of past and future possibilities through placing the present into a 

paradoxical situation, a role, which I shall argue comes from the relationship which we 

enter into when we experience the possibility of the real becoming 'not-real'. The 

implicit negation of the future possibilities become explicit as the immediate paradox 

directs attention away fiom the present and into an explanation, which is of course Linked 



to the idea of a possible future. The 'I' can apprehend the present as present even though 

non-positionally it is future. 

Here is where the imagination plays a central role as an in-itself reflecting upon 

the world as intentional conscious experience. Through imagination, possibilities become 

phenomenologically present as a self in a future or present or past situation. What 

remains central to imagination is the notion of the imagined situation. 

". . .to be free is to be condemned to be free" (Sartre 1956: 185) 

. The future is the continual possibilization of possibles. It is similar to the idea of 

the 'question'. Here Sartre makes a distinction between Static Temporality and Dynamic 

Temporaliq (1956: 187-21 1). Static temporality reflects notions such as 'before' and 

'after'. This elucidates the idea of temporaiity as succession- the 'instant' then must 

necessarily be atemporal, perhaps a better term would be non-temporal. Sartre states 

rather poetically 'The world dissolves into an infrnite dust of instants." - An In-itself 

(1956: 190- 19 1). 'The problem then is to explain how there is a world.. . connected 

changes and perxnances in time." (1956: 19 1). 

Here is where the dynamic of temporality becomes significant in that the For- 

Itself, when considering the For-itself, can only be seen in action in a temporally 

conceived self. That is to say that it can only exist as a transcendent- being what it is not, 

and not being what it is. 

This is made clearer through the notion of reflection. Reflection is the For-Itself 

conscious of itself. This of course is not reflecting on an instant of time for being in the 

instant is not being (this is obvious if there is no instant to 'be' in). "Reflection therefore 



apprehends temporality and reveals it as the unique and incomparable mode of being a 

selfness-that is as historicity." (Sartre 1956: 22 1) 

I will elaborate on this and expand the notion of Sartre's that the past and the 

future are notsubject to doubt. That is to say that the past qua past (non-thetic) supports 

the present through its negations, while the future is as a possible qua possible in much 

the same way. That is to say in the historical negation of the present. This is not to 

suggest that particular modes or 'content' of the past is subject to doubt for that is 

memory which indeed not the past but rather "I am no longer my past.. . I am thematizing 

it." (Sartre 1956: 226) 

Thus self-consciousness arises as the negation of the 'reflected on' by the 

reflective. The question then becomes epistemological in that we must now ask how the 

now conscious-self can come to know this, and even further, how is this knowledge 

possible? Sartre suggests that knowledge is a relation between the For-Itself and the In- 

Itself (1 956: 240). This relationship is one in which the For-ItseLf actively negates the h- 

Itself. The procedures of this negation are the means whereby, as we have discussed, the 

self becomes positional as being the 'not' that which it is. This becomes clearer when 

thinking of 'space' (for example the 'space' between objects) that it cannot be a being in 

that it is neither as 'this' or even a conceivable property of a 'this'. Space is not then a 

form of being, rather it is a negation. We have used an example of this son earlier when 

we discussed the piece of cardboard with the holes cut into it. In the determination of a 

particular, there is not a self that is internal, but rather an 'internal' structure of the In- 

itself (which of course has no structure) or of consciousness (as nothing cannot be the 

son of the thing with which the terms internal or structure makes any sense). 



Returning once more to the notion of qualities or properties of an object, Sartre 

suggests 'every quality of being is all of being' (1956: 257). This view is exceptionally 
. 

important in that if we can even say that a quality exists, through its brute existence, it 

exists as the totality of the being of an object or event. It is. It is not bestowed by or 

through the For-itself while at the same time its discreteness is the For-itself. Qualities 

then are further examples of Sartre's ontological proof of existence as a force in 

becoming. That is to suggest that if an object indeed is capable of possessing qualities, 

then it of course must exist, which in turn makes the debate about the existence of 

qualities themselves a moot point. If we have an orange, why debate the existence of its 

coloured and textured flesh when the orange itself stands for its orange colour and cool 

dimpled surface. 

Otherness and its relation to Being in-itseIf 

Consider then the even more interesting role of 'otherness' in Sartre's philosophy. 

I feel that this is the most exciting and useful part of his theory, which offers great 

potential for exploration in the development of our notion of Being-in-Situation as a 

discreet ontological category. Sartre's concept of the other is understood best through 

illustration, and in this case is marked by shame (1956: 301-303). Suppose that you are 

engaged in spying on a conversation through a keyhole in a door. All of your conscious 

intention is directed towards the apprehension of what is being said and what is being 

looked at. There is no reflected self-consciousness as you are in this engagement. You 

then hear a footstep behind you and are made very much aware that it is a 'you' who is 

doing this spying. You are made very present to your~ l f  as object as you are made object 



before the other. Your self becomes mediated through the other, as it is understood, in 

this case as shame, only before the other. Through the Other, I sce myself as object, 

because that is, of course, how the other sees me, as object. I am as the other sees me. I 

am shameful. 

"It is through the mediaey of the world that they commmnicate. " (Sartre 1 956: 303) 

The Other is that self, which is not myself. This opens the door both for the 

negation and for the specificity of the For-Itself. The negation serves to lay the 

foundation of Being-for-others. This negation of the For-itself has served to demonstrate 

how 'particularity' and 'positionality' can be established with 'objects' in the world 

(often as instruments) (Sartre 1956: 304-3 15). Yet the Other though being a 'thing' in the 

world is not solely an instrument for ourselves, in that, it is the only thing in the world 

that can make an instrument of us. 

Now there are ways in which Sartre suggests that we can make ourselves 'Other' 

from our immediate structures of the For-Itself; this is absolutely central to our following 

discussion as this is the core creative act from a Sartrean view. 

'The image of creation is the most adequate here since in the creative act I look into the 

very heart of  what I create- for what I create is me-and yet what I create opposes itself to 

me by closing in on itself in an affirmation of objectivity." (Sartre 1956: 3 14) 

This is to say that like the past, the 'created object' becomes In-itself and is not a 

possession or attribute of the self. This is so important that I will state it again: 

The 'created object' becomes an in-Itself and is not a possession or attribute of the self. 



h particular "art objects" are not possessions or attriiutes of the self for our purposes. 

Because of this reflection on qualia and attributes such a construction is available to 

become 'Other'. The Other then must appear to the cogito as 'not being me'. 

Although we can see the other, as well as the world, objectively, there is no way 

that we can see the world through the eyes of the other. The world then is 'decentralised* 

through the non-experience of the other qua subject. 

". . . if the Other-as-object is defined in connection with the world as the object which 

sees what I see, then my fundamental connection with the Other-as-subject must be able to be 
I 

referred back to my permanent possibitity of being seen by the Other." (Sartre 1956: 344) 

The  Other's look touches me across the world and is not only a transfonna2ion of 

myself but a total metamophosis of the world. I am looked at in a world looked at." 

(Sartre 1956: 360) 

Concrete examples of both the 'look' as well as the notion of Otherness can be 

found in Sartre's notion of the body. For Sartre, the body is the concrete representation of 

a 'psychic' point of view. It is a concrete manifestation of the For-Itself-For -Others. 

The body then becomes the center of action, and therefore of intentional agency, 

in that, the body as center of reference becomes necessary as the meaning maker and 

orientation of the system. It becomes the spatial -temporal 'I' which can refer to itself as 

such. The Other then becomes a point of view on which I cannot take a point of view 

(Sartre 1956: 360-375). This is present in both the making of visual art and performance 



as it is through action of the body that this work is done. This action is the relocation of 

the 'I' from an in-itself to the self embodied as other through action. 

Body otherness in i ~ m e n t a l  relation 

Like all instruments, the body is defmed in relation. A pencil is not just a pencil, 

but is understood rather as the pencil with which I write. It is understood on the field of 

being, as sound is on the field of silence. 

The encounter with the other then becomes something akin to alienation. In 

encountering the other, I experience my body/ my self as contingent. Any connection I 

have with the world as experience, becomes then infmitely separated fiom the 'I' that I 

insist I am. Sartre describes it thus, 

'The shock of the encounter with the Other is,for me a revelation in emptiness of the 

existence of my body outside as an In-itself for the Other. Thus my body is not given merely as 

that which is purely and simply lived; rather this 'lived experience9 becomes- in and through the 
J 

contingent, absolute fact of the other's existence- extended outside in a dimension of flight which 

escapes me." (1956: 46 1) 

In our more concrete relations with others, Sartre distinguishes two further types 

of being, the Being-With and the We. Now what is relevant to the discussion about to 

take place are Sartre's own words. .. - 

'The best example of the 'we' can be furnished us by the spectator at a 

theatrical performance whose consciousness is exhausted in apprehending the 

imaginary spectacle, in foreseeing the events through anticipatory schemes, in 

positing imaginary beings as the hero, the traitor, the captive, etc., a spectator who, 

however, in the very upsurge which makes him a consciousness of the spectacle is 

constituted non-thetically as consciousness (of) being a co-spectator of the 

spectacle." (1 956: 535) 



Now, connect that with this- 

"I am on the pavement in front of a cafe I observe the other patrons and 

know myself to be observed. We remain here in the most ordinary case of conflict 

with others (the Other's being-as-object for me, my being-as-object for the other). 

But suddenly some incident occurs in the street; for example, a slight collision 

between a jeep and a taxi. Immediately at the very instant when I become a spectator 

of the incident, I experience myself non-theticdly as engaged in 'we'. The earlier 

rivalries, the slight conflicts have disappeared, and the consciousness which have 

furnished the rnatter of the 'we' are precisely those of all the patrons: 'we' look at 

the event, 'we' take part-" (Sartre 1956: 536) 

It must be kept in mind though that the 'we' consciousness is not the foundation 

of the consciousness of the Other. The Being-For-Other's rather founds Being-with- 

Others. 

Being-In-Itsel/, Being- For-Itserf, Being- For-Others, Being-In-Situation 

We must state our course here in commonplace terms, as we have traced a very 

complicated, though essential discussion. What is necessary to understand is that the 

relationships forged between and within Being and Nothingness are based upon 

contingencies. The only necessity lies in the notion of Being-in-itself. Though it is 

significant that fkom this essential being, comes the self. The self, as a contingency is 

open-ended. The self is a process. In the discussion to follow, this is exceptionally 

important because we will be addressing the status of the self before the other as contexts 

are manipulated which affect the relationships that are the process of becoming. In the 

proceeding chapters, we will discuss both art and reality in terms of experience and 

further, as the experience of particular relationships. Both Mimetic Paradox and cognitive 

slippage will serve to demonstrate that the self is constantly being 'remade' in the face of 



experience that is always dynamic and dialectic. This, in its immediacy. offers a glimpse 

into a being that is necessarily a being-in-situation. 

v 
m a t  Next?????? 

In this chapter we began with a story. In this story, our narrator encountered an 

intriguing stranger who seemed to know more about him then he did about himself. We 

encounter this world as profound strangers to it. It is a world in which our perceptions 

often are not indicative of our experience, while it is ow experience that constructs our 

world; this is the essential paradox. What cows next is the development of a method 

which serves to interrogate our experience of a reality. This is the central task in 

becoming as we struggle to transcend Bad Faith in definitive interpretations and 

meanings. We shall now see how the techniques of art (whatever they may be) may offer 

an experience similar to that mystery of Zen Buddhism, the Koan. A paradox that through 

confbsion, serves to Liberate. 



THREE- 
The Art of Art 

WE KNOW THAT THE TAIL MUST WAG THE DOG, 

FOR THE HORSE IS DRAWN BY THE CART; 

BUT THE DEVIL WHOOPS, AS HE WHOOPS OF OLD: 

"IT'S CLEVER, BUT IS IT ART?" 

-RUDYARD KIPLING 

I 
It Seemed So Sinrple m e n  

When we think of art, our imaginations are taken to the classrooms, 

galleries, museums and public sculptures of our childhood. It is here that we learned 

about applying marks on a canvas or paper, moulding clay or putting things together for 

others to look at. We looked at what was made. We saw these artifacts as paintings and 

sculptures; we made them. How did we know that what we were making was art? Of 

course we may not have considered our childhood explorations in fmger-paint an. 

However, the Da Vincis, Monets and Rembrants; those were art. Why? Because they 

were done by artists or so designated by our mentors. Why might we not consider the 

work of our six-year-old selves' art? Because they-were done by children, not artists. At 

what point does the making performed by a child become the making done by an artist? 

When they make art, or, when the art is made by an artist? Once more we are faced with 

the challenge of Socrates, is something art because it is made by an artist, or rather, is a 

person an artist because they have made art? 



To answer this question, we must be very careful of the subtle distinctions that 

must be made. Perhaps we must even refme the question to ask if there are intrinsic 

qualities which make an object art while others are not. Likewise, we can pose the same 

problem for the artist, as we determine what it is that the artist makes which will be art, 

and what will not be. In the days of childhood, when the questions were perhaps not so 

subtle we knew that what was in museums and galleries was art, but we also knew that 

not everything in museums and galleries was to be taken as art. For example, there was 

never very much confusion about whether light switches, water-fountains and fire 

extinguishers were 'not-art'. while the marked canvases in frames and sculpted clay on 

pedestals were art. How were we able to make this distinction? One answer may be that 

in our school art lessons, what we studied and made were marks on canvas and sculpted 

clay. However, this would only seem to delay the question, for then, where did the 

teachers form the opinion that light switches and fire extinguishers were not art while 

paintings and sculptures were art, and so on as did their teachers and the teachers of those 

teachers make similar distinctions. Has art always been paintings and sculptures, or, has it 

changed over time? 

In an attempt to answer this question, considerations must be made regarding the 

history of art in both form and content. It is plain enough to see how the subject matter 

has changed over the last several hundred years, even the last twenty. There have been 

movements in portraiture, abstraction, religious art and landscapes and many more that 

will remain unmentioned. The materials used in 'art-making' have changed as well, from 

watercolours to mixed media, fiom bodies to light. Yet in the midst of the developments 



and changes in both form and content the idea of art remains. The proliferation of 

galleries and theatres is a testament to this enduring concept. 

The following will not be an attempt to define art, but is rather an attempt to 

address qualia of 'artnessT- and it assumes the insufficiency of those qualia We need to 

know, 'Wow can we speak of a concept of art without a defmition of it?'. I will argue that 

not only can we do this, but herein lies a foundation for experience. 

N 
Representation and Ontology 

To deepen this investigation it is of some importance to relate back to the 

previous chapter and revisit the relationship between art and reality. In thinking of art as 

representation, we have already discussed that this representation is indeed a 

representation of some reality. Is this the case? In the present examination I would like to 

insist that reality is being created through that representation. The representation is then a 

consequence of a reality as experienced, in addition to and perhaps more importantly than 

metaphor, media or internal relations of the work itself. This is to say that our ontologies 

are understood on a framework of representation rather than a representation being 

'about' a particular ontological state. There is first representation, second, there is being. 

Think of a time when you experience something in your day-to-day life, out 

travelling the world or simply relaxing on a beach. What is and where are the aesthetic of 

these moments to be found? We fmd beauty in our lives and recognise it as beauty or as 

something worthy of aesthetic attention. How can we recognise such moments as 

dBerent from any other moment? Can we keep these experiences distinct and sornehow 

special and if so, how? It seems that we are able to do this everyday, without any effort. I 

would argue that we can do so because we have experienced representation of experience 



as aesthetic experience, experience joined with those qualities of representation 

appropriate to its medium and content (perhaps a painting or photograph). Let me take a 

moment to 'un-pack' this thought. 

When we ask questions about what the abstract concept art is, so too must we 

question what it is that is being represented. This focuses upon the 'aboutness' or content 

of the art. There are times when many of us wish we had a camera with us in order to 

'capture' a particularly beautiful moment. What is it that makes these moments the kinds 

of things which can be 'captured'? We have seen it done before. We have seen the Grand 

Canyon through the lens of National Geographic Magazine and have travelled to this 

canyon to see the basis of its beautifully photographed representation. In its presence, do 

we see the canyon? Or rather do we see its representation as "object which we have 

experienced in its representation' (or something like it), If we grant this approach, the 

possibilities of our own representations become, "this now, is the kind of thing which can 

be represented". What then is our relationship to the Grand Canyon? We b o k  at it and 

think about how we would represent this experience and how we have experienced its 

representation before and how we now experience it in itself. We could take our own 

photographs (which may or may not compare to the quality of those in National 

Geographic). We could speak of it, making of our experience a Linguistic or poetic 

representation of an impression. How do we know that there can be a common language 

to convey such experience? - Or even possible aesthetic qualia of it? 

III 
The Essentiul 

When we experience these representations, they give us an idea of the essences of 

what they actually are in themselves or of those salient qualia in which our experience 



inheres, or both. That is to say: often we are faced with the representations of images that 

are not necessarily specific, for example, paintings of the seaside or mountains, or deserts 

etc. In the non-specific geography of these works we see beyond that geography- if 

indeed it exists. In works of this sort we see concepts- mountains, deserts, and oceans. 

We see that there are clues to let us know that this is indeed a mountain that we are 

seeing even though the specific mountain is unimportant. We see this mountainess in all 

mountains, both in the 'real' as well as in their 'representations'. It may seem here that I 

am making parallels to Plato's theory of the forms, which, in short, suggests that the 

specifics of reality are at best approximations of their essences (Grube 198 1). This 

however is not quite the case, for it is not essences with which we are dealing but rather 

that essence in the context of which an object is understood as specific and quintessential 

object. We could determine this essence as being the necessary and sufficient qualities 

that all objects in one set of items happen to possess. Would something still be a 

mountain if it were not a large rocky landmass of a certain elevation? Surely there must 

be more than this. For then we could ask the same questions about rockiness and 'land- 

massness'. So too, in representations, we can ask exactly what is being represented. For 

example in painting, our representations of mountains do not occupy space in three 

dimensions and are not rocky landmasses. What are we seeing? Marks of pigment on 

paper or canvas. What these marks are, is worthy of discussion. 

rv 
I" & 2"" Order Distinctions 

There are two distinct orders of representation. The fmt order is the congruent 

representation of 'natural* objects. That is to say objects like mountains, trees, animals, 



the sea and sky. The second order is the representation of 'man-made' objects, tables, 

chain, cars, houses, etc. I make this distinction because in the simulation of these two 

orders of representation, the second order representations pose the problem of what is 

being simulated or represented. 

Suppose we were to construct a perfect realist sculpture of a chair. It is made of 

wood, metal, plastic, fibreglass or some such material. It has a sitting place, four legs and 

a back and is capable of supporting weight. Is this a chair? A simulation of a chair? Or 

possibly both? Let's examine this in the context of fast order representations and 

consider the sanse scenario with a mountain. We construct a perfect realist sculpture of a 

mountain. We use rocks and dirt in our construction; we make it tall and large. We plant 

trees on it. People climb this mountain. Is this a mountain? Is this the essence of 

mountainess? A simulation of a mountain? A simulation of mountainess? Or perhaps all 

of the above? , . 

A subtle distinction must be made here; although both are simulations, there are 

ways of determining whether the constructed mountain is a simulation of a mountain, 

whereas, in the case of the chair, there are no tests that we can perform to determine 

whether it is indeed a real chair or a simulation of one. I will be addressing this issue in 

greater depth later in the chapter The Real Not-Real and the Hyper-Real. However, 

salient to the present discussion is the question of the possibilities of mimesis and its 

connection to the act of representation. In representation in the first order sense, it can be 

clear that something is being represented while not actually being the object, whereas in 

the second order category of representation this line is more blurred. It is to this line that I 

now turn. 



I suggested earlier that to represent an object is to d u d e  to aspects of that object 

which are necessary and sufficient for us to understand the representation as the object. 

yet not necessarily sufficient to be that object. I have also used the term 'essence' to refer 

to such necessary and sufficient qualities of representation. In a further examination of 

what I mean by essence it is important to specify the qualities of the object being 

represented. In this way, if we take a tree to be an object that looks and feels a certain 

way in our construction we can focus on those specific sensory items of information that 

are necessary and sufficient in quality for the treeness. In first order representation, this . 

distinction between necessary and sufficient conditions plays an important role because, 

in our constructions, we can address what is sufficient to sensory representation and only 

need to approximate that which is necessary. In this case, natural objects (mountains, 

trees, and oceans) cannot be represented in totality in that they are, by the fact that they 

are systems, processes. An ocean, tree or mountain in this sense in not an object but 

rather a representation that can at best be approximated. In second order representation, 

a l l  that we have are sufficient conditions. The 'original' was created from a concept 

without conceptual necessity. Man-made objects may indeed have never existed and our 

relationship to them may not have been the case; in this sense they are contingent on our 

being and on our development of concepts. With mountains and trees, oceans and 

streams, we had to determine our place in relation to them With tables and chairs, knives 

and forks, we determine their conceptual place in relation to us. I suggest that it is in 

these relationships that the essential aspects of representation Lie and not in the objects or 

the representations themselves. To speak of the 'essential' of objects may be to speak of 

their place in our symbolic life rather than their place in our conceptual decision mnking, 



for example '%he negotiating table" "the knife as weapon; as symbol of brokenness" In 

the case of natural objects, our relation is one of relating to a process extending beyond 

our notions of utility, the particularity of these natural objects come with this utility. Our 

relationship to 'object-as function' is what gives them their flair of universality. 

In thinking of these 'relationships' as essential rather than the object itself let me 

use an example. We have a cup. We know it is a cup only because it looks to us like other 

cups we have seen in the past. Further, this 'cup', which looks like other examples of 

cups that we have seen before is performing a similar function to those other cups we 

have seen before: That is to say holding liquid. We take its form, which we recognise, 

from previous experience, and we take its hnction, holding liquid, and then determine 

that it is a cup. If we look at this in greater detail however, we will see that 'cupness' is a 

mere matter of a relationship to function rather than to physical form. 

Have there not been times when we have made our hands into a 'cup' using the 

action of 'cupping' our hands in order to hold something. Let's make this example more 

problematic. Let us take a Styrofoamcoffee cup. It looks in shape, form, texture, colour 

and material the same as other coffee cups of the same variety. This cup however has 

many holes in it as it was attacked with a safety pin, In this case, although it looks Like all 

of the other cups, it cannot perform the same function of these other cups. It cannot hold 

coffee. Is it still a Styrofoam coffee cup? Well it certainly is still Styrofoam. It also can 

perform the task of 'cupping' something (say marbles) yet it cannot perform the task of 

'cupping' coffee. So we canw t really say that it is still a Styrofoam coffee cup, however 

we can say that it is still a Styrofoam cup. 



Can we now though make the assertion that it is a simulation or a representation , 

of a Styrofoam coffee cup? Well, we have determined that it is indeed clearly not a 

'coffee cup' however much it may look like one, while at the same time it remains a cup 

in that it is capable, at least in a limited respect, of performing the function of 'cupping'. 

What then is a simulation? 

We have discussed earlier a distinction between frrst and second order 

representation with respect to mimesis. If we take an object to be a first order 

representation, I suggested that there are empirical methods of testing whether it is indeed 

that object or not. We can test trees, people, dogs, mountains and badlands and determine 
- 

their origin as something not directly created by the hand of man. Although with the 

advent of cloning and genetic engineering this hand is present, it is not causal of the form 

of these things, that is to say we are not responsible for the 'treeness' of a tree or the 

'mountainness' of a mountain. These second order objects of representation exist mainly 

as 'objects-that-are-used'. Can we now take this criterion of 'usehrlness' and apply it to 

concepts of use that have no physical manifestations? For example, can we take the idea 

of 'conversation' and simulate it as a representation without it becoming an actual 

conversation. 

v 
On To The Theatre 

This is an example of a second order simulation dilemma posed by the theatre. 

We can ask when a conversation is occurring between two actors on stage, " is it really a 

conversation, or is it rather something that looks and sounds like a conversation, but is 

rather without a quality that is essential to its use as conversation." 



Let us look at this example in depth. When we are watching a play in which two 

or more characters are having a conversation, we are aware that this conversation that is 

t h g  place is a conversation that has some overall relevance to the narrative of the play 

and will connect to other 'conversations' and actions in the play to create a meaningful 

whole. I think that the notion of a 'meaningful whole' is important here, in that, by 

attaching a 'useful' notion of conversation to its overall 'meaning making' location in a 

script we are constructing our own understanding. We no longer are speaking of the 

conversation in terms of (perhaps only) an exchange of information but it becomes used 

as a point of co~ect ion  in an overall structure of meaning making. The conversation here 

becomes much like the 'holey' coffee cup from previous examples, in that, although it 

shares in form, and in some degree content to other coffee cups, it is not a coffee cup: Its 

existence is not and cannot be defined in terms of its relation to coffee. It is rather a cup, 

that although can still 'cup', cannot 'cup' coffee, and, therefore it is not a coffee cup. 

Our theatrical conversation occupies a very similar position. This conversation 

looks and sounds to all appearances like a conversation. Words with specific meanings 

are being spoken and reacted to. Meanings, ideas and pieces of information are being 

exchanged. However, in the context of theatrical performance, the usefulness of this 

conversation is not in the exchange alone. It is rather to offer unity or continuity to an 

overall narrative or structure and to establish 'unreal' relationships between characters, 

with the exchange of information itself (in the performance) remaining rather trivial. 

Both actors have read the script and are aware of what they are going to say to each other 

so that in no real sense is meaningful information being exchanged, for this information 

is understood prior to the actual speaking of the words. Information is however being 



exchanged with the audience of the performance. This is the "real" conversation; the one 

taking place on stage is a simulation of one. The usefulness of the simulated conversation 

is in the development of the 'real' conversation taking place between the actors and the 

audience. In this we can see that not only concrete objects are candidates for 

representation or simulation, so too are more abstract concepts. 

From this examination, we see that we can determine a second order 

representation through testing its usefulness and the relation of that usefulness to 'man 

the maker'.. Now try to apply this same criterion to first order objects. If we were to look 

at a mountain, tree or a dog. given our previous method of demarcation, we should be 

able to determine whether we are dealing with a simulation or the real thing. All that we 

would have to do is determine its relationship to us, as well as to another object. 

Thus we arrive at certain necessary qualia for the art maker which in turn will in 

their depiction evoke like perceptible qualia responses in a viewer. A representation of a 

mountain will speak of its essence accompanied by its relation to that maker. It is this 

'essence' ful relationship which we must of necessity recognise which enables faithful 

depiction and evokes aesthetic response. 

w 
The Aesthetic 

What exactly this aesthetic response is however is open to much debate. What 

exactly is this aesthetic attention? It would not be difficult here to digress into several 

tahgential discussions, so I will attempt to address the following concepts only in such a 

way as to maintain the thrust of our current discussion. 



We have mentioned earlier the role of 'essence' in determining the necessary qualia 

of 'artness'. We can trace the roots of this problem to book seven of Plato's Republic. 

Here, he condemns art as being a kind of third order reality: There are no objects that are 

exactly what they seem to be in his worldview. Objects are rather, an approximation of a 

deeper level of reality. This is the basis for his 'theory of forms'. For example, all tables 

we see are approximations of the "ideal" or "form" table; the table that exists beyond our 

imagination that is the very essence of 'tableness'. In an artistic representation of a table, 

what we are representing is not the ideal form of the table, but rather its approximation in 

the phenomenal world. We then are left with an approximation of an approximation and 

therefore are moving further and further away from any notion of 'reality', which as Plato 

would be the first to suggest, is not behaviour to be admired in rational man. Thus art was 

shifted more and more away fiom its usefulness as a tool for ontological inquiry and 

towards a matter of taste. (Lee 1955) 

IX 
Kant 

Aesthetic attention, or, the 'aesthetic attitude grew out of a type of formalism known 

as aestheticism: a mode of thinking where the significance of art was intrinsic in the work 

itself. Works of art displayed properties of beauty, elegance, grace, daintiness, balance, 

design, unity, harmony, and so on. Of these properties, beauty is the most significant to 

the aesthetic attitude, and it is this significance which we can attribute to Kant. Kant's 

thinking on aesthetics focused more on this attitude than it did on works of art 

themselves. Central to this choice was the notion of 'disinterest'. This of course did not 



imply boredom in any sense, but rather that the aesthetic attitude towards an object or 

event was to be free of moral, social or critical judgements. In this 'disinterest' one was 

able to develop a position on beauty, or rather the perception of the beautiful. It was of no 

real significance (in the aesthetic attitude) whether the object/event of contemplation 

existed in actuality or not. Kant states, 

. . .the delight which we connect with the representation of the real existence of 

the object . Such a delight therefore always involves a reference to the faculty of desire, 

either as its determining ground, or else as necessarily with its determining ground.. . 
one must not be in the least prepossessed in favour of the real existence of the thing, but 

must preserve complete indifference in this respect in order to play the part of judge in 

matters of taste (Kant 19 1 1 : 4243). 

This thinking moved us to wards a primary/secondar y distinct ion in our attitudes 

towards the beautiful. The objects that were the prime candidates for the beautiful were 

natural objects; art objects were secondary in that they were representations of these 

primary objects. Definitions of art were then given more by multiple examples than 

through any sort of philosophical investigation. What constituted art were the objects of 

aesthetic attention in various private collections and churches (Goldthwait 1960). 

x .  
Hegel and Danto 

As we can see fkom the present state of art as well from its history, 'art as 

representation' has not always been the leading notion in the construction of what we call 

'art'. We are faced with many examples from modem movements of 'events' rather than 

objects as artefacts. Starting near the turn of the 2 0 ~  century, art moved away from being 

a category of objects set aside for aesthetic attention to the point where the DADA 

aphorism 'Everything the artist spits is art.", could be understood if not appreciated. Art 



theorist Arthur Danto's argument follows a rather strict Hegelian line with art being 

something analogous to the evolution of the absolute in his Phenomenology of Spirit. In 

Hegel's critique, history is a discourse on itself, ending with what is essentially 

philosophy or with the study of history itself as the object of inquiry (Hegel 1952). Art 

provides a model of this dialectal movement towards the absolute, in that, as art has 

moved through its different historical periods, it has become more and more about itself 

as art. For an example we can turn to movements in art where the description of the work 

referred to its status as art f ~ r  example the term 'abstract art' or 'anti-art' . Following this 

thought, Danto suggests that art is always necessarily about something (Danto 198 1 : 135- 

142). In the past that something may have been something as simple as a portrait or  

landscape, or  as complicated as the expression of religious experience. Recently, (say 

from about the turn of the 2 0 ~  century) art-making has become more and more about its 

nature or status as art. Abstract Expressionism was 'about' paint, Dada 'about 'anarchy, 

Pop 'about' the commonplace. 

The turning point for Arthur Danto was Andy Warhol's 1964 exhibition at the 

Stable gallery in New York (Danto 1992). This was the exhibition of what looked to be 

crates of Brill0 Boxes. This marked for Arthur Danto the end of art. What made this the 

'end of art' was that there was nothing about these 'Brillo Boxes' that distinguished them 

from the 'real' thing. There were no observable qualities that made these boxes 'art' 

while the ones in warehouses through the world were 'not m'. Art could no longer be 

based on a criticism that took into account aesthetic attributes or  qualities. The relation 

between art and the aesthetic had come to a close. This closing of doors is the result of a 



subtle distinction in qualia- the aesthetic experience possesses no qualia whereas art as 

artifact or  event does. 

The question then becomes not so much one of defining the aesthetic but, rather 

of developing a theory of art that encompasses such difficulties. Herein Lies the crux of 

this investigation. We now must ask what is 'art' if it is now outside the scope of 

traditional aesthetic criteria? Here we will see that our inquiry moves more towards our 

discussion in the preceding chapter; Art is primarily an ontological concern rather than a 

traditional aesthetic one, and may, as ontology, become the foundation of a new aesthetic. 

We will not discuss the ontology of artworks, but rather the necessity of artworks as 

ontology. 

XI 
The Sublime 

At this point, it would be valuable once more to turn back to Kant to examine an 

alternative to art-rnaking that supersedes the creation of beautiful objects; one that 

transcends the aesthetic. A further and perhaps more complicated distinction Kant made 

with respect to objects of aesthetic attention was between the beautfil and the sublime. 

Without addressing the significant philosophical challenges inherent in these concepts, I 

will for the present purposes o u t h e  the fbndamentafs of Kant's distinction. 

The sublime, Kant suggested in his Critique of Judgement was made present in.. . 

Bold, overhanging, and, as it were, threatening rocks, thunderclouds piled up 

the vault of heaven, borne along with flashes and peals, volcanoes in all their violence 

of destruction, humcanes leaving desolation in their track, the boundless ocean rising 

with rebelIious force, the high waterfall of some mighty river, and the like, make our 

power of resistance trifling moment in comparison with their might. But, provided our 

own position is secure, their aspect is all the more attractive for its fearfulness; and we 



readily call these objects sublime, because they raise the forces of the soul above the 

heights of vulgar commonplace, and discover within us a power of resistance of quite 

another kind, which gives us courage to be able to measure ourselves against the 

seeming omnipotence of nature. (Kant 19 1 1) 

Artworks held a special relationship with the sublime in that although they were 

man made objects, and therefore possessed a kind of second order beauty, their sublimity 

could go beyond their beauty. The sublime in art did not lie within the content of the 

work, which at the time was largely representational of natural objects and events, and, as 

representation, held a secondary status. (Echoes of Plato) The sublime was rather to be 

found in the effectiveness in the genius responsible for the creation of such 

representations. Genius in this sense was not meant to imply a certain I.Q., but rather the 

ability to create a new vision of the world. In h e  art, we are faced with imagination 

itself, and further, the direct manifestation of genius in the physical world. In this 

confrontation between genius, vision and its represented manifestation lay the sublime. 

xl 
The Self and Wonder 

We now come to a place that is central to this argument- the creation of wonder 

reciprocating the creation of self. We have thus far examined several of the epistemic, 

ontological and aesthetic dilemmas posed by art-making- though in the sublime we are 

faced with perhaps the most challenging so far. To be able to discuss this though, it is 

important to outline the relationships that we have traced so far. We began this chapter 

with a first and second order distinction between man-made objects and natural objects. 

We saw how this distinction opened up possibilities for confusion as the process of 

simulation exposes the nature of essences. We have seen how the aesthetic was, in a 



sense, a movement away from the essential- a movement towards a definition of art as 

discreet object or event. We have, with the sublime, a return to wonder. 

Think back to chapter two. We discussed the foundations of selfhood arising out 

of a For-Itself reflecting an In-Itself as other. With the sublime, we are confronted with 

the same kind of 'Otherness'. We have man. Man becomes Man-the-maker through the 

creative act. It is not the object created which reflects back to itself as other, it is rather 

that the object stands as the essential aspect of the creative act. Man, now, Man-the- 

maker is faced with an immediate, though unspoken dilemma: Will the object be attended 

to as a For-Itself, as In-Itself or as Other. 

I suggest that there are several steps involved. First, this object is necessarily an 

In-Itself as its inner states, motivations and very being are beyond any kind of direct 

experience. Second, we can become aware that this is a created object (given our 

aforementioned first/second order distinction) and attend to it with the aesthetic attitude 

thus placing it within the category of Other. Thirdly we may become aware of this object 

as the becoming of a For-Itself In-Itself. It is here where the self experiencing the object 

becomes indistinguishable from the object of experience- the sublime. This is the 

penetration of the everyday by shock. The experience of being in a world that has been 

created specifically for you to experience. 

These concepts will be easier to understand if we apply them to a specific 

example. Suppose for instance we encounter an event that could be a performance. Our 

fnst reaction to it is that it is some sort of 'thingw- there are objects, sounds, movements, 

possibly people involved. In this we find clues that what we are experiencing may have in 

fact been created by these people. This is the second step, as we see that the performance 



is indeed a creation, and in that, necessarily the creation of an Other. It is possible to stop 

the process here, however, we can go on and engage in the universality of the work- the 

essential within its very structure. Here the work transcends its Otherness and is 

immediately integrated into the self, which is existing through this as experience qua 

experience. It is no longer an audience watching a performance- it is becoming in the face 

of experience. 

X2.I 
Mimetic Paradox and Art 

We now begin to understand what lays the foundation for Mimetic Paradox. We 

have looked at several important relationships manifested in the creative act, and have 
. . 

further discussed how these relationships assist in our understanding of the world. A 

Mimetic Paradox occurs when we fonn a relationship with an experience that breaks 

down due to internal inconsistencies within the creation of that experience. This 

'breakdown' affects categories of In-Itself, For-Itself, and 0 ther as these categories shift 

and change in the face of this paradox. This is easier said than done, for although we 

have examined some of the possible relationships that may form within the creative act, 

we have no concrete examples to work with. We must now examine these possibilities 

with more concrete examples of art and art-making where the status of the 'art-object' is 

generally accepted as such. 



FOUR- 
ART INTO ART 

ART IS ANYTHING YOU CAN GET AWAY WITH. 
-MARSHALL McLUHAN 

I 
Evening Report 

Evening of May 3,1998 

22:30- -Mopped and polished hallways on 6h and 7h floors. 
-Cleaned up spilled recycling container in north stairwell 
-Removed paint from 'painting studio' doorknob. 

23:OO- - 15 minute break 

23: 15- -Cleaned Men's washroom 6Lh floor 
-Emptied garbage receptacles from the teaching studio 
-Moved chalkboard back to classroom. 

24:OO- -cleaned and emptied garbage fkom painting studio 
-Replaced burned out light in hallway 

01: IS- -cleaned and emptied garbage from the drawing studio* 
- Removed spilled paint fkom floor 
-Cleaned men's washroom on 7h floor 
-Emptied recycling container on 7Lh floor 

02:OO- -cleaned women's washroom on 6~ floor 
-Cleaned women's washroom on 7h floor 

03:OO- -cleaned and emptied garbage from the sculpture studio 

04:OO- -turned out lights and locked doors of the department 
-End of shift 



*In May of 1998, concept artists Tretrault Zurich and Emma Frode collaborated 

on an installation in the Department of Art at the University of Calgary. This installation 

was a 'reconstruction' of a room executed in the drawing studio in the Art Department of 

the University of Calgary. Part of this installation included a garbage can fdled with 

shredded art. Every night this part of the installation was emptied by cleaning staff, only 

to be fded the next day with more shredded art, to be emptied once more on the next 

evening. 

I1 
Paintings on the Walt Sculptures on the Floor 

In our chapters so far, we have set the stage for the interaction of 'art' and life'. 

We now can move on to concrete examples in which contexts can provide the framework 

for mimetic paradoxes. In this chapter, we concentrate on the making of art for an 'art 

context' which calls into question the ontological/existential relationship between the 

viewer, the 'contextualized space' and the work itself. Our above example is just such a 

case. 

The work discussed above was an installation mounted for the University of 

Calgary, Department of Art's annual open house. The work consisted of a wall that was 

papered with 'fme-art-wallpaper'. That is to say that the wallpaper was hand painted with 

approximately thirty self-portraits of the artist. This 'wallpaper' was bordered with 'real' 

wallpaper from a local hardware store. Hanging on the wall, obscuring the portraiture 

(which is after all only wallpaper) were other paintings and certificates. On the floor 

directly beneath the wall sat a famous Bauhaus chair, a table with a lamp, a Joseph Beuys 



"Felt Postcard" and a copy of Arthur Danto's me Trunsj?guration of the Commonplace-, 

and last but not least, a trash can filled with the destroyed work of the artists who 

mounted the installation. The floor of this area was painted white and bordered with red 

paint. The installation itself was approximately 20' wide and 6' deep. It was given the 

title 'Living Room' by artists Emma Frode and Tretrault Zurich. 

111 
ConJirsion- A Cummon Place In Art 

This work was received, like most art works, in many different ways. What was 

interesting about this work is in part demonstrated through our introduction to this 

chapter, how, in these cases, do we determine where the 'art' ends and the 'real world* 

begins? In the case of janitor, the 'red world' began in those aspects of the installation, 

which were of particular relevance to his task of janitor. This is telling of the confusion in 

encountering an artwork that we know to be an artwork when there is a question as to 

where to direct our attention. For the most part, we know that the artworks that we call 

paintings are those objects hanging upon walls in galleries and museums. So too do we 

know sculptures to be those objects on the floor of the gallery or museum that have title 

cards and are in some way removed fiom direct contact with the public. This is of course 

not always the case and the development of the installation is a testament to this. Artist 

and writer Richard Kolenstantz defmes an installation as, ". . . art made for a particular 

space, which need not be in a gallery. Such art theoretically exploits certain qualities of 

that space, which it will inhabit forever or be destroyed when the exhibition is 

terminated." (Kolenstantz 1993, 108) 



. What makes this of interest to our present discussion is the fact that although we 

have works that we know are art, and occur within art-contexts, there still remains the 

possibility for confusion. 

Conjksion 11- Are we to interact witlr the Attwork? 

Returning to the installation Living Room, we are left questioning exactly what to 

consider as a part of the artwork. Let's take a look at the clues with which we are 

provided. Perhaps the most obvious is that the work is occuning inside of an artist's 

studio, but we need more than this, for we are aware that there may be things other than 

art lying about a studio. Next we could look for framing of some sort. Well, hanging on 

the wall in the installation were fiamed artworks. Those we can take to be art. The 

fiaming and the media of the work provide the clues for this relationship. The wallpaper 

too has internal signals that we take to be art as well in the form of the multiple portraits 

painted onto the r o h  of paper pasted to the wall. We see that an artist has executed these 

portraits and are taken with the 'kult of the craftsman". That is to say we appreciate the 

quality of the work in the respect that its mimetic skill is obviously the product of unusual 

talent. We see this even though it is done on wallpaper. This too we can take as art. 

Confusion III- Uniry and diversity 

Things now become somewhat more complex when we move on to those objects 

in and of the installation that are not in the category .of conventional framing or products 

of unusual talent. Let us take the Bauhaus chair for example. As a product of the Bauhaus 

school of design, it does bear the mark of unusual talent that we have attributed to the 

"cult of the craftsman". In this respect, given our knowledge of art history and the 



'important' artefacts therein, we can take this as an artwork. Here, however we are 

presented with further problems because in taking the chair as an mwork, we are 

anending to it as an artwork of modem industrial design of the Bauhaus school, 

independent of its place in the work Living Room. 

Much the same problem is faced in contemporary recorded music with uses of 

sampling; an artist may take segments fkom other songs (sample) and incorporate them 

into the production of an entirely different or new song. This is distinct fkom a long 

tradition of musical 'quoting' because the 'sample' appears in the new song as it was 

performed by its original artist, with the help of recording technology. An example of this 

can be found in Canadian electroacoustic artist John Oswald and his piece Transitive 

Axis. This 'composition' samples several thousand pieces of the same song from several 

thousand performances by the Grateful Dead and puts them together in such a way that 

the sampling is seamless. When we hear this piece of music, we are under the impression 

that we are listening to the Grateful Dead. What we are hearing however are thousands 

different performances of the same song constructed by John Oswald kern thousands of 

Grateful Dead performances. Are we listening to the Grateful Dead? John Oswald? Both? 

I think the answer to this question depends on the direction of a viewer's attention 

in the context in which a work is placed; the attention is directed by the context. Aware of 

the technical curiosity of Oswald's work, we may focus on those aspects which are 

relevant to the technical nature of the work; the edits, changes in pitch, tone, and 

modalities. Unaware of Oswald's hand in the process, a Grateful Dead Fan may attend to 

the melange as a novel recording of a familiar work. What is common to both ways of 



attending to this work is that the attention is directed towards an intentional work of art, 

whether or not the attendee is aware exactly of who has intended this work. 

If we take this parallel to the Bauhaus chair, we see that it can be attended to both 

as a work of Gropious and Co. as well as an aspect of the installation. Yet the fact is that 

this artwork (which is a masterpiece of industrial design, and a clever addition to a piece 

of installation art), is also in fact a chair. A commonplace object. Of course there will be 

those who attend to it as a chair on the floor. A chair to sit on and relax. This is true as 

well, for, as we have seen, there are no distinguishing features of this chair qua chair, that 

make it a chair qua art, other than the relationship of this object which the viewer enters 

into and the qualia of which provide clues which serve to establish this relationship. 

These clues, as we have seen, do not necessarily establish the relationship, for 

they themselves are often the products of learned convention or historical contexts (a 

point which will be discussed further in this chapter). For example in the case of the 

janitor and the artitrash can, the conventions which serve to denote the trash can and its 

'artness'as part of the installation were not attended to. These clues are often our only 

guide in the contemporary artworld, and, in addition, much work in this world actively 

serves to subvert them It is the ambiguity of clues in establishing our relationship to 

artworks that are central to our exploration in this chapter. 

In our discussion, we must now return to intentional 'mimetic paradox* and 

discuss this notion in terms of its 'art world' experience; that is to say as it occurs in 

theatre/gallery spaces where an observer is aware of hisher role as 'observer'. 



III 
Art Institutions 

One way in which we are given a clue about the 'artness' of an event or artefact 

comes in the form of the art's contextualization. In most cases, this contextualization 

takes the f o m  of some son of space, and this space is usually a theatre, gallery, museum, 

or some such piece of architecture where the wotwartefact is by custom collected or 

exhibited. The purpose of these places seems quite self-evident- to provide a forum where 

the public can have the experience of worWartefacts that have been made by artists for 

the public's attention. Throughout the world, most major cities boast institutes and 

organisations for the arts. They have their theatres and concert halls where plays are 

staged and orchestras perfom They have museums and galleries to house collections of 

paintings and sculptures. We know that when we go to such a place we are very likely to 

encounter something that by all popular standards would be considered art. What 

concerns us here is the nature of our experience in these places, which prima facie we 

take as an encounter with art, but which in fact, is rather more complicated. 

As discussed before. there are certain artefacts or events to be expected in 

museums, galleries, concert halls. theatres and other 'art places'. We would not be 

surprised to see a play being performed in a theatre, and we certainly would not be 

shocked to see paintings hanging on the w d s  of an art gallery. In these places, we know 

where to look to see the art that is there. In the theatre we do not applaud the performance 

of the 'coat check' attendant or the usher. In the museum, we do not lavish praise on the 

light switches and water-fountains. Could these things indeed be art? If we continue our 

thinking fiom the previous chapter. we would have to take this as a possibility. Yet, it 



would remain merely a novelty, (perhaps even an intellectual parlour trick on ourselves, 

to admit this to be the case), as we know beyond doubt that what is on the stage or 

hanging on the walls is art. 

There is a problem however. When the constructed worwartefact incorporates 

elements of the 'real' into itself, where then can we draw our line if, indeed one is to be 

drawn? 

Until the advent of modernism the experience of art was a rather defmite 

experience. We had clues to help us tell where a work of art ended and the 'real world' 

began. We have discussed this in terms of contextualization. However, as the history of 

art progressed, so too did the blurring of the linesbetween art and life. We can look back 

to Picasso and see his incorporation of a bottle label into one of his paintings. With the 

rise of mixed media work, day to day objects were incorporated into the construction of 

artefacts. With their paints and canvases, artists would combine written text, photographs, 

and advertisements, household objects and so on. Yet when we experience these works, 

there are still certain contextual clues that point out to us that this is indeed to be taken as 

an artwork. When we experience a work such as a painting, we take a rather Gestaltist 

approach in experiencing it as a unified whole rather than as a sum of elemental parts. 

We include the bottle label as part of the work, in that it is directly combined with the 

paint, and, in most cases. the content of the work in some way references the use of the 

'not art' object. Perhaps a more striking example of this idea comes from the concert hall 

with the performance of John Cage's 4~33.  

Performing in this piece, pianist Gary Tudor, in a crowded concert hall, walked 

onto the stage in his tuxedo, took his place before a grand piano, and sat in silence for 



four minutes and thirty-three seconds. He then got up, took a bow and lefi the stage. His 

intention was for the audience to take the sounds of their own movements, breathing, 

coughs and sneezes as the music. His reasoning for this was rather simple. The basic 

element or medium of music is sound, not necessarily the sound coming from an 

instrument or somebody's voice, or at least not that alone. By eliminating the sound of 

the piano, he made it possible, perhaps even likely, to focus attention on the other sounds 

in the room. 

Examples of this occur rather kequently in the visual arts and theatre. In plays 

such as T.S. Elliot's Murder in the Cathedral actors address the audience as actors in a 

play addressing the audience. A discussed above, in works of installation art, the viewer 

is immersed in the space of the art. That is to say that installations often create entire 

environments in which the viewer is placed in the position of interacting in some way 

with this environment. This could be anything fkom placing the body within some 

physical space to the physical manipulation of the work itself. 

zv 
Relationships and Identity 

What is of interest here is the problem of identity. One notion of identity suggests 

that one thing is the same as another if and only if the two are alike in every respect. If 

there is any difference whatsoever, then they are not identical. Many examples in art 

illustrate this problem, particularly works where we cannot be sure where the work of art 

ends and the real world begins through the incorporation of 'not art' media into art works. 

The work calls into question the entire relationship between the work, the space and its 



viewer. In other words, the works are attempting to deconstruct their own 

contextualization through calling the context into question as well as deconstructing 

themselves within the central work. 

As discussed in chapter three, there are several components, which serve to 

establish an ontological relationship between a work of art and the rest of the world. We 

suggested that these components were the worwartefact, the place in which the 

work/actefact is experienced and the person/persons who are experiencing the work Now 

in most cases, each of these are clearly defined. In these circumstances, the identities of 

these components are rarely in question. In most cases we are aware of our own 

existential/ ontological relationship to what we are experiencing. For example, when we 

are watching a play, we are pretty well sure that we are part of the audience and not 

performers directly affecting the outcome of the play. Of course the audience does have a 

role in the theatre, however this role is very different from that of the actors. There are 

certain conventions that serve to determine these roles, perhaps the most obvious being 

the stage and the fact that the performers on the stage are doing just that- performing- and 

we know that we are there to watch this performance. If it is our &st time seeing a 

particular play, we may be surprised at what is happening for it is all new to us. For the 

actors on stage it has been rehearsed and gone over many times before. A different case 

would be improvisational theatre, however even here, the relationship with the audience 

is established by convention and we can be sure who the performers are and who makes 

up the audience. 

So too are we aware in a gallery that we are not to take ourselves as pan of the 

content (what the work is about) of the painting, and further, that we are not to take the 



lighting fixture beside the painting as part of the work because, as in theatre, there are 

conventions that let us know where to direct our attention. The frame, the title cards and 

the medium itself serve as indicators. Before we move on to the John Cage example and 

other complexities, let us for a moment turn to some well known cases of 

decontextualization of context. 

Perhaps the most famous of these was Marcel Duchamp's exhibition of his 

'Readymades' . These consisted of household objects (a comb, a bottle drainer, a snow 

shovel, a urinal, etc.) that are exhibited in art galleries around the world to this day. The 

artefacts were given certain contextual clues to assist in defming the particular audience's 

relationship with these commonplace objects as objects of art. In the frrst place, they were 

exhibited within the walls of an art gallery, though, as we have discussed, not everything 

inside of those walls is art. Secondly, they were given titles, for example the urinal was 

titled Fountain and the snow shovel was called In Advance of a Broken Arm. And. 

thirdly, an artist exhibited them. These served as clues to defme the relationship of the 

audience with the work. There has never been a case of someone using Duchamp's 

Fountain for its intended use. It would be simple to change some basic elements of this 

example in order to change these ontological relationships drastically. We could begin by 

taking the urinal out of its exhibition and mounting it - ,  to the wall in a men's washroom I 

do not think we would need to go much further than that to make it once more into a 

mere utilitarian item 

However if we were to take a painting and move it to the same locatiog, it would 

still maintain its status as artwork. This would be because it has the internal 

contextualization of its medium, paint and possibly the external contextualization of a 
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f i m e  with appropriate hanging apparatus. Is there a circumstance where we could take a 

painting any other way than as an attempt at a work of art? 

Suppose for example that an artist working in her studio had many blank canvases 

svewn throughout the studio. One afternoon. she happens to drop her pallet face down on 

a keshly stretched canvas. The canvas becomes a mess of different colours that are 

impossible to clean up or to incorporate into a new painting for she is a landscape painter. 

In frustration, she throws this mess into the garbage. Some one walking past the studio of 

this artist sees this abandoned canvas and feels as though they have stumbled onto an 

abstract masterpiece. Have they? 

Here we are presented with the problem of intentionality. Although it is not the 

case that the artist intended to create an abstract masterpiece, her accident was taken as 

such by a passer-by. There are many variations of this type of example in the aesthetics 

literature. Anything 6rom this scenario to volcanoes 'spitting up' replicas of 

Michelangelo's David to the 'artworks' done by elephants and chimpanzees. What is 

common to these examples are cases in which the outcome of an entirely arbitrary event 

is art, without there being any 'real* artist. This is salient to our present discussion in that 

these examples question the necessity of an artefact being made intentionally by an artist 

as a necessary condition of its artness. If we were to say that such objects were mere 

happenstance and not admit them to the 'art-world'. then we are running the risk of 

having to omit some very important works of art fiom the history of art. Let us suppose 

for instance that we discovered that the k t  works in abstract expressionism were just 

such happenstance and works since have been based on these random accidents. Do we 

still admit these early works into the canon of  art? If we do not, the risk is possible (if not 



exceedingly plausible) of alI works of significance being the product of happy accidents. 

Would a work like Hamlet lose its significance if we were to find out that one hundred 

monkeys at one hundred typewriters wrote it? I suggest that their status as artwork would 

remain intact. Can we then dismiss artist intention from the attributive qualia of 'artness'? 

Let us though make this slightly more problematic. 

v 
Similarity and Po~IieIs  

In these examples, random occurrences and happy accidents have resulted in 

objects that bear resemblance to other examples that we have already admitted as works 

of art. That is to say, that we have found these objects to share qualities with known 

media of aesthetic appreciation, paintings, sculptures, writing. We must now address 

accidents such as sunsets, thunderstorms and mountains. 

These 'accidents' have presented problems for philosophers of art for a long time 

in that they open the door for any object/event at all to be considered a work of art (Danto 

1986). If 'accidents' like Pietas are spewed from volcanoes and remain art, cannot we 

consider as well the amorphous ash heaps formed by the eruption? If the answer is yes, 

then we no longer have a category of object that is 'art-object' ; anything goes. If we 

answer no, we then are faced with the possibility of admitting only representational 

objects into the category of art yet there clearly is a history of non-representational art to 

challenge our response. What, if any, is this difference between these geological 

products? 

Perhaps the most obvious answer to this question is mimesis. The pyroclastic 

David has the appearanceiresemblance of an existing form, that is to say a human form, 



or further removed, a sculpture of a human fonn On one level, that admits the Dovid- 

however we can make this example slightly more complicated. Let us suppose that 

concept artist Tretrault Zurich displays in a gallery a work entitled 'Ash Heap '. This work 

consists of a two-metre heap of volcanic ash on the carpet of the gallery. Would not this 

work then be mimetic of ash heaps spewn fiom volcanoes the world over? The short 

answer would be: "It depends". 

Here it would appear as if we have been presented with the reverse scenario of 

the volcano's David. If it was the case that Zurich's Ash Heap was indeed intended to be 

a metaphorical comment on urban decay. then the parallel would stand, for the actual 

simihrity would be just as accidental as the product of volcanic eruption.. Once more we 

return to the problem of intentionality and it is proving quite difficult. 

In the previous chapter, we did not include the possibilities of an artwork 

possessing inherent qualities of 'artness', however this was not the case for the spectators 

of art discussed here. To recapitulate the point already made, the qualia of art may 

include both the content of the work and the spectator, but mainly it lies in the 

relationship-in- situ between the work and its viewer. We discussed how this relationship 

was made central by contextual clues including framing (Ash Heap by Tretrault Zurich in 

the art gallery) and mimesis (accidents resembling existing framed forms, e.g. Monkey's 

Hamlet, Volcano ' s David, or even our landscape artists' accidentaal abstract 

expressionism). The relationship-in-situ remains consistent. Further, in this relationship, 

we have the implication of dual intention. This is not to say that this relationship 

necessitates an artist who has created a work, but rather that, when we enter into this 

relationship, we, artists and spectators, are entering into this relationship as equals. We 



see the artwork/phenomenon as possessing qualities that are similar to qualities of our 

experience and in our awareness of the work; significance, meaning, beauty, despair arise 

as interpretation, which, we can, if challenged, be justified in the content, in the form, or 

in the relation to personal experience or knowledge. 

Of course qualities are not inherent in the work/phenomena alone, but rather are 

also descriptive of our attention to the work/phenomenon. It is both what we 'get out of 

and 'put into' the experience. Paintings and waterfalls are just not the sorts of thing to 

attendfintend a single definitive interpretation. This is the viewers doing. We attend to 

our experiences and this attention is intentional. We may be under the impression that the 

woridphenornenon does indeed posses art type attributes. Yet if we examine once more 

our structure of conscious experience as argued in chapter two, we see that ontologically 

this carmot be the case. We are the arbiters of a work's significance. 

If an experience is deemed to be significant, it is so under the analytic effort of 

the viewer's conscious experience of significance; the awareness of this is intentional. 

(Attending to sigaificance is an attribute of spectator intentionality). In the experience of 

an artwork we take the significance to be both an aspect of our experience and by 

analogy, assume that significance to be identical to that significance which was created 

by intention of the artist. In the case of natural phenomenon which we experience as 

significant, there remains this analogous intentionality. This is the way of thinking behind 

many arguments for the divine: that there is a cause for phenomena, and that the cause 

must be, by analogy, intentional. However I am suggesting that this is not entirely the 

case but rather that it is the anthropomorphism of our own experience which primarily 

endows the objects of experience. Even when this notion of intention comes from our 



attending to the significance of an experience, rather than being inherent in the object of 

experience, the role of 'perceived intention' is still important in what we take to be a 

work of art. 

We have already seen examples where the accidental and the intentional come 

together in an artwork. The examples that we used earlier described the incorporation of 

elements of the real into mixed-media work. In this case, the framing (supported by the 

use of traditional media or contextual location) made it clear that the 'non-art' elements 

of the work were to be taken as a part of the work by the manner in which they were 

incorporated into the work- The bottle label in Picasso's Bottle of Suze is included in the 

material on the canvas; it is not for example, lying on the floor underneath the painting. 

The non-art's identity as art is referenced through the internal relations of the piece itself. 

No Exit 

In May of 1998, concept artist Tretrault Zurich staged an interpretation of Jean- 

Paul Sartre's No Exir at the University of Calgary. Zurich's production included many 

elements that one would expect of conventional theatrical production. There was an 

audience and a performance that took place on a designated stage area. There were lights, 

props, music, costumes and a set. It was performed in a theatre. There were ushers and a 

hostess (this was a dinner theatre). The performance of the play itself was fairly 

conventional in t!!at it remained true to the text. The difference however was to be found 

in certain aspects of the staging. 

The theatre in which the production took place was the Studio Theatre, of the 

University of Calgary. This performance space presents an open environment with no 



clearly defhed 'stage'. The performance could have taken place anywhere in the room, 

yet this production was set against the only doors into the theatre. In order for the 

audience to enter or leave they were required to cross the performance space. This is our 

fust point of interest. And brings us a step closer to understanding the significance of 

contextualization in determining our relationship to the artefact or event in which we will 

situate the qualia of 'artness' . 

vz 
Convention 

Western theatrical tradition is a bastion of conventionality with an interesting 

history of its own. As interesting as this history is however, for the sake of economy, I 

will focus only upon those conventions that have become the common experience in 

contemporary theatre. Something we might say is that, "..contemporary theatre is all 

about breaking those conventions that have been so much a part of its history." 

However, in breaking these conventions new ones have developed, while others 

have changed in form but remain essentially intact. 

One of the more tenacious conventions is the relation of the performance space to 

spectator. Conventionally, the performers executed their craft in a space or location that 

served to separate them fiom the audience. Now this has been anything fro r n  the grandeur 

of the old prosceniums to the simple distance kept by the crowd at a street performance. 

The point is that there has been a convention of distance. This is not so much the case 

anymore. There are countless examples of this convention being challenged in any 

number of ways; from our example of T.S. Elliot's use of a performer directly soliciting a 

response from an audience to radical street performance where the performers readily 



improvise with their audience in their creations. What is common to both of these is that 

the line between performer and spectator become somewhat blurred; this line however is 

not erased. The performer has become the facilitator keeping the power structure of 

convention very much intact. Instead of performer/audience we now have 

facilitator/facilitated. There remains the convention of distance, even if this distance is 

largely psychic. 

This convention of distance of course is not absolute and is open to challenge but 

for the present discussion, this distance has resulted in the deveIoprnent of further 

conventions. Hence the notion of 'performance space'. Through this space, the audience 

is made aware who are and who are not the performers. Those who pe~orm are by 

definition in the performance space, if the audience happens to be in this space as well, it 

is largely to re-enforce the psychic distance of the perfonnerdfacilitators. If a performer 

is performing while sitting on your lap, you are very much aware of the distance created 

in this performance and who the initiator of the performance moment is. In Zurich' s 

production of No Exit, we digressed from our discussion at that point where the audience 

crossed the performance space in order to take up their role as distanced audience. Upon 

entering, the audience was unaware that they were indeed crossing the stage. However 

upon their entrance there were certain visible clues that this was indeed the case. The 

tables and chairs were opposite the door. On the floor, to the right and the left upon 

entrance were props and setting. Once in the space, the audience was aware where the 

performance they were about to see was going to take place. 

The action in Sartre's play takes place in hell. There are three principle characters 

as well as hell's valet. The action and interaction of these characters took place on the 



stage within the 'performance space'. The performance space itself consisted of three 

disthct 'tracks' marked on the floor with tape, and each actor was required to stay within 

their own track. The actors then could never directly face nor interact directly with one 

another. This was the internal conventional structure of the play. The one exception to 

this internal structure was the Valet who could move between the 'tramlines' but more 

interesting to our present discussion, in and out of the doors. 

Now the doors in the play are one and the same doors through which the audience 

entered, and are the only doors through which they could Leave. These same doors were 

utilised throughout the performance as an extension of the set; the doors of hell as it 

were. However the hallway beyond these doors r e w e d  a hallway. There was no 'set' 

on the other side of these doors which opened onto the same space from which the 

audience entered; it remained the real hallway tbat it had always been. This is of 

importance for the two points I will now address. 

One of these moments refers to the conventions of being an audience attending a 

theatrical performance; the other has more to do with the question of identity (where does 

the 'art' end and the 'real-world' begin) and the effects on the real of it being 

incorporated into art. No Exit is a long one-act play without an intermission. If at any 

time during the play a member of the audience had wanted to leave, they would then have 

to cross the stage during the performance and leave through the doors that were now 

incorporated as part of the set of the play. This is interesting in that these doors 

underwent perceived changes in several respects after the entrance of the audience. The 

doors fust were doors-to-t he-performance-environment . next. once the audience was 

seated yet before the play began. they were doors-on-t he-set-o f-a-play . Once the play had 



begun and they were utilised as part of the performance, they became doors-of-hell. What 

I am suggestiag is that the doors that the audience initially entered were not the same 

doors, which became the only possibility of exit during the course of the play. This is 

importat in several respects suggested by observations of the audience during three 

performances of the play. 

It is a theatrical convention for the members of the audience to not cross onto the 

performance space (unless invited by a performer) during a performance. It is one of the 

ways in theatre that it is kept clear who is and who is not a performer. In most cases in 

theatre, if it is the case that an audience member is compelled to leave the theatre at 

sometime during a performance, the audience member then quietly excuses hirnherse If 

through a designated exit so as not to disturb other members of the audience. There are 

many such conventions of audience behaviour, which we classify as theatre etiquette. 

Other examples seem like common sense: no speakir-g out loud during the performance, 

no participating with the actors on stage and the like. Of course these conventions, like all 

conventions are not absolute and are open to change, most likely authorised by one of the 

performers or a member of the production staff. Yet without this permission being given, 

the audience is assumed to take a 'non-active' role and watch the performance. 

Zurich's production of No Exit did not give this permission to the audience, so 

that if a members of the audience had to excuse themselves, they would be forced to walk 

across the performance space during the performance as well as use a part of the set (the 

doors) in order to take their leave. No one left during the performance. 

Were these doors actually doors, or did they become, through the direction of 

context of the play, perfectly mimetic of doors or of a sign for door, more in terms of its 



significant role in the play rather than as a mere exit? In fact. they have undergone a 

metaphorical transition from door qua door, to door qua 'art-object'. If we return 

momentarily to our discussion of the installation Living Room, we can see that the 

performance of the play may in fact have directed the attention of the spectator of the 

performance to the doors as objects-in-the-world-o f-the-play and therefore as art object. 

What was of particular interest was that after each performance, the audience 

members were reluctant to cross the performance space and therefore exit the doors in 

order to leave the theatre. At the end of the play the actors bowed to the audience yet 

remained on stage. The doors opened, however the audience did not leave. I suggest that 

this was the case because the identity of what was included as part of the artwork had 

shifted. Where, before the performance, the identity of the 'performance space' was clear 

(as delineated by visual clues) the inclusion of this 'non-art' environment into the overall 

conception of the work put the status of art onto the 'non-art'. I will be dealing with these 

problems with greater detail in chapter six NOT-ART INTO ART INTO REAL INTO 

ART' however what is pertinent to our present discussion is that there is the possibility of 

confusion even in works that are fully intended for 'art-contexted' environments or 

situations. 

Returning to the problem of identity, we can see that the doors of hell in Sartre's 

play were in no way different (with respect to qualities) than the theatre doors through 

which the audience entered. There is a perceived change that has taken place in the 

ontological status of these doors which makes it seem that through mimetic art, especially 

mimetic art which incorporates elements of the real, that an actual change has occurred. I 
. . 

suggest that this is not the case, rather that a Cambridge change has occurred. This is to 



say that the change is not genuine- if a property is true at one time, yet not at a later time 

something changes (the quality of something) without the thing changing itself. For 

example when I am in my o f i ce  alone, I am the best physicist in the room The situation 

changes when Steven Hawking enters the room. So with respect to the doors of No Exit 

we are faced with a change in point of view rather than with an actual change having 

occurred. What has occurred however was the fact that the 'milieu of  attention' was 

changed by the performance. By attending to the doors of  the theatre as 'doors' o f  hell, 

and in doing so, attending to them as an intentional part of a work of art, they d o  indeed 

become art. This holds true for 'accidents' that we attend to as intentional and take to be 

an aspect of an artwork as well. 

There have been many times when many of us have read intention into an 

arbitrary or  happenstansid experience. We see our own lives reflected in characters in 

novels and plays. W e  see significant meaning in the everyday. As I have argued, this is 

an aspect of our  intentional structure of consciousness. T o  attend to something as art is to 

attend to intention. The context focuses the attention, the attention sets the stage for the 

world to be seen as intentionally structured. This intentionality is the assumption o f  art, 

and of art-making. Artists and viewers alike attend both to their own intentions and to the 

intentions of each other. 

WI 
Intention and Mimetic Paradox 

We have briefly discussed intentionality earlier in our discussion of the 

existentialist/phenornenological account of consciousness: to be conscious at al l  is to be 

conscious of some thing. That is to say that a 'thing' has been selected and is intended by 



consciousness. Of course, this is put very simply. However, it will serve as our 

foundation for the development of a notion of intention insofar as it corresponds to 

mimetic paradox. Let us understand what each means before we discuss how they are 

related. We discussed a mimetic paradox as occurring when we form a relationship with 

an experience that breaks down due to internal inconsistencies within the creation of the 

that experience. As primates with large brains, we are adept in the recognition of patterns. 

When we are faced with the challenge of mimesis, we are left to determine the direction 

in which that particular pattern will go - towards the real or  towards the simulated - and 

then determine and evaluate the self as the self becomes this experience. 

A mimetic paradox works on principles of misdirection. Like the illusionist, the 

artist working with mimetic paradox will construct situations and experiences that serve 

to direct attention to one aspect of the work, while contradicting that attention with 

another aspect of the work. We have discussed examples of this in both the visual arts 

and performance. Think of the photo-realist painting. We have an artwork that through its 

content provides a pattern that we recognize as a photograph. There are visual clues that 

serve to reinforce this pattem- the Lighting, shadows and affects of photography. We then 

become aware of the medium used- paint. Attention then becomes immediately directed 

away from the content of the work, say a bicycle, and towards the exclamations of a 

magician's captive audience-"How' d he do that?". We move from the aesthetic response 

of pattern making, to this disruption of pattem and the invocation of wonder through 

intended misdirection. 



FIVE 

NOT ART INTO ART INTO REAL INTO ART 

WE STIR UP CONFUSION FOR THE S A K E  OF CLARITY 

AND STRIVE FOR ORDER TO LOSE OUR WITS. 
- ALLANKAPROW 

I 
A Short C o n v e r ~ ~ o n  

D- Hey Allan, could this conversation be dialogue for a play? 

A- I suppose.. . Why? 

D- Just wondering. 1 think that it could be fairly interesting. 

A- Its people talking, that's interesting. It lacks conflict, dramatic action, though. 

D- So we should be having an argument or something? 

A- I don't think so. There could be other kinds of conflicts, problems. 

D- Like what? 

A- I don't know. We could hear a noise outside; the phone could ring ... 

D- ... I could tell you that I was recording this conversation. 

A- Are you? 

D- Would that change things? 

A- Are you? If you were, now that might add those elements. 

D- NO. 

A- Well, It doesn't bother me if you are. Though it might make this an interesting scene. 

D- I'm not. 



I1 
To be, or not to be. .. 

It is clear enough both fiom our discussion so far, as well as from the history of 

art, that there has been no shortage of 'non-art' objects being placed within the context of 

a theatre or gallery. By placing objects in such a context, we saw the context as serving to 

'focus' our attention so that we can attend to the appropriate objects and enter into 

intentional relationships with those objects as art. 

So far, we have dealt with what Arthur Danto would refer to as commonplace 

objects. These objects are those elements of the real which we encounter everyday. 

Tables, trashcans, household appliances, urinals, snow shovels, doors, cartons etc. In the 

frst chapter, I stressed that there was an important gap between these commonplace 

objects and the perfect mimetic representation of them This 'gap' was of particular 

importance in discussing theatrical performance. The designated stage area serves as such 

a strong bracket that it suggests that what is happening on stage is indeed a performance 

and therefore, not real. In a gallery, we are harder pressed to determine whether that snow 

shovel that looks identical to other snow shovels is or is not a 'real' snow shovel. It may 

or may not be. Although it looks as if the real thing has been placed in a gallery- it 

remains somewhat ambiguous whether or not we are attending to a real snow shove1 or to 

a perfectly mimetic representation of one. This was made clear enough by Andy 

Warhol's Brill0 Boxes. I argued in the introduction that it was a mistake to consider the 

perfectly mimetic and the real as identical, and suggested that theatrical performance is 

the best demonstration of this mistake. 

I am reiterating this point because it is of great significance when we perform the 

reverse operation of placing art/performance into 'real-contexts' as opposed to 'art- 



contexts'. We have seen the confusion and problems that arise when it is unclear whether 

or not we are to attend to certain elements within the confines of these contextualized 

spaces. What remains however is the possibility that what we are seeing in 'real contexts' 

is art. 

Returning to the idea of the 'designated stage area' as being an especially strong 

bracket which assures us that what we see on stage is indeed not real, we do not have the 

degree of ambiguity that we are granted with an objectkrtifact. When we see an action on 

stage, we see this action as being performed on stage. 

In our earlier example of Monologue by Jane Britton, a real badminton match was 

played inside a theatre. What was of interest in that discussion was that the criticisms 

leveled at the badminton match were of an aesthetic nature. They belong to that class of 

criticism whose validity is re-enforced by the contextual apparatus of a theatre, yet they 

did not necessarily address objects in the class of what normally goes on inside of the 

theatre. Although the badminton match itself was 'real', the designated stage area served 

to make it a performance on that stage. This is not always necessarily the case. We can 

think of clever counter examples to demonstrate that the stage is not the absolute domain 

of a performance. An example under several different circumstances, of an actor dying 

on stage forcehly illustrates this point. 

In many plays, there is a point that has almost become a clichd, and that is the 

death scene. At the theatre, we have witnessed a person's death on many occasions. We 

may have been struck with sorrow at this death, since in the course of the play, we have 

developed an afflnity for chat particular character. We know that the character has died. 

We do not think, however, that we have actually witnessed the death of the actor playing 



the character. We have experienced the mimetic representation of death. Here, death is 

made clear as performance and not an actual death, by several indicators including: 1.) 

the designated performance area, 2.) the narrative of the play, 3.) the conventions of the 

stage and 4.) the utter unlikelihood that the actor performing the dying Hamlet is. also 

dying at that same moment. These indicators are further reinforced through the 

relationships that we witness on stage. Other characters act appropriately to the death of a 

particular character. They may react to the death, but they do so in character. 

However there are ways to make this example more problematic. The actor 

playing the dying Hamlet may actually, (however unlikely it may be), die of natural 

causes at the exact moment when the character he is playing, expires. In this case, it 

remains that we do witness the death of the character, and, if the actor's actual death 

happens to coincide perfectly with his character's death, even the other actors on stage 

will remain unaware of it until a very morbid curtain call. But if, for example, our actor 

playing Hamlet happened to die during his famous soliloquy instead, we would become 

aware of his actual death almost at once. This awareness may not come immediately, for, 

as an audience member, we could take the sudden collapse as a clever stage metaphor 

thought up by some unusual modernist director. Then, as an audience member, I am still 

experiencing the real death of this actor as a performance, or rather, the performed death 

of his character. This death is made real only when the remaining cast and crew of the 

production become aware that something has gone drastically wrong on stage, and rush 

on, out of character, to come to the aid of their collapsed colleague. When the cast has 

run out on to the stage as themselves, s o m  members of the audience begin to suspect 

that something indeed has gone tragically awry. There will be those in the audience who 



are experienced theatre goers and who have experienced the A- effect of Bertolt Brecht 

and the theatre of cruelty of Artaud, as well as a fair share of 'performance art'. They 

could continue to see the 'real' reaction of the other actors as a continuation of some 

post-modernist deconstruction of Shakespeare's classic tragedy. 

The reverse of this situation might easily be the case. There could indeed be a 

production of Hamlet in which such a scenario does occur as an experimental aspect of 

the production. The actor who 'dies' in the middle of his soliloquy might precipitate other 

actors who rush on stage 'out of character' (however this time they are playing new 

characters who are themselves-upset-about- the-death-on-stage). They make pleas for aid 

as the curtain closes. 

The response to these scenaria is influenced by several factors. And we could 

(with mild irony) compose a chart illustrating this. 

PRODUCTION 

Post-Modern Roductionl 
Deconstruction of Hamlet / 

Hamlet Where Actor Really Dies. 
THEATRE I -Audience responds to the actor who 

Mainstream Big City Theatre 

has died on stage. Some attempt to help, 
others remain in stunned silence 
-They are aware that they have 
witnessed the actual death of the actor, 
who is of course no longer the character 
who was being portrayed. 

Simulated Death of Actor. 
-Audience responds to the actor 
who has died on stage. Some 
attempt to help, others remain in 
stunned silence. 
-They are convinced that the 
actor on stage has actually died, 
and is not continuing with an 
aspect of the play. , 

Experimen t d  ' Art-House' 
Theatre 

-Audience is somewhat skeptical as to 
whether this is 'part of the show* or not. 
-Some feel that the actor has actually 
died, other are taking a 'wait and see' 
attitude, after all, they are here to see 
what they don't expect. 
-Some groan to themselves, 
"Been done before! !" 

-Audience is somewhat skeptical 
as to whether this is 'part of the 
show* or not. 
-Some feel that the actor has 
actually died, other are taking a 
'wait and see' attitude, after all, 
they are here to see what they 
don't expect. 
-Some groan to themselves, 
"Been done before!!" 



TO catego&e in this manner is to make generalizations, yet what is signifcant 

about these categories is the way in which the repertoire of a particular theatre will help 

shape the context in which the work is attended to. In the 'avant-garde' or 'experimental' 

theatre, I suggest, the 'framing' achieved by a theatre will affect the ways we accept what 

is going on. Given the 'anything goes' preconception of 'experimental' performance, 

anything that does go on stage wilLindeed be attended to as a possible performance, even 

if it is the case that it is not. So too in the more 'conventional' theatres we have 

expectations, which, in turn, direct our attention to what may or may not be elements of 

the performance. Certain conventions are kept (as we discussed in chapter four) such as 

characters remaining as the characters they are playing throughout the course of the play, 

unless there is something in the narrative that warrants a change. 

We can imagine many hypothetical audiences attending such performances as we 

have described: 1.) An audience told in advance that they are to see a production of 

Harnlet done in a traditional manner; 2.) An audience told in advance that they will be 

seeing a production of Hamlet done in an 'avant-garde' manner; 3.) An audience which 

has never heard of Hamlet before; 4.) An audience which believes that everything that is 

happening on stage is really happening; 5.) An audience which believes that nothing 

occurring on stage does or can occur in real life; Or, like most of us, a little bit of each. 

When we see an actor breathing on stage, we can see this breathing as both an 

attribute of the actor as well as of the character hdshe is playing. The blood. sweat and 

tears of a character are the blood, sweat and tears of the actor. (special effects and stage 

make-up notwithstanding) . Things become more mcult when the matter for us, as an 

audience, is to decide whether what we have just experienced was intended or not. In 



some cases this is easier than others: For example, an actor who di=s on stage, or n~ore 

frequently, misses hisher lines or a cue. (I have experienced productions where these 

'missed Lines* and other such mistakes were indeed a part of the performance.) 

What is significant about this discussion is that by designating a space that serves 

to focus attention on the 'unreal', there will always be at least some ambiguity as to what 

is 'really' happening. But on stage 'real' things happen by virtue of the fact that 'real' 

people with 'real' bodies are the primary medium through which the theatrical event 

takes place. 

Performance will always, therefore demonstrate ambiguity when it is attended to 

as performance. Are a 'method actor's' tears the tears of the actor, or the tears of the 

character he/she is playing? These are questions of privileged access. We cannot know 

beyond a doubt what is going on inside the brain of another person, what their 

motivations are, or what they are feeling. All that we have is what we see. The attention 

to what we see is in part a function of the designated performance area. Some of the 

actions that we attend to on the stage are the same activities that, in our day to day lives, 

we would turn away fiom, or, at least are those with which we would feel uncomfortable. 

In the introduction to this thesis, I stated that this chapter was to be about 

the immediate relationship between the observer and the artwork, when that work poses a 

paradox to both the observer and to its context. Both observer and work in relationship 

intend to contextualize a work. The work itself, once contextualized, may force a radical 

breakdown of that contextualization; it becomes 'more real that real'. In chapter four, we 

looked at the conceptual difficulties encountered when we place 'real' objects into the 



contexring apparatus of art. Here, we look at the reverse: The difficulties of placing 

'art/performance' in non-contextualized or 'real' spaces. 

I11 
In visibility 

Brazilian theatre theorist and the force behind the 'Theatre of the Oppressed', 

Augusto Boal, developed a method of performance that took this framing, focusing, and 

attention of the conventional stage away from the idea of performance in the 

development of his technique of 'Invisible Theatre'. This is a method of performance that 

is highly political and is aimed at directly affecting social change. Bod describes it thus, 

One point must be clearly understood: Invisible Theatre is theatre; it must 

have a text with a scripted core, which will inevitably be modified, according to the 

circumstances, to suit the interventions of the spect-actors. 

The chosen subject must be an issue of burning importance, something 

known to be a matter of profound and genuine concern for the future spect-actors. 

From that starting point, a small play is constructed. The actors must play their parts 

as if they were playing in a traditional theatre, for a traditional audience. However, 

when the play is ready, it will be performed in a place that is not a theatre and for an 

audience that is not an audience. In the course of our European experiences, we did 

shows in the Paris Metro, in ferry boats, in the restaurants and streets of Stockholm, 

and even on a stage, in a theatre where a conference was taking place. 

I repeat again: in the Invisible Theatre, the actors must perform just like real actors; 

that is, they must Live. (Boal 1992: 6) 

Bod  uses the word 'Spect-actor' to describe the 'audience' of his work. For Boal 

the audience must become a participant in the work created. It is important in Boal's 

'Invisible' work that the performers use text and a developed script (Boal 1992). There 

are however, examples of 'invisible' performance where this is not necessarily the case. 



Marvin Carlson, in his book Per$ormance describes the concept of the 'walkabout', 

. . .in which cos turned performers improvise interactions with the general public. Some 

attempt to blend in with their surroundings, often consciously seeking to stimulate 

amazed confusion. (Carlson 1996: 1 13) 

There are performance/art groups throughout the world that participate in methods 

similar to Baal's, yet without a political agenda. There is the Natural Theatre in Great 

Britain who, among their activities, appeared at the Glastonbury Festival as 'pot 

smoking* police officers, and, on another occasion* staged a protest (wearing antiquated 

clothing) against bicycles. The work of the Amsterdam company Tender has become 

such a familiar part of the city, that many locals will often assume (correctly or 

incorrectly) that any strange occurrence or event is one of their performances (Carlson 

There are examples of such unexpected placing of art to be found in the visual 

arts as well. Because of the media employed, these have greater ~ i c u l t y  in gaining 

'invisibility*. When we think of 'public art* the easiest fvst step for us to take is to think 

of sculpture. Immediately the massive commonplace objects of Claus Oldenberg come to 

mind. There are also more subtle examples, and one is an interesting personal experience 

recounted here. 

Several years ago I was travelling throughout Eastern Europe when I came across 

a piece of conceptual art that I did not know was a work of art at the time. While taking 

in the sights of Berlin, I made a point to see the Reichstag. When I arrived, I found it 

'wrapped* in a large sheet of white material. I tried to explain this to myself, 



'Communism has just collapsed in East Germany, perhaps they have redone the building 

in some way that will soon be unveiled." 

Of course I was wrong, for what I was encountering in actuality was a work of the 

artist Christo. Christo is the (anything but subtle) artist responsible for many such 'site 

specific' works. Aside fiom the 'wrapping' of popular landmarks. Christo has also placed 

several thousand yellow and blue umbrellas on two continents, and has run a fence made 

of fabric through 40 kilometres of rural California. Part of Christo's work includes going 

through all of the bureaucracy involved in getting permission to do these projects, which 

in turn is exhibited as an artifact of his work. Often, in the work of conceptual artists, the 

work of art itself is ephemeral, as it takes place in the world and is often siteltime 

specific. The work of such artists is then documented and exhibited in galleries or in 

publications. 

What makes this difficult is that, when taken out of the gallery, much of this art 

still retains structures that allow us to think of it as art. As with sculptures and paintings, 

we have the recognizable structure of the media employed and the conventions of 

display. Like the convention of a 'designated performance space' the conventions of 

titling and labeling an artwork serve to bracket the art as 'art' and not 'reality'. This is not 

to suggest that the bracket is definitive. 'Bracketing' by contextual elements opens up an 

ambiguity similar to the example we discussed regarding the death of an actor on stage 

during a play. We become aware that it is possible that what we are seeing is art. This is 

not to say that we become sure that we are seeing art, but rather, that it is possible for our 

attention to be so focused. As an experiment, find an object in a common place, whether 

this object is 'commonplace' or not is of little concern. Make a small title card to place 



near the object suggesting a title as well as the name of the artist. Even in trying this 

experiment for yourself, you have focused your attention so that the object will be 

attended to as 'art object' (if only by yourself). For those who encounter this 'fkamed 

object', they too may have their attention focused on the 'object-as-art'. The value of this 

experiment becomes easier to see when we consider 'public art' that is thus fi-amed and 

maintains its force as 'art-attended-to-as-art' when we consider the works of some 

contemporary conceptual artists. 

IV 
Attention 

What makes fixed perceptions particularly diffiicult is that, in experiencing 

something as 'art' or as 'not-art', we are experiencing a relationship. In chapter three, we 

spoke of a relationship that was defined by an object's use. In chapter four, we 

determined that there was an assumed intentionality 'be hind' the presumed artwork and 

in the spectator. Now we need to defme the specifics of these relationships, so that the 

difficulties that these relationships entail become apparent. 

The relationships that we are dealing with are: 1.) The self to self, as we 

adjust/alter or are skewed by the encounter with the arthot-art. 2.) The Relationship 

between the self to self before and after the experience of the artlnot art object. 3.) The 

relationship of the adnot-art object to context or communities into whose context the 

work is placed. The difficult questions that are posed by these relationships can be 

classified under five headings: i.) Aesthetic, ii.) Intellectual, iii.) Epistemic, iv.) 



Ontological, and v.) Ethical. 1 shall now attend to each of these relationships and their 

corresponding dilemmas in turn. 

The self that we defmed in chapter two is a self whose identity as self is (pun 

intended) necessarily contingent. As the self develops out of relationships (for-itself to in- 

itself, for-itself to for-others, for- others to self-in-situ) it is of importance to examine the 

status of these relationships explicitly. 

The fust relationship mentioned was that of a self adjusting to. being altered by or 

skewed in the face of the encounter with an art/not-art object. My initiaI encounter with 

an object as a self, is one of determining a particular relation to this object. Am I 

encountering this object as an-in-itself, for-itself, or for-others? To understand this 

relationship, I, as a self, must take certain steps. The fust step is to attend to the object as 

a discreet and particular object. To do this, as I have argued, the object must be 

'removed' from the milieu of experience through a negation. This negation is simple and 

immediate. It is the assertion of 'self-hood' in the face of the encountered object- it is to 

recognize the object as a 'not-me', but in order to remain a self, that self must also assert 

a parallel relation to a me in the world. This is not always how we encounter an object. 

Suppose for example, we come across an. objecvevent that may or may not be an 

artwork. At this stage, what the objectlevent is, is of little consequence- though for the 

self to recognize this objectlevent as a discreet particular occurrence, the self must 

recognize this object/event as not-self. 

There are occasions where the self does not perform this negation and therefore 

neither the object nor the self exist as discreet particulars. The negation must therefore be 

seen as a function of attention. Now it is not necessary that this attention be focused by a 



larger 'contexted body' such as title cards, exhibitiodperformance space or distinct 

internal relations. 

Attention can of course be this complex but it need not be. It could be attention to 

water as focused by thirst, attention to beds, or more generally, places to Lie down, as 

focused by fatigue. Or attention to a particular book as focused by a desire for a particular 

idea. In all cases of attention, part of that focusing is achieved by some criteria of 

negation This criteria of negation is twofold. It suggests that a) the object attended to is a 

'not-me', and b.) that it is a 'not-everything-else'. When we are not focusing, neither self 

nor everything-else exist as discreet particularities. The particularity arises from being-in- 

relationship, which is determined by the attention which is focused as described. 

How attention is focused is determined by those five points (demands on 

the self in-itself) that I labeled difficulties earlier. Aesthetic, Intellectual, Epistemic, 

Ontological and Ethical efforts to make sense of the world. These are difficulties, in that, 

not only do they serve to define the relationship being created by the mandatory 

negations they set in motion, but, they serve to defrne the self that is involved in this 

relationship, and thus becomes a product of this relationship. Although I have put these 

points in an order, this is not necessary an absolute order, as several efforts may occur 

simultaneously. ALI relationships however evolve out of these concepts. I shall now 

describe a scenario. . ,  

I awake in the morning with a start. I am still hazy from my sleep and do not quite 

know what has happened. Up to this point I had been in a deep dreamless sleep and 

therefore was in no real sense an '1'. Upon waking, I exist, as I am immediately aware of 

an other. The other in this case has been a loud noise, which I perceive as a noise only 



after I am aware that I am a self and this noise is not me, and, further still, that this 

experience is the sort of thing to which the word 'noise' applies. This is the establishment 

of the ontological relationship with experience. We become aware of self insofar as this 

self is not the object of experience, the self is rather understood through this experience 

as other. There now exists a self through and in relation to an experience. There is now an 

'I' to attempt to understand what this experience is, and, next, what my relationship to 

this experience involves. This is the establishment of the intellectual relationship, and the 

beginning of our epistemic foundation. As a self, we are simultaneously aware of the 

other, that this other is not us, and that the other is in a particular ontological category. 

Yet we have no knowledge of this other, other than as other. We attempt to understand 

this relationship in terms of self. This understanding is intellectual in that we attempt to 

place meaning on the experience insofar as relationships between discrete particulars are 

the kinds of things that presuppose meanings. We relate an understanding of self 

(intellectually realized as distinct fiom the object of experience) to this object in an 

attempt to make meaning out of this experience. 

This experience is what is momentarily essential to the defrning of the self. With 

the establishment of this relationship as generative of meaning, comes an extended 

knowledge of self; a self that is in a reciprocal relationship with this object of experience. 

This is the foundation of our epistemology in that we have established the self that is 

capable of knowing particular things, one of those things being that it is a self and 

inasmuch as this is so, a meaning-maker. A self-as-meaning-maker then is the foundation 

for coming to know because the experience becomes consistent in relation to a self who 

is aware that such experiences (in relationship) serve to form the relationship between 



self and all other experiences as a meaningful statement: we are driven to make sense of 

it. Knowledge is the meaning made fiom particular experiences that are made particular 

through focused attention to their ontological and intellectual foundations as the 

experiences of a particular self. 

Returning once more to waking up with a start, Immediately there is a self that is 

in relationship with a particular experience, and that particular experience is that of a 

noise. It is at this point that the relationship is also supported/structured by 

aesthetidethical considerations. This is quite difficult in that we are dealing both with 

questions of quality and value. Is the self that is established in relation to the experience 

of the noise good or bad? I know that I am a self that is having a particular experience, 

this particular experience is a noise. What kind of noise is this noise that I am 

experiencing (ontologicaVepistemological)? Is it pleasant or unpleasant 

(ethicaVaesthetic)? In other words, what, in this noise-relationship, do I choose attend to? 

These considerations are of an aestheticlethical nature. The fact that there is an 

experience is undeniable, the qualities of this experience are, however, somewhat more 

complicated. 

Here is where these become of particular significance in our current examination- 

How is the self that is ontologicallyl intellectually1 epistemologically, grounded given 

qualities through aesthetic/ethical experience? The self that we are starting with is a self 

only in that it exists as a discreet particular, it is a self that is aware that it is not- 

everything-else. It is an automaton of self-hood. There are no likes or dislikes, reasons for 

choices, nor are there those elements of self that make this self an other. This making of 

the self an other is grounded upon ethicdaesthetic considerations. These considerations 



are what focus the attention on an experience as a certain kind of experience- one with 

qualities and/or values. 

Quality becomes the foundation for self-hood as an Other insofar as the self seeks 

to assert values and qualities of objects as meaning-making entities. Quality is what we 

experience in relationship with that object of experience, in the effort to define self in 

terms of that relationship, for as we define value, we assign qualities which both limit and 

extend both the self and the other in relation. 

Perhaps the best way to make this clear is through a further example, this time in 

the context of our discussion so far. Consider now. the development of self through the 

relationship with the object of experience, particularly when that object of experience is 

an 'art-object'. 

What we are dealing with here is a further consideration of the qualia of 

experience. In this case, we are addressing the notion of cognitive slippage as it is 

recognized retrospectively through shock, confusion, wonder or sublimity. It would seem 

at this point that the 'suspension of self' is to what this slippage refers to, as it is focused 

through notions of the 'worthwhile'. This is to suggest that the experiences attended to in 

the formation of self are chosen according to certain criteria. As I have demonstrated, this 

is a procedure moving from the ontologicaVepistemic to the ethical/aesthetic. In turn this 

seemingly linear procedure moves in the reverse direction as well. As the self attends to 

object as discreet particular, this attention is focused on the objectlevent insofar as it is 

worthwhile to attend to. What now becomes interesting is how this 'worthwhileness' is 

attended to. It would be too simple to suggest that we attend to one thing as opposed to 



another because it is beautiful or good. It would also be too simple to say that we direct 

this attention because we fmd the object shocking or disturbing. 

All of these descriptions of our encounter with the object/eveot are sensible only 

after the object/event has been attended to. We are still left questioning what it is that 

focuses and directs this attention. A good analogy would be a camera. The object/event is 

what is to be the content of the photograph. The unexposed film in the camera is the pre- 

reflexive proto-self. The exposed f h  in the camera is the self that 'I' call 'me', my 

experiences, my past, my Life. The lenses are what focus the camera on the image, often 

through fdters chosen as a result of my experience. my past, my Me. The obvious question 

becomes who is operating the camera? For, now we have structured an analogy similar a 

the Cartesian Theatre model of consciousness. Let us then revise our camera analogy, 

though we must keep what is essential. 

Our camera is not an old fashioned SLR, it is rather a 'smart camera' that is 

programmed to snap photographs of specific things, patterns. Such cameras are now 

being employed in airports and banks to aid in security, as these cameras can be 

programmed to 'look' for objects of a certain size, shape or colour. They have also been 

programmed to recognize certain people's faces in a crowd. This occurs automatically 

according to a pattern recognition system Recognition is accomplished through several 

independent programs that work toget her to select from patterns. Those patterns that fit 

the parameters of the program are then photographed; those that do not are ignored. 

The analogy does not suggest that we have in fact been programmed, but rather 

that our attention will be focused by those objectslevents which fall into certain patterns 

which our experience renders recognizable and worthwhile. Patterns then develop, that is, 



with experience, they become more complicated and intricate as objects/events are placed 

in an overall framework of pattern-making. This is an open expansive process that must 

necessarily evolve as complex patterns include further patterns that bear a similarity to 

even simpler patterns yet. 

We can use an example to make this more clear. When we 'wake up with a start' 

and hear a noise. This noise is understood as such because of intellectual, ontological, 

epistemological, aesthetic, and ethical considerations. These considerations, I suggest, are 

the lenses and filters of our camera. The simple sense pattern that it is a part of is 'sound 

recognition'. We recognize that we experience this phenomenon of sound. This is our 

initial pattern. The foundation for this pattern is not the sound itself, but is rather the 

experience of this sound. This new experience then is given a context through prior 

experiences. This now falls into a pattern and is understood through the context of 'self- 

as-pattern-maker' as sound. Within the context of this pattern, the 'type' of sound that 

this is can be compared to our experience of other 'experienced sound' phenomena. We 

link the sound to other patterns with different types of qualities. Here we can return once 

more to our camera analogy. Each lens and filter that we choose corresponds to a quality 

of the object within the overall field of 'sound-patterns-experienced' . For example, loud 

or quiet, trumpet or bassoon, pleasant or unpleasant, etc. This is a rather metaphorical 

way of describing what we attend to. 

As discussed previously, the objects/events that we do not attend to are, for us, 

non-happenings. Attention however can be distorted. Cognitive slippage operates when 

we have chosen a lens that distorts the experience so that the experience serves to cast 

doubt on the camra itself. In other words, when our attention is directed at an 



objecvevent 'contexted' by our pattern making, and this objectltvent poses a paradox to 

this pattern (where p h  facie this is not the case) the self operating as pattern-maker is 

thrown into doubt. 

We must now examine this as it actually occurs in patterns that we designate as 

'art' and 'not-art'. 

v 
That is the question.. . 

An interesting example of this is found in Poster, created by concept artists 

Tretrault Zurich and Emma Frode. This poster (see plate on next page) is in all respects a 

poster. Its dimensions 18" X 24.5" are the most common for posters (as we were 

informed by the printers of this poster). It is printed on glossy poster paper and has the 

'poster border' common to printed posters. It was printed at a print shop whose specialty 

is the printing of posters. It was placed in many locations where one would expect to fmd 

posters, that is to say on bulletin boards, bus shelters, construction sites etc. It was also, at 

the same time, placed on the walls of an art gallery where it was exhibited as an artwork. 

The content of the poster was a sentence, printed in red against a black background: THIS 

IS JUST A POSTER not art. 



THIS IS  

not art. 



Rather, similar in style to several works of On Kawara, this poster was simply text 

(Danto L986). Of particular interest is that the text is self-referential. It is a poster that 

refers to itself as a poster, but it adds a further amendment, that it is not art. This one 

sentence 'This is just a poster, not art.", poses some very tricky problems to our approach 

to the question of the intentionality of artworks in the relationships we have established 

so far. To make the encounter even more problematic, as we mentioned earlier, this 

poster was shown in different spaces, some of which were designated as 'art' spaces, 

while others were not. 

Adding further complications to the example, no 'original' exists of this poster, as 

it was printed fiom information on a computer disk. Unlike printmaking, the basis of this 

work has no concrete manifestation. As digital information, limitless posters could be 

printed. It would be inappropriate to apply the term copy or reproduction to this work, as 

there is no original to copy. Each poster is an original. Only its placement provides us 

with opportunity to consider single examples as meaning makers. 

These conditions have parallels in the commodity structure of which posters are 

largely considered to be a part. Now it is not unusual for posters to be exhibited as 

artworks. All one has to do is look at the work of Toulouse-Lautrec to see an artist whose 

'posters' have entered the category of ' fme art'. There has also been the renaissance of 

Polish poster art, where the work of artists such as that of Jan Sawka and Jerzy 

Janiszewski, have drawn collectors and exhibitors the world over. What makes these 

posters unique is something that we mentioned in a previous chapter. The work featured 

in the content of these posters is a work of unusual talent. We are attracted to these 

posters not so much because we admire what is being advertised, but rather, we admire 



how this advertising is done. In both cases of Toulouse-Lautrec and the Polish poster 

artists, we admire the posters insofar as they are reproductions/representations of the 

artist's "unusual talent". So too is this the case when we purchase 'poster reproductions' 

of famous or popular artworks. A poster of Picasso's Gurenica is not Gurenica; it is a 

reproduction of those elements that focus our attention to attend to it as art, as well as a 

reproduction/ manifestation of its author's unusual talent. Zurich & Frode's poster did not 

exhibit this talent, nor was it the reproduction of an original based in talent. There exists 

no original. 

Keeping the Kawara example in mind, we may now return to the problem posed 

by this chapter: What is the immediate relationship between the observer and the work, 

when the work itself poses a paradox to both the observer and the environment? That is 

in the poster, we have created a work that, through misdirection of attention, serves to 

disrupt 'pattern-making'. Both "attempt" to contextuaiize the work, which, once 

contextualized, forces a radical breakdown of that contextualization. The 'poster' is an 

example of this kind of work. 

As we discussed in chapter four, the context in which a work is received, (whether 

that context is established by the place in which an objecuevent is experienced or by the 

internal framing of the work itself), is what serves to focus attention on the objectlevent 

as the foundation for an intentional relationship. This attention to the experience as 

intentional requires of observers that they enter into a relationship with the object/event 

as an ontico-aesthetic foundation of Being-In-Situ. As argued in chapter three, this 

relationship can be entered into with the experience of natural objects or with those made 

by the hand of man if and only if the experience of the objecuevent is attended to as 



intentional. Now everything that has been created intentionally, anything fiom the Mona 

Lisa to the floor beneath your feet is, we can suppose, an intentionally created object. 

That is to say that it has been created as a physical manifestation of an idea. However, we 

do not attend to all intentionally created objects in the same way. It is clear that this is the 

case because we have a class of objects/events that we attend to as art if the 

contextualization so focuses our attention. We do not attend to all commonplace objects 

as art; we so attend only to those that focus our attention on their artness. We have 

. discussed how this is done: 1 .) Physical location in or around a designated 

performance/exhibition space. 2.) Pointing, labeling, titling and referring to the 

object/event as art. 3.) Indicators of unusual skill or talent or similarity to works we know 

to be art. 

This is not to suggest that these indicators of intentionality are what makes art art, 

but rather, this is what makes it possible to focus our attention so that we see in such 

objects the possibility of art. As we have seen. there is still much room for ambiguity, 

and this ambiguity is increased when we are faced with a work that does not correspond 

to the 'art-attention-focusing' apparatus. Now, how does this Poster both fail to 

correspond to its framing as well as support it at the same time? 

Perhaps the easiest way to begin is with the sentence on the poster itself (This is 

just a poster, not art.). Self-referential statements have an interesting history both in logic 

and in art. We can think of Rene Magritte's Treachery of images, the famous pipe with 

the wry text 'ceci n'est pas une pipe', or, this is not a pipe. However, this statement is 

true. When we look at the painting, we are seeing paint on canvas and indeed not a pipe. 

The poster that refers to itself as a poster is indeed a poster. Where things become 



difficult is in declaring itself not to be art. In formal logic, the class of  statements that 

would be considered self-referential are 'out of bounds' for logical investigation. They 

are neither true nor false. However they do provide marvelous fodder for thought and 

word play. Sentences such as 'This is a false statement.', provide the basis for paradox. If 

we try to determine whether the sentence 'This is a false statement' is true or false, we 

will be at a loss. In trying to answer, if we suggest that it is true that it is a false statement. 

then we are in effect making it a true statement. Likewise if we were to suggest that it is 

false, once more we are in effect making it a true statement. This is confusing, and it is 

confusing precisely because the results are paradoxical. 

To return to the statement about the poster's 'not being art', we fmd that we are 

faced with an interesting chdenge. The Poster is made interesting to varying degrees 

depending upon the context in which it is received. It challenges us to refute it, to say that 

it is indeed art. We are not faced with this challenge with every 'non-art' object that we 

encounter. With most posters that we see, we are aware of the fact that they are posters, 

without the poster informing us of that fact. It would be absurdly amusing to imagine a 

world where all objects proclaim their status in a similar way. 'This is just a spoon, not 

art. This is just a chair, not art. This is just a carrot, .not art. This is just a snow shovel, not 

art. This is just a urinal, not art. This is just a Brillo box, not art." 

We can see from our last few references that perhaps the adjoined 'not art' may 

indeed be appropriate given the last century in art, however these exemplars existed as art 

only insofar as they were displayed as art. I will admit however, that a result from these 

works has been to broaden our 'categories of attention'. In the case of the Poster 

however, we are faced with a work that resides uncomfortably in both categories of the 



'real' and of 'art' when we attend to its internal logic and to its relationship to the self-in- 

situ. 
t 

In referring to itself as not being art, I suggested we are faced with a peculiar 

challenge. A reaction may be to suggest that 'no. indeed it is not art.' This could be for 

several reasons. One is that it is labeled telling us that it is not art (ontologica1 effort). 

Secondly, it is a commonplace object, exhibiting none of the contextual clues that might 

focus our attention (epistemic effort). It is after all a poster. It informs us of this fact as 

well, therefore there is no need to employ aesthet iclethical efforts in understanding this 

experience by placing it into an overall pattern of 'aestheticlepistemic objects/events'. 

Another reaction might be that 'yes, indeed it is art.' The reasoning for this is that 

in some ways the Poster bears a historical similarity to other works of 'conceptual art' 

and fits into the 'dialectic of art' suggested by Hegel and later by Arthur Danto. Its 

declaration of it's not being art is simply a challenge to the history of admitting 

commonplace objects as art. 

Of course elements of both views are absolutely correct. Let me for a moment 

focus on the relationship the viewer is forming with the work as either spectator or 

audience. This question seems almost as tricky as our original one- 'is a person who 

experiences this work necessarily a spectator?' Ftqhermore, can we still confer this title 

if the spectator is not self aware of himself as spectator and what does this imply for the 

'work' itself? 

There are two discreet contexts to keep in mind. In one instance, the Poster was 

exhibited in many public venues (often alongside identical Posters). At another time it 

was exhibited in an art gallery with all of the standard gallery apparatus (title card, 



lighting' place in show catalogue, etc.) In the case of the gallery, it is clear that the 

focusing of attention has already been done according to what we have so far outlined. 

The attention to this Poster however is of interest in that we must question whether we 

are attending to it as 'commonplace-object-as-art', similar to the way we would attend to 

a Duchamp Readymade. Or is this attention the same as that attention to a work of 

recognized fme art, say a Warhol or Rembrant? This leads us to perhaps a more complex 

question: Are there different qualia of attention? This question is of significance when we 

consider the piece outside of the accepted spaces for 'aesthetic attention'. The attention 

that we have been addressing is not this 'aesthetic attention' but rather an attention that is 

attending to Intentionality aad agency in experience. 

In a gallery, we can see that we can experience this as an intentional artwork, or 

perhaps more loosely, as the intentional display ofan object as an artwork. Our atteation 

can be focused in this way as we have seen. Now, to return to the question of qualia of 

attention. As we attend to a work, we attend to-the intention 'responsible' for the work. 

Further, intending attention to the work as work-of-art, we enter into a focused 

intentional relationship with the work. 

At this point we can refer back to that aspect of the self which is 'pattern-maker' . 

Insofar as the discreet self is a situational construction of 'patterned' experience, it will 

be the structure of that pattern making that lays the foundation for a qualia of attention. 

We have already addressed how this is done and have seen an example of this in a 

patterned context of 'art' and 'not-art'. Let us now extend this example to the creation of 

a situation where the patterns of 'art' and 'not-art' do not exist. 



VI 
Take it to the Streets 

Cognitive slippage is illustrated with even greater force when we examine the 

notion of mimetic paradox within a context of performance that cannot be recognized as 

such. In September of 1997, concept artist Tretrault Zurich and three performers (Carmen 

Pineda-Selva, Eric Moschepedis and Tara Warner) created an event on the City of 

Calgary's C-Train public transit system. 

One of the performers entered this passenger train (as a passenger) wearing dark 

sunglasses, a personal stereo playing music, and carrying a large 'sign' with 'neon' 

arrows pointing fYom the four corners to a piece of text in the center of the sign. The text 

on these signs was in big bold print and read, WOW!!! YOU'RE TEINUNG: "BUBBA 

WUBBA GUT IN TRUBBA". I WOULDN'T RAVE THOUGHT OF TljlAT. Or, IF 

YOU'RE READING THIS SIGN, I AM READING YOUR MIND.THIS IS ITHAT 

YOU ARE THINKING: "OH NQZA!!! I'VE BEEN CRUSHED BY BULL 

DOZA!!!"RIGRT? Or, I REALLY DON'T W M T  YOU READING TWIS SIGN. 

PLEASE LOOK AWAY. 

The performer then found a seat on the train directly across from someone else (as 

this occurred during 'rush hour' finding an 'audience' was not a problem) and placed the 

sign discreetly (as was possible) on their lap. The performer did not hold the sign up nor 

do anything overt to draw attention to the sign. Due to the fact that the performers were 

wearing dark sunglasses and earphones, they could not be engaged in conversation very 

easily. 



The response to this performance was immediate. On several occasions, 

passengers attempted to make contact with the performers. More often than not, 

passengers would feel uncomfortable if they were sitting directly facing the sign and 

were seen to change seats at the fust opportunity. It must be kept in mind that these signs 

were carried by the performers as if they were just being transported from one place to 

another, they were not, as it were, 'put on display'. 

This is significant in that the context created by these signs was to focus attention 

into an overall pattern of 'art'/'advertising'. This is supported by the fact that these signs 

were indeed signs, which served to focus attention onto them as such. The text printed on 

these signs was similar to the Poster, in that the statements were logically self-referential. 

'This sign.. ." These aspects served to focus attention in a context of one specific pattern. 

A second pattern was introduced by how the performers carried the signs, as well 

as the text printed on these signs. As these signs were not displayed as in a presentation, 

the signs become part of another pattern which is attended to differently than if they were 

an advertisement or art. Further, the message printed on the sign was in content quite 

different than that which appears on most signs. Here we can return to the idea of self- 

referentiality. The statements on the sign were there, in a sense, to 'catch' people as they 

encounter a 'shift' in their attending apparatus. Let us 'walk through' this experience. 

1 .)You board a city bus. 2.)You take a seat. 3.)You notice the person sitting 

across from you is casually holding what appears to be a sign. 4.) You are faced with an 

ethical crisis- do you look at this sign? which is obviously (by the posture and 

presentation of the person carrying this sign) none of your business. 5.) You might 

consciousIy avert your gaze. Or 6.) Discreetly read what the sign says. 7.) As you read 



the text: WOW!!! YOU'RE THINKING: '6BUBBA WUBBA GUT IN TRUBBA'. I 

WOULDN'T RAVE TaOUGHT OF TEAT, you become aware that this sign has been 

'intended' for you. 8.) COG- SLIPPAGE HAPPENS HERE. BOOM! 9.)You 

become aware that the person holding the sign might know that you have read their sign. 

10.) If this is indeed the case, the person holding the sign might also know that you are 

thinking the absurd phrase 'Bubba Wubba Gut in Trubba'. 1 I.) You try to explain the 

reason for this. Why is this happening to you? 12.) You must immediately change your 

relationship with this experience. You must attend to it differently than you did before. 

Do you react? And if so, how? 13.) When this choice is made, a new self begins. 

WI . - 
Ontologrial Shock 

The 'art objects' discussed above have served an initial purpose to shock. By 

shock I mean to suggest that a person contionted with this 'created object' becomes 

immediately responsible for determining their relationship with it. They pass some sort of 

judgement on the piece or event, thereby positing that judgement on the 'work', its status 

as art or as 'not-art'. 

What makes the questions interesting is that it suggests that as the 'spectator' 

becomes 'self-aware' of himself as spectator, the 'status as art' of the 'object' occurs as a 

simultaneous generating force; regardless of the intention of the 'creator'. 

This is the 'driving force' behind 'not-art' as art. Here art content relies on the 

necessity for a spectator to posit the aesthetic onto an 'object' through the recognition of 

themselves as spectator. The 'not-artist' is all too aware of the power of context in which 



this 'selfrealisation' will occur, so the 'not-artist* works at the warping of context. Here 

is where a fundamental difference between the 'artist' and the 'not-artist' occurs. The 

creation of the 'not-artist' does not serve an expressivelaesthetic purpose, but rather 

proceeds necessarily from a consideration of context making/selection and of the 

choosing of a 'art' object which engenders ambiguity. From the start, the context did 

determine the path that an 'not-art' work will take. The 'not-artist* is aware that the 

object 'created' or 'chosen' for attention is void of the aesthetic. Immediately, spectators 

are stripped of several characteristics of 'Art'. What makes this 'not-art' though is when 

this object is placed in a context where, through being in that context, the spectator is 

often already aware of himself as spectator, in a gallery or theatre. As spectator, when 

faced with the 'shock' of the object, the spectator understands this 'shock', by virtue of 

its context, as aesthetic; even if the artist has and maintains a contrary intention. 

Now I have mentioned shock several times, so let me be clearer about what I 

mean. I suggest that when we are faced with an object that we were unaware of before, 

we enter into a dialectical relationship with that object as we determine the nature of the 

object and we are faced with all of its ontological/ episternicl aesthetic/ ethical 

possibilities as 'I' becomes a 'not r ,  through our relation to that object. In this 

relationship, we posit the object as 'other' and through understanding the 'object' as 

'object' we mirror past selfhood and adjust to a 'new', expanded selfhood in this 

understanding. Each time we are presented with an 'object', we are faced with a crisis of 

positioning ourselves in relation to that 'object*. This is shock. As art is in the business of 

the creation of 'objects', so too is it in the business of the creation of 'shock'. Yet what 



makes this shock distinct, is that the 'object', if not in its specifics, is understood in 

general through its focusing apparatus. 

In 'not-art', the 'shock' of the object is taken further because it serves to subvert 

or, at least, enlarge the context in which it is understood as object. The art relationship 

between object and spectator is severed because the object cannot be understood through 

this former known relationship. The spectator is then faced with himself as 'spectator of 

object' rather than the 'created object' as he attempts to understand the 'created object' in 

terms of the aesthetic or the ethical. As 'spectator of the aesthetic' he must necessarily 

perform this task. What makes the 'shock' of 'anti-art' unique is that it comes fkom the 

'stripping' away of the status of 'spectator' and leaves the individual undefmed in 

relation to the object. Such a shock causes confusion. This confusion is the hallmark of 

the works we have examined in this chapter, and these serve as examples of mimetic 

paradox which precipitate the foundations of cognitive slippage. 

Such confusion is limited, because the second time the individual experiences the 

same piece of 'not-art' as spectator, he is now aware of its possible 'art status'. The past 

shock together with its possibility as art recalls its practical function, which is void of 

aesthetic content. This is not the case with 'art' proper, posited as 'not-art', where the 

'aesthetic' reiationship will continue to hold because of the very fact that this is the 

relationship which garners status for the spectator and for the 'art object', as spectator 

and art object (i-e. both elements) settle into a new relationship. So then, we can 

understand at least one sense in which 'not-art' is just that, not art; while at the same time 

it shares in the 'shock of the object' which defines our relationship with art. We must 

now look at examples where the real and the simulated become identical. 



S M -  
THE REAL, NOT REAL, AND THE HYPER-REAL 

LN SIMULATION THERE CAN BE NO REFERENCES 

OR MEANINGS. ARTISTS WHO REITERATE 

SIMULATION ARE IN A DEATH-LIKE STATE. 

- JEAN BAUDRILLARD 

I 

An Original Art- Work By Tretrault Zurich 

Trehault Zurich's 

Pierre Menard, Author of Don Quixote 

The visible works left by this novelist are easily and briefly enumerated. It is therefore 

impossible to forgive the omissions and additions perpetrated by Madame Henri Bachelier in a 

fallacious catalogue that a certain newspaper, whose Protestant tendencies are no secret, was 

inconsiderate enough to inflict on its wretched readers- even though they are few and Calvinist, if 

not Masonic and circumcised. Menard's true friends regarded this catalogue with alarm, and even 

with certain sadness. It is as if yesterday we were gathered together before the final marble and 

the fateful cypresses, and already Error is trying to tarnish his Memory.. . Decidedly, a brief 

rectification is inevitable. 

I am certain that it would be very easy to challenge my meager authority. I hope, 

nevertheless, that I will not be prevented from mentioning two important testimonials. The 

Baroness de Bacourt (at whose unforgettable vendredis I had the honour of becoming acquainted 

with the late lamented poet) has seen fit to approve these lines. The Countess de Bangnoregio, 

one of the most refined minds in the Principality of Monaco (and now of Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, since her Kautsch who, alas, has been so slandered by the victims of his 

disinterested handiwork) has sacrificed to "truth and death" (those are her words) that majestic 



reserve which distinguishes her, and in an open letter published in the magazine Lure also grants 

me her consent. These authorizations. I believe. are not insufficient. 

I have said that Menard's visible lifework is easily enumerated. Having carefilly 

examined his private archives, I have been able to verify that it consists of the following: 

a.) A symbolist sonnet which appeared twice (with variations) in the magazine tat Conque (the 

March and October editions of 1 899). 

b.) A monograph on the possibility of constructing a poetic vocabulary of concepts that would 

not be synonyms or periphrases of those which make up ordinary language, "but ideal objects 

created by means of common agreement and destined essentially to fill poetic needs" (Nimes, 

1901). 

c.) A monograph on "certain connections or  affinities" among the ideas of Descartes. Leibnitz 

and John Wilkins (Nimes, 1903). 

d.) A monograph on the Characreristica Universalis of Leibnitz (Nimes, 1904). 

e.) A technical article on the possibility of enriching the game of chess by means of eliminating 

one of the rooks* pawns. Menard proposes, recommends, disputes, and ends by rejecting this 

innovation. 

f.) A monograph on the Ars Magna Generalis of Ramon Lull (Nimes, 1906). 

g.) A translation with prologue and notes of the Libro de le invention y arte del juego del 

rrxedrez by Ruy Lopez de Segura (Paris, 1907) 

h.) The rough draft of a monograph on the symbolic logic of George Boole. 

i.) An examination of the metric laws essential to French prose, illustrated with examples from 

Saint-Simon (Revue des langues romanes, Montpellier, December, 1909). 

j.) An answer to Luc Durtain (who had denied the existence of such laws) illustrated with 

examples from Luc Durtain (Revue des hngues romanes, Montpellier, December, 1909). 

) A manuscript translation of the Aguja de navegar cultos of Quevedo, entitled La Boussole des 

precieun. 

1.) A preface to the catalogue of the exposition of the lithographs by Carolus Hourcade (Nimes, 

1914). 

m )  His work, Les P roblemes d'un problerne (paris. 1917), which takes up in chronological order 

the various solutions of the famous problem of Achilles and the tortoise. Two editions of this 

book has appeared so  far; the second has as an epigraph Leibnitz' advice "Ne craigna point, 

monsieur, la tome," and contains revisions of chapters dedicated to Russell and Descartes. 



n.) An obstinate analysis of the "syntactic habits" of Toulet (N.R.F., March, 1921). I remember 

that Menard used to declare that censuring and praising were sentimental operations which 

had nothing to do with criticism, 

0.) A transposition into Alexandrines of Le Cimetiere marin of Paui Valery (N.R.F., January, 

1928). 

p. ) An invective against Paul Valery in the founzal for the Suppression of Realiry of Jaques 

Reboul. (This invective, it should be stated parenthetically. is the exact reverse of  his true 

opinion of Valery. The latter is understood it as such. and the old friendship between the two 

was never endangered.) 

q.) A "definition" of the Countess of Bagnoregio in the "victorious volumew- the phrase is that of 

another collaborator, Gabriele d* Annunzio- which this lady publishes yearly to rectify the 

inevitable falsifications of journalism and to present "to the world and to Italy" an  authentic 

effigy of her person, which is so  exposed (by reasons of her beauty and activities) to 

erroneous or hasty interpretations. 

r.) A cycle of admirable sonnets for the Baroness de  Bacourt (1934). 

s.) A manuscript list of verses which owe their effectiveness to punctuation.' 

Up to this point (with no other omission than that of some vague, circumstantial sonnets 

for the hospitable, or greedy album of Madame Henri Bachelier) we have the visible part of 

Menard's work in chronological order. Now I will pass over to the other part, which is 

subterranean, interminably heroic, and unequalled, and which is also- oh, the possibilities 

inherent in man!- inconclusive. This work, possibly the most significant of our  time, consists 

in the ninth and thirty-eighth chapters of Part One of Don Quixote and a fragment of the 

twenty-second chapter. I realize that such an affirmation seems absurd; but the justification of 

this "absurdity" is the primary object of this note.' 

T w o  texts of unequal value inspired this undertaking. One was that philological fragment 

of Novalis- No. 2005 of the Dresden edition- which outlines the theme of total identification 

with a specific author. The other was one of those parasitic books that places Christ on the 

boulevard, Hamlet on the Cannebier and Don Quixote on Wall Street. Like any man of good 

taste, Menard detested these useless carnivals, only suitable- he used to say- for evoking 

Madame Henri Bachelier also lists a literal m d a t i o n  of a literal translation done by Quevedo of the 
Introduction a la vie devote of Saint h c i s  of Sales. In Pierre Menard's library there are no traces of 
such a work. She must have misunderstood a remark of his which he had intended as a joke. 

I also had another, secondary intent- that of sketching a portrait of Pierre Menard. But how would I dare 
to compete with the golden pages of the Baroness de Bacoun tells me she is preparing, or with the delicate 
and precise pencil of Carolus Hourcade? 



plebian delight in anachronism. or (what is worse) charming us with the ptirt.lary idea that all 

epochs are the same. or that they are different. He considered more interesting, even though it 

had been carried out in a contradictory and superftcial way, Daudet's famous plan: to unite in 

one figure. Tartarin, the Ingenious Gentleman and his squire.. - Any insinuation that Menard 

dedicated his life to the writing of a contemporary Don Quixote is a calumny of his illustrious 

memory. 

He did not want to compose another Don Qukote- which would be easy- but rhe Don 

Quixote. It is unnecessary to add that his aim was never to produce a mechanical transcription 

of the original; he did not propose to copy it. His admirable ambition was to produce pages 

which would coincide- word for word and line for line- with those of Miguel de  Cervantes. 

"My intent is merely astonishing," he mote me form Bayonne on December 3om, 1934. 

'The ultimate goal of a theological or metaphysical demonstration- the external world, God, 

Chance. universal forms- are no less anterior or common than this novel which I am now 

developing. The only difference is that philosophers publish in pleasant volumes the 

intermediary stages of their work and that I have decided to lose them." And, in fact, not one 

page of a rough draft remain to bear witness to this work of years. 

The initial method he conceived was relatively simple: to know Spanish well. to re- 

embrace the Catholic faith, to fight against Moors and Turks, to forget European history 

between 1602 and 19 18, and to be Miguel de Cervantes. Pierre Menard studied this procedure 

(I know that he arrived at a rather faithful handling of 17" century Spanish) but rejected it as 

too easy. Rather because it was impossible, the reader will say! I agree, but the undertaking 

was impossible from the start, and of all the possible means of carrying it out, this one was 

the least interesting. T o  be in the twentieth century, a popular novelist of the seventeenth 

seemed to him a diminution. To  be, in some way, Cewantes and to arrive at  Don Quixote 

seemed to him less arduous- and consequently less interesting- than to continue being Pierre 

Menard and to arrive at  Don Quixote through the experience of Pierre Menard. (This 

conviction, let it be said in passing, forced him to exclude the autobiographical prologue of 

the second pirt of Dan Quixote. T o  include this prologue would have meant creating another 

personage- Cervantes- but it would also have meant presenting Don Quixote as the work of 

this personage and not of Menard. He naturally denied himself such an easy solution.) "My 

undertaking is not essentially difficult," I read in another part of the same letter. "I would 

only have to  be immortal in order to carry it out." Shall I confess that I often imagine that he 

finished it and that I am reading Don Quixote- the entire work- as if Menard had conceived 

it? Several nights ago, while leafing through Chapter XXVI- which he had never attempted- I 



recognized our friend's style and. as it were, his voice in this exceptional phrase: the nymphs 

of the rivers. moum/ul and humid Echo. This effective combination of two adjectives, one 

moral and the other physical, reminded me of a line from Shakespeare which we discussed 

one afternoon: 

Where a malignant and turbaned Turk.. . 
Why precisely Don Quime. our rader will ask. Such a preference would not 

have been inexplicable in a Spaniard: but it undoubtedly was in a symbolist from Nimes, 

essentially devoted to Poe. who engendered Baudelaire, who engendered Mallaeme, who 

engendered Valery, who engendered Edmond Teste. The letter quoted above clarifies this 

point. "Don Quixore," Menard explains, "interests me profoundly, but it does not seem to me 

to have been- how shall I say it- inevitable. I cannot imagine the universe without the 

interject ion of Edgar Allan Poe 

Ah, bear in mind this garden was enchanted! 

Or without the Bateau ivre or the Ancient Mariner, but I know that I am capable of imagining it 

without Don Quirote. (I speak, naturally, of my personal capacity, not of the historical 

repercussions of these works.) Don Quixote is an accidental book, Don Quixote is unnecessary. I 

can premeditate writing, I can write it, without incurring a tautology. When I was twelve or 

thirteen years old I read it, perhaps in its entirety. Since then 1 have reread several chapters 

attentively, but not the ones I am going to undertake. I have likewise studied the entremeses, the 

comedies, the Galatea, the e x e m p l q  novels, and the undoubtedly laborious efforts of Persiles y 

Sigismunda and the Viaje al Pamaso.. .. My general memory of Don Quixote, simplified by 

forgethlness and indifference, is much the same as the imprecise, anterior image of a book not 

yet written. Once this image (which no one can deny me in good faith) has been postulated, my 

problems are undeniably considerably more difficult than those which Cervantes faced. My 

affable precursor did not refute the collaboration of fate; he went along composing his immortal 

work a little a la diable, swept along by inertias of language and invention. I have contracted the 

mysterious duty of reconstructing literally his spontaneous work. My solitary game is governed 

by two polar laws. The first permits me to attempt variants of a f o m l  and psychological nature; 

the second obliges me to sacrifice them to the 'original' text and irrefutably to rationalize this 

annihilation.. . To these artificial obstacles one must add another congenital one. To compose 

Don Quimre at the beginning of the seventeenth century was a reasonable, necessary and perhaps 



inevitable undertaking; at the beginning of the twentieth century it is almost impossible. It is not 

in vain that three hundred years have passed, charged with the most complex happenings- among 

them, to mention only one, that same Don Quixote." 

In spite of these three obstacles. the fragmentary Don Quirote of Menard is more subtle 

than that of Cervantes. The latter indulges in a rather coarse opposition between tales of 

knighthood and the meager, provincial reality of his country. Menard chooses as "reality* the land 

of Camen  during the century of Lepanto and Lope. What Hispanophile would not have advised 

Maurice Banes or Dr. Rodriguez Larreta to make such a choice! Menard, as if it were the most 

natural thing in the world, eludes them. In his work there are neither bands of gypsies, 

conquistadors, mystics, Philip the Seconds, nor autos-da-fe. He disregards or proscribes local 

color. This disdain indicates a new approach to the historical novel. This disdain condemns 

Salammbo without appeal. 

It is no less astonishing to consider isolated chapters. Let us examine, for instance. Chapter 

XXXVIII of Part One "which treats the curious discourse that Don Quixote delivered on the 

subject of arms and letters." As is known, Don Quixote (like Quevedo in a later, analogous 

passage of La hora de todos) passes judgement against letters and in favor of arms. Cervantes 

was an old soldier, which explains such a judgment. But that the Don Quixote of Pierre Menard- a 

contemporary of La trashison des clercs and Bertrand Russell- should relapse into these nebulous 

sophistries! Madame Bachelier has seen in them an admirable and typical subordination of the 

author to the psychology of the hero; others (by no means perspicaciously) a transcription of Don 

Quixote; the Baroness de  Bacourt, the influence of Nietzsche. T o  this third interpretation (which 

seems to me irrefutable) I do not know if I would dare to add a fourth, which coincides very well 

with the divine modesty of Pierre Menard: his resigned or ironic habit of propounding ideas will 

remember his diatribe against Paul Valery in the ephemeral journal of the superrealist Jacques 

Reboul.) The text of Cervantes and that of Menard are verbally identical, but the second is almost 

infinitely richer. (More ambiguous, his detractors will say; but ambiguity is a richness.) It is a 

revelation to compare the Don Quixote of Menard with that of Cewantes. The latter, for instance, 

wrote @on Quixote, Part One, Chapter Nine): 

. . .la verdart, cuya madre es la historia, emula def tiempo, deposit0 de las acciones, 

testigo de lo pasado, ejemplo y aviso de lo presente, advertencia de lo por venir. 

[. . . truth, whose mother is history, who is the rival of time, depository of deeds, witness of the 

past, example and lesson to the present, and warning to the firture-1 



Written in the seventeenth century. written by the "ingenious layman" Cewantes, this 

enumeration is a mere rhetorical eulogy o f  history. Menard, on the other hand writes: 

. . . fa verdad, cuya madre es la historia, emula del tiempo, deposit0 de las acciones, testigo de lo 

pasado, ejemplo y aviso de lo presente, advenencia de lo por venir. 

[. . . truth. whose mother is history, who is the rival of time, depository of deeds, witness of the 

past, example and lesson to the present, and warning to the future.] 

History, mother of truth; the idea is astounding. Menard, a contemporary of William 

James, does not define history as an investigation of reality, but as its origin. Historical truth, for 

him, is not what took place; it is what we think took place. The final clauses- mmple  and lesson 

to the present, and warning to the future- are shamelessly pragmatic. 

Equally vivid is the contrast in styles. The archaic style of Menard- in the last analysis, a 

foreigner- suffers from a certain affectation. Not so that of his precursor, who handles easily the 

ordinary Spanish of his time. 

There is no intellectual exercise which is not ultimately useless. A philosophical doctrine 

is in the beginning a seemingly true description of the universe; as the years pass it becomes a 

mere chapter- if not a paragraph or  a noun- in the history of philosophy. In literature, this ultimate 

decay is even more notorious. "Don Quixote," Menard once told me, "was above all an agreeable 

book; now it is an occasion for patriotic toasts, grammatical arrogance and obscene deluxe 

editions. Glory is an incomprehension, and perhaps the worst." 

These nihilist arguments contain nothing new; what is unusual is the decision Pierre 

Menard derived from them He resolved t o  outstrip that vanity that awaits all the woes of 

mankind; he undertook a task that was complex in the extreme and futile from the outset. He 

dedicated his conscience and nightly studies to the repetition of a pre-existing book in a foreign 

tongue. The number of rough drafts kept on increasing; he tenaciousty made corrections and tore 

up thousands of manuscript pages.' He did not pennit them to be examined, and he took great 

care that they would not survive him It is in vain that I have tried to reconstruct them 

I have thought that it is legitimate to consider the "fmal" Don Quixote as a kind of  palimpsest, in 

which should appear traces- tenuous but not indecipherable- of the "previous" handwriting of our 



fiend. Unfortunately, only a second Pierre Menard, inverting the work of the former, could 

exhume and resuscitate these Troys. - . 
' T o  think, analyze and invent," he also wrote me, "are not anomalous acts, but the 

normal respiration of the intelligence. To glorify the occasional fulfillment of this hnction, to 

treasure ancient thoughts of others, to remember with incredulous amazement that the doctor 

universalis thought. is to confess our languor or barbarism. Every man should be capable of all 

ideas, and I believe that in the future he will be." 

Menard (perhaps without wishing to) has enriched, by means of a new technique, the 

hesitant and rudimentary art of reading: the technique is one of deliberate anachronism and 

erroneous attributions. This technique, with its infinite applications, urges us to run through the 

Odyssey as if it were written after the Aeneid, and to read Le jardin du Centaure by Madame 

Henri Bachelier as if it were by Madame Henri Bachelier. This technique would till the dullest 

books with adventure. Would not the attributing of The Imitation of Christ to Louis Ferdinand 

Celine or James Joyce be a sufficient renovation of its tenuous spiritual counsels? (Borges 1962: 

45-57) 

Having spent the last whiIe (perhaps irritated, perhaps engaged) in an exact copy 

of the text of a Jorge Luis Borges story, we now can begin to understand the place of 

simulation within the creation of a mimetic paradox. In our introductory chapter, we 

made reference to simulation in our discussion of French Post-Modem theorist Jean 

Baudrillard. We discussed his example of a 'simulated' bank robbery in the f rs t  chapter. 

and how this robbery would never work because, as a perfect simulation, it would 

become indistinguishable from the real thing (Baudrillard 1994: 20). If you were 

simulating this robbery, you would be arrested, perhaps even shot and killed. 

I remember his square-ruled naebooks, the black streaks where he had crossed out words, his peculiar 
typographical symbols and his insect-like handwriting. In the late afternoon he liked to go for walks on the 
outskirts of Nimes; he would take a notebook with him and make a gay bonfire. 



Also, in our fwst chapter, we 'set the stage' for the problems that might occur 

when simulations become what we take to be reality. In chapter two. The Reality of the 

Real, we laid the foundation for self-hood within an overall structure of experience, and 

demonstrated the difficulties that this 'proto-self faces in its choices to become 'real'. In 

later chapters, we have demonstrated how this 'real' is subject to distortion and change. 

We discussed further the significance of negation in the structure of self. We must now 

address the significance of negation in the structure of simulation as well. 

In Baudrillard' s classic work, Simulacra and Simulation, the notion of simulation is 

creatively explored and made explicit as he describes the precession of 

Simulacrum(l994: 6). Simulation, in Baudrillard's terms, is when, 

". . . nothing separates one pole from another anymore, the beginning from the end; 

there is a kind of contraction of one over the other, a fantastic telescoping, a collapse of 

the two traditional poles into each other: implosion- an absorption of the radiating mode 

of causaIity. of the differential mode of determination, with its positive and negative 

charge- an implosion of meaning. That i s  where simulation begins."(1994: 3 1 )  

When we speak of the simulacrum, we are speaking of those concepts that have no 

correspondence with the notion of an original. The simulacrum is not a copy, but is rather 

the copy of a copy without there ever being an original. To make this clearer, let me 

formulate an extended example that will in turn make clearer the concept of simulation 

within a fkamework of the hyper-real. 

Small towns. What are they? Towns with Limited population, say fewer than five 

thousand people. Imagine a skyscraper in the middle of nowhere, one hundred stories tall 

and populated by four-thousand-one-hundred and sixty-two residents. These people live 

and work here in technology based industry. The building is self-contained, offering 



entertainment. lively arts scene, educational resources. governnmt, infrastructure and 

'community space*. Is this a small town? If we were to go by population alone, then 

certainly this is a small town. there may be towns that are smaller, yet it's population is 

certainly less than that of a city, even a small one. So, is this model our collective image 

of "small town living"? It is not. 

"Small town living" to us describes a way in which people are supposed to relate 

given our thoughts on what a "small town" ought to include. You will notice that I have 

put quotation marks around each instance of "small town". and. as I will further explain, 

this is because "small town" is a member of that special class of concepts. 

What ought a "small town" include, or what terminology do we employ when 

describing a small town? Institutional, techno-community-construct, temporary 

autonomous zone. No. We use words like parochial, bucolic, nice, pleasant and on the 

darker side words like close-minded, redneck, incestuous, and unsophisticated. Clearly 

this terminology does not correspond to the description of the town above, how then do 

we associate these terms with "small town Iiving"? Was there such a concept of "small 

town living" before people lived in larger cities? 

To answer these questions, once more puts us back into the position of asking 

what we mean by "small town" because clearly when we make this reference to "small 

town Living" we are not referring to those defming characteristics such as local 

government and population size, rather, we are referring, rat her, to those terms mentioned 

above. What I am suggesting is that the notion of 'small towmess' is a notion that is 

manufactured within the necessary context of a contrasted urban environment. A "small 

town*' is rather the urbanite vision of "not city". The question then becomes: how is it 



that we are able to define these characteristics? It is in answering this question that we 

make reference to the idea of pure simulated concepts. 

We have opened up a game of opposites where our 'ideal' "small town" has 

become our idea of what a city is not. Our first example has much in common, if 

somewhat abstracted, f%om our idea of a city. A 'small town' cannot be this. It must be 

rather all of those concepts that are urban, seen as it were, through a looking glass. If we 

urbanites see ourselves as 'fast paced', a 'small town* must be 'slow paced*, if we are 

sophisticated, those in a 'small town' are not. A simulated concept then is that which is 

recognized through its indication of absence; what it is not. 'Small towns' become then 

the cumulative 'nots' of urban life. 

This discussion parallels much of what we have discussed in chapter three, as we 

made the distinction between first and second order simulations. First order simulation 

included the domain of natural-objects. Second order simulations were those of man- 

made-objects.. It was argued in that chapter that the principle difference between these 

types of objects was that only natural objects could indeed be simulated, whereas the 

simulation of man-made-objects resulted in the creation of another object that is 

indistinguishable in content, function and form &om object that is being simulated- a 

simulacrum. I suggest that this is because in the fust case (the simulation of natural 

objects), we are dealing with the simulation of an action or process rather than with a 

product done. In the case of forests and mountains, we are dealing with moments in a 

process of either photosynthesis or plate tectonics. What we simulate is the moment in 

this process and not the process itself. With man-mode-objects we are dealing with the 

end result of a process or; a product. A simulation too is a product, an end, though not a 



natural one. As both the man-made-object and a simulation are products they remain 

indistinguishable from one another in content, form and function. The simulation of  a 

process however is countered by the fact that the simulation remains a product to be 

contrasted with the overall scope of the process. There is no end to a process, and the 

simulation represents this as an 'interruption' as if there were an end. It is a product 

without the inclusion of process. 

III 
What does that mean? 

Returning to the idea of simulation as an 'implosion of meaning' within this fust 

order example of simulation is a very difficult problem, in that, for meaning to be 

imploded, we must have some notion of what we mean by meaning. The sense of 

meaning of which we are speaking here has been informed by thinking in the field of 

semiotics. Very simply understood. semiotics is a method or theory of knowledge. 

concerned with the sign which stands for, o r  correlates with the meaning of that sign. 

Sign in this sense could be something as explicit as a road sign to anything as subtle and 

complex as the way in which a particular society structures its monetary system This is 

very broad. The underlying assumption is that anythingleveryt hing could be conceived of 

as a sign and insofar as this is a case, all elements could be understood to carry some 

meaning . 
What is 'essential' here is that the 'real' as a semiotic system is beyond 

meaning. The manufacture of meaning itself can only be a simulation of the object 

that evoked the meaning-making response. This must be the case in that meaning, if 

we are to escape its implied reflexivity, must be made a product in order to refer to 

an end as it cannot refer to a process. 



Let us take a moment to go over what we have so far in terms of the development 

of selfhood, 

1 .) We have as self that we perceive ourselves to be. 

2.) We perceive ourselves as selves in the world. 

3.) We, as selves, make certain assumptions about the content, form, function and artifice 

of our experiences and our selves in relation to these experiences. 

4.) We take these experiences of content, form, function, and artifice as articles of 

meaning insofar as these articles of meaning referirelate to those elements of articles 

of meaning that through experience have constituted the self. 

5.) The self is an article of meaning. 

6.) Meaning is empty in that it offers a reflexive paradox. 

7.) Existential negation can now be understood as a natural consequence of meaning, and 

vice versa- 

8.) Simulation becomes a response to absence of meaning. 

9.) Simulation is then what we take processual meaning to be. 

This does not do very much to solve our problem of meaning. We are still left with 

an elusive concept of meaning without any real understanding of it. We know that it is 

there, we just do  not know what it is. 

I interpret this difficulty as a reflexive paradox; the type of paradox that occurs with 

. self-referential statements. Meaning is therefore a term necessarily beyond the scope of 

defmition in that the very concept implies itself. It is a logical circle: to understand the 

maning of meaning within reflexive systems is to engage in an infinite repetition. It is 

this paradox of self-referentiality that makes simulation possible. Simulation, as argued 



earlier, refers to itself through what it is not, I.E. it achieves a product in the midst of 

processual journeys. This is how the implosion of meaning takes place. Simulation makes 

the paradox of  meaning explicit through its reference to a 'real meaning' which in fact 

cannot be: the process is not in fact the product nor is the product the process. Meaning is 

the core of this interruption as it paradoxically interrupts the process to point to aspects of 

content, form and function, and thus negates the idea of evolving elements. 

This must be made clearer, as it is this distinction between a process and furing 

meaning that lies at the root of mimetic paradox and its use as a tool for the interrogation 

of experience. What simulation does, Baudrillard suggests, is to present a reality that does 

not correspond to the defmitive meanings which we take reality to possess (Baudrillard 

1994). In so doing, reality as process is discounted while reality as product interrupts to 

stand for the content, form and function of our personal reality. In other words, 

simulation makes explicit that real meaning is not possible. Baudrillard, rather 

enigmatically discusses this as, 

'The impossibility of rediscovering an absolute level of the real is of the same 

order as the impossibility of staging illusion. Illusion is no longer possible, because the 

real is no longer possible."(l994: 2 1 ) 

The recognition of simulation as simulation uproots the self that is you, and you 

must fmd a place to plant yourself. The self goes from relating to a processual world, to a 

static world as a.) simulation is achieved it refers to the processual, which is infinite- b.) 

therefore meaning in that simulation is infinite in its referred possibilities. These 

consequents provide the self with infinite possibilities for reflection and for infmite 

possibilities of epistemiclontologicaYaest heticlet hical response. 



The hyperreal is often taken to mean 'more real than real'. For our present 

purposes, we can take the hyperreal to be an activity or process that creates the 

appearance that a 'product' or end has been arrived at. This is the process of simulation, 

which in effect creates a distortion. The distortion created by simulation serves to direct 

attention away from the real, and towards it at the same instant. 

The creation/combination of signs occurs all of the time, though is quite explicit 

in some cases- popular media being a strong example. In this chapter we deal with three 

specific examples. The fust is Disneyland, here we see explicit combinations of signs 

being made in the construction of "The Happiest Place on Earth". Next we look at 

Alberta's Royal Tyrell Museum of Paleontology, in the hyperreal construction of the 

past. What is common among these institutions is that they both serve as contexts for the 

experiences that occur within their gates. We then examine ways in which this 

'contexting' can work against itself as we turn our attention to the Museum of Jurassic 

Technology in Los Angeles, California. 

v 
The Happiest Place on Earth 

Disneyland in Anaheim California offers us a glimpse into the explicit 

manufacture of meaning and simulation. Known chiefly as an amusement park based on 

the many successful f h  of the Walt Disney Corporation, Disneyland opened its gates in 

1955 to a world ready, through the acceptance of an accelerated technological growth, for 

the worlds first institution devoted to the manufacture of the real. (It is also devoted to the 



manufacture of large amounts of capital, though that is not what is of primary interest to 

our discussion). We will not go into a critique of Disneyland as a capitalist enterprise, as 

we will be concentrating on those aspects of Disneyland that serve to make explicit the 

notions of simulation and the hyperreal. 

What is perhaps most striking about Disneyland is the kind of clues that you are 

given to reinforce the 'reality' of the theme park, while at the same time emphasizing the 

'cleverness* of the simulations. Upon entering Disneyland, you become immediately 

aware that what you are about to experience, has be created specifically for you to 

experience. This aspect, if you will recall, harkens back to Kant's thinking on the 

sublime, the wonder experienced when you feel as though the world has been created for 

you. This is the case of course unless you lack the skills to  find those clues dernarking the 

'real' from a simulated world. This is one of the reasons that Disneyland is often Linked 

to children's imaginations, who, as is often the case, do not adhere to strict divisions of 

the real and not-red. 

Disneyland serves as a physical manifestation of the aphorism "From the 

ridiculous to the sublime.". as it on many levels attempts to 'distort your perceptual 

apparatus' while at the same time, attempting to let you know that everything's going to 

be alright and you will not be injured. A sanitized risk, or, in other words, the 

construction of a situation that will serve to split your focus between i) a perceived, 

active, danger and ii.) a known. passive safety. On one level. everything that your 

experience is telling you is that you are facing an immediate threat. (In the case of 

Disneyland. this threat rnay include anything fiom marauding pirates to wandering 

ghosts) At the same time that there is the perceived threat, there is the constant 



knowledge that this is Disneyland to serve as the frame for these experiences, ergo these 

experiences have been constructed for pleasure, not pain. The question then becomes one 

of the strength of this framing. As adults, many of us take our experiences in Disneyland 

to be a return to childhood. Unfonunateiy in understanding the Disneyland experience in 

this way we forget the sophistication of our ability and necessity o f  fiaming and focusing 

our experiences. For a child, the fact that a terrible experience (say, being faced with 

marauding pirates or wandering ghosts) is occurring inside of the gates of the Magic 

Kingdom is of absolutely no consolation. It would be as if Disneyland were to include in 

its theme park (without informing the world of their plans) '20s Angeles Street Gang 

Land'*; a land where tourists would be accosted and threatened while park security was 

not looking. The fact that it is a simulation. if you do not have the conceptual apparatus to 

determine this, is of Little consequence. The active risk is real without the passive 

knowledge that the simulation is not. 

There are several ways in which this framing is employed to varying degrees 

throughout the park. The strongest kame is the fact that you are in Disneyland. It is this 

frame that lets you know that people dressed We cowboys. rabbits, mice and dogs are 

doing this to enhance your 'magical' experience. It also explains the simulated geography 

of the park. From rainforest to frontier town to city of the future, Disneyland's diverse 

geography of simulated mountains and rivers, by where they are and how they are put 

together in such close proximity to each other and their contrast to the rest of the 

landscape serve as further frames. For example, if we were to see a simulated mountain 

in the Alps, we would be harder pressed to identify it as a simulation. (This is a very 

interesting point to which we shall be returning later). In Disneyland, in relatively arid 



southern California, a 'snow capped mountain looks remarkably out of place. However, if 

we were to imagine 'Los Angeles Street Gang Land', like the simulated mountain in the 

Alps, we would fmd it difficult to identify the experience as a simulated construction. 

In Disneyland* there are more frames within kames. The fact that each 

experience, everywhere in the park has an accompanying musical soundtrack. What is of  

interest, is that the speakers pouring out this music are concealed behind shrubs or  as 

stones and tree stumps. Not behind stones and tree stumps, but inside of simulated 

representations of stones and tree stumps. These simulated stones, mountains. trees, 

plants, people, hills, glaciers, and other simulacra are everywhere you look in the park. 

They are often combined with the genuine article. For example, in the 'hills of Kentucky* 

there grows real bluegrass on those hills. though the hills themselves are simulated. 

This carries over into performance as well. I had the opportunity to witness what 

appeared to be a crew of Disney janitorial staff* break out into a performance. similar to 

the recent Broadway production Stomp. The garbage cans and buckets were turned over 

and used as rhythm instruments, while the mops and brooms were used as drumsticks and 

dance partners. The performance ended with them 'realizing* that they should really be 

getting back to their work as janitorial crew. In Disneyland. it is possible that people are 

not mere people, but possible entertainers as well. For the most part, the audience 

accepts that this is just another clever mthod  of  entertainment that Disney has thought up 

for the delight of the audience. In fact, the Gaming supported by Disneyland is so strong, 

that anything that we experience we could take as a simulation. There are even people in 

several shows in the park whose role is that of 'guest-to-the-park'. In Disneyland, we 

accept the reality of our experiences, while at the same time denying these experiences 



insofar as we take it as being likely that the odd things that we experience, have been 

constructed for us to experience. 

Thus the irony of Disneyland is that nothing can truly surprise us. We take our 

experiences as strange, even. for some, wonderful. We may be amazed, though we are 

aware, as sophisticated park goers, that these wonders are products of technological 

advancement, and that they are indeed tricks. The confusion that we are faced with inside 

the gates of Disneyland is the decision what is 'real* and 'what is simulated'. As we have 

discussed, the framing of Disneyland, makes it seem the case that the reverse of our day 

to day life becomes the norm. Like in a theatre, we expect the simulated and are taken 

aback by the real. There are of course simulations that we would not expect in 

Disneyland, the hypothetical "Los Angeles Street Gang Land" being such a case. As 

children. we are not exposed to these sophisticated methods of determining the status of 

the real. In a sense, Disneyland offers something very similar to our experience of the 

postmodern theatre- we accept all that we experience as possibly simulated insofar as the 

experience is consistent with others constructed inside of the park. We must now turn our 

attention to an environment where simulations are presented as simulations, though the 

framing is far more subtle. 

w 
The Royal Tyrell Museum of Paleomtology 

The Royal Tyrell Museum of Paleontology is perhaps the most famous 'Dinosaur 

museum' in the world. It is located near Drumheller in southern Alberta and offers a 

unique collection of fossils organized in a spectacular way. There are the bones 

themselves, which are displayed with rigorous documentation and are incorporated into 



other exhibits that highlight the environment and ecosystems of times gone by. Though 

perhaps the most elaborate exhibit is constructed in the 'Great Hd' of this museum, as 

there are skeletal reconstructions of dinosaurs in dramatic poses in a diorama of 'Jurassic 

an'. What is immediately engaging about these constructions is their sheer size. They are 

tremendous. and almost more frightening without their skin, muscle and ligaments, as 

monstrous skeletons. 

Out of necessity, many of the bones in the museum, and all of the reconstructed 

skeletons are made from plaster casts of the original fossils. For practical purposes, a 

fossilized dinosaur bone would be much too heavy to incorporate into the reconstruction 

of an entire dinosaur skeleton. Also. many fossils are much too fragile and light sensitive 

to be put on display, so the plaster casts serve as a proxy for the fossils. 

There is a display in the museum that puts the plaster cast of a large fossil right 

next to the real fossil of a Hadrosaur. You are invited to feel and see the difference. The 

plaster cast is lighter in colour, weight and mass. The display informs you that many of 

the 'fossils' in the museum are in fact replicas. At a few other places in the museum, you 

are made aware that the fossil that you are currently looking at is in fact a replica. You 

are not always informed of this, and it is possible to experience the 'fossils' in the 

museum without being informed of this at all. In my own experience, I did not realize 

that the fossils that I was seeing were in fact replicas until I had been to the museum 

several times, and was somwhat disappointed to find this out, though I am not entirely 

sure why. 

As I was considering this. I became aware of an exhibit of Rembrant sketches that 

were being shown in Vancouver, British Columbia Some of the sketches being shown 



were replicas, the originals being far too valuable to be sent on international voyages. I 

had also read in the newspaper that several people had complained about this fact. This is 

significant. We must now turn to the question of value in authenticity. 

WI 
The Original and the Copy 

In our museological adventures so far, we have encountered situations where a 

copy has been exhibited in the place of the original, serving the same semiotic intent. 

Does it? 

This is a very difficult question that is more than academic. We must consider our 

responses to several variables and many of these responses will be emotional. Many of us 

have been to the great museums and galleries on the planet to see a 'culturaYnatura1' 

masterpiece. Whether it be the fossils in the Royal Tyrell, the 'cave art' at La Causx or 

the Mona Lisa in the Louvre is of little consequence. In two of these cases, the fact that 

simulations are involved is made explicit. We know on some level that what we are 

experiencing is, or could be a simulation. With Mona Lisa. this is not the case (although 

there are 'urban legends' which suggest otherwise). There are situations however when 

this distinction is simply not made, and the question of authenticity is not asked, as the 

experience is not framed as a simulation. Just such a case occurs in.. . 
WII  

The Museum of Jurassic Technology 

In Culver City California, there is a small 'store fkont' museum, located in the city 

just south of the world famous 'John Paul Getty Museum'. From the outside, this 

museum is fairly innocuous. There is some discreet signage letting passer-bys know that 



there is indeed a museum behind the door with the ominous looking 'megalithic' head, 

The door t o  the museum is locked and a doorbell must be pressed to gain entry to the 

museum The museum is only open for short hours on three days a week so more likely 

than not, the ringing of the doorbell would be met with no response. This is the Museum 

Of Jurassic Technology, whose pamphlet states: 

The Museum of Jurassic Technology in Los Angeles, California, is an educational 

institution dedicated to the advancement of knowledge and the public appreciation of 

the tower  Jurassic. Like a coat of two colors, the museum serves dual functions. On the 

one hand the museum provides the academic community with a specialized repository 

of relics and artifacts of the Lower Jurassic, with an emphasis on those that demonstrate 

unusual or curious technoIogica1 qualities. On the other hand the museum serves the 

general public by providing the visitor with a hands-on experience of "life in the 

Jurassic.". . . Although the path has not always been smooth, over the years the Museum 

of Jurassic Technology has adapted and evolved until today in a unique position among 

the major institutions of the country. Still, even today, the museum preserves something 

of the flavor of its roots in the early days of the natural history museum- days which 

have been described as "incongruity born of an overzealous spirit in the face of 

unfathomable phenomena." (see copy in appendix 4) 

Inside of the museum, there are wonders of the natural world and also wonders 

created by the hand of man. There are immaculately constructed displays of things which 

range from the odd Deprong Mori, a bat capable of emitting 'Electro-magnetic radiation' 

as opposed the to sonar of most bats, to the Somabend Halls, where the life work and 

"Biographical Narrative" of Neuro physiologist/ theorist Gefforey Sonnabend, is 

displayed with copious documentation and photographs. Then are exhibits of natural 

curiosities and oddities, stories and displays of odd human contact with the world. There 

is a room dedicated to a permanent exhibited entitled "No One May Ever Have the Same 



Knowledge Again: Letters to the Mount Wilson Observatory, 19 15- 1935". This exhibit 

contains letters written to the astronomers at the observatory during this early period of 

Twentieth-century space exploration. These letters discuss topics so wide as to include 

communiqut5s from space aliens, to forecasts of the future- they attempt contact with 

something beyond themselves. 

The museum's collections are extraordinarily diverse and intricate. Perhaps even 

more interesting than what is displayed in the museum. is how these objects and 

documents are displayed- For a small museum, the Museum of Jurassic Technology is not 

lacking in the most modem methods of museological display, rivaling the larger, more 

cosmopolitan international museums. For each exhibit and display there is appropriate 

lighting and audio/visuai accompaniment. There are telephone handsets with many of the 

exhibits, that when you pick up give valuable auditory documentation and explanation of 

the exhibit that you are experiencing. Many exhibits have brochures to accompany the 

exhibit with printed information, as well as resources for further exploration. There are 

spaces in the museum that remain empty, as the exhibit is currently on loan to another 

institution. At the entrance to the museum, there is information placing the Museum of 

Jurassic Technology within a framework of the museological community, as the above 

quoted 'mission statement' can attest to. 

It is probably not surprising to mention, insofar as this museum is included in our 

present discussion, that much of this museum is an 'invisible simulation'. That is to say 

that many of the exhibits in the museum have in fact been constructed by the museum' s 

founder and curator, David Wilson. The true tale of the Museum of Jurassic technology is 



told brilliantly by Lawerence Weschler in his award winning account, Mr. Wilson 

Cabinet of Wonder (Wesc hler 1995). 

As the details of the museum are so clearly discussed in Weschler's book, I will 

only discuss those that are pertinent to our current discussion. What is o f  particular 

interest in the Museum of Jurassic Technology, is that the visitor to the museum is not 

made aware that many of the exhibits contained in the museum are in fact constructions. 

This is discussed in Lawerence Weschler's book, as his frrst experience of the museum 

was one where he was not aware of this apparent deception, the book traces his discovery 

and insights into the 'reality' of David Wilson's enterprise. 

I suspect that having knowledge of this aspect of the museum, prior to 

experiencing the museum, greatly affects the impact of the simulations. It must be made 

clear however that not all exhibits in the museum are indeed constructions, that is left for 

the observer. For the visitor who is not aware that much of the displays are constructions, 

the museum is an enigmatic experience. My personal experience of the museum was after 

reading Mr. Wilson's Cabinet of Wonder. I was aware that many of the displays were 

indeed constructed, including some of those mentioned above. I was there as an observer 

of the simulation as a simulation- I also observed those for whom the museum was not a 

simulation at  all- it was indeed real. In the museum on this particular day was a group 

from the local community college on a 'field trip'. Their reaction to the museum's 

artifacts and documentation was similar to those reactions of students to many kinds and 

types of museums around the world- some of the exhibits were met with curiosity, others 

were not attended to at all. What is perhaps the most interesting is that the exhibits that 



were attended to, were attended to as being real, eliciting such comments such as ''I'd 

really like to see one of those in the jungle." (referring to the fictional Deprong Man). 

It is important that in the Museum of Jurassic Technology, there are no clues 

(other than the supposed impossibility of some of the exhibits) that the contents of the 

museum are simulations. Most visitors will leave the museum with the impression that 

they have experienced something real. 

This differs significantly born both The Royal Tyrell Museum of Paleontology 

and Disneyland. In the Tyrell museum, it is stated in the museum that some of the 

exhibits do indeed contain simulations, though all exhibits are not labeled explicitly as 

such. In Disneyland, our situation is somewhat reversed; it is possible to take everything 

we encounter in the park as a simulation unless it is made explicitly clear that it is not. 

The Museum of Jurassic Technology sets us on slightly more precarious ground. If we 

were to choose to examine this fiom a standpoint of philosophical ethics, we could 

question the value of the deception occurring at the museum. This however is not our 

concern, though it is important to recognize this quality of deception as an integral aspect 

of mimetic art. 

It is true that a 'lie of omission' is being committed at The Museum of Jurassic 

Technology by not informing the patrons of the museum that what they are encountering 

may not be 'actual-real-life-exhibits'. This deception is necessary to David Wilson's 

overall project. We are not given the disclaimer in a theatrical production that what we 

are seeing on stage is not indeed an exact replication of an occurrence in everyday life or 

that the content of a particular painting may or may not have been the case. 



IX 
Mimetic Paradox 

We can return here to the ideas we discussed at the end of the fourth chapter, with 

respect to the principles of misdirection in the creation of a mimetic paradox. We 

discussed how this paradox rests upon the direction of attention based on recognizable 

patterns. As we have discussed in chapter two, these patterns are what we recognize as 

the self experiencing the real. In chapter five, we discussed how to distort these patterns 

through the exploitation of anticipatory sets by contradicting apparent contexts. In this 

chapter, we have seen how these contexts themselves are indeed grounded in the 

hyperreai, making them entirely simulations. Mimetic Paradox them becomes the tool by 

which we can force a breakdown of these sirnulat ions as simulations and reveal the real 

as an 'essential In-itself. 

Through breaking a context down using mimetic paradox, we become aware of 

those aspects of the context that can be designated 'hyperreal'. As we have seen in our 

examples, many of our experiences of contexts come as experiences of simulation. 

Further, we are, in encountering such simulations made aware of the infmite possibilities 

of ontological/epis temic/aest het ic/et hical responses. A mimetic paradox takes those 

hyperreal aspects of a context and places them in opposition with one another, thereby 

demonstrating simulation as a manifestation of the For-Itself, creating an Other. through a 

distortion of the essential In-itself. In distorted form, the In-itself seeks to return to that 

which is quintessentially real, with no idea where to start. This cognitive slippage into the 

infinite possibilities of the processual real is a necessary condition to begin again to 

reassess experience as existence in the real. It does so in a variety of ways. We have seen 

some of them in previous chapters. We shall now examine how to apply this tool in the 



active creation of wonder, as we outline the application of mimetic paradox to both art 

and Life. in the creation of a new art for the 2 1' century 



SEVEN- 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS & 

APPLICATIONS 

I THINK THAT IT WILL BE QUICKLY FORGOTTEN 

ABOUT AND NOTHING MORE WILL COME OF IT. 

-JAMES DUGAN 

or.. . 

ALICE LAUGHED. 'THERE'S NO USE TRYING," SHE SAID; ONE CAN'T 

BELIEVE IMPOSSIBLE THINGS." 

"I DARE SAY YOU HAVEN'T HAD MUCH PRACTICE," SAID THE QUEEN. 

- LEWIS CARROLL 

Having taken our investigation thus far, we must take a moment to reflect and 

consider the conclusions it indicates, and to highlight those aspects of our discussion that 

are relevant to the position and role of 1.) the artist, 2.) the viewer and 3.) the person in 

art. Mimetic Paradox is a technique that we have developed throughout the course of our 

discussion. This technique has at times been discussed as though it were a phenomenon, 

an occurrence in art and in the world that affects our conceptions and perceptions of what 

we recognize as 'reality'. These are times when confusion forces a reevaluation of self, as 

we ourselves are dissolved in the face of that confusion. This occurrence has been termed 

'cognitive slippage'- the arrest or suspension of judgement which occurs when judgement 

becomes an impossibility. As persons, we, of necessity have a habit of induction based on 



an assumption that we can make sense- we have come to a place of nonsense in our 

inductive chain since we have denied our habit. Mimetic Paradox shifts our habits of 

inductive reasoning and logical reasoning. The Mimetic Paradox breaks these apart in an 

explosive manner in its use as a tool. 

In chapter one, the stage was set for our discussion. addressing the fundamental 

difference between a 'real thing' and an exact simulation. In the next chapter, it was 

argued that the notion of 'self-hood' is reflected by the immediacy of experience, as that 

experience In-itself forms the appearance of the 'real'. In chapters three and four, we 

discussed the ontologicaVepistemic/aesthetic/ethical problems that arise in that special 

case of experience that we commonly refer to as art. We saw how this category, as it 

often involves mimesis, becomes particularly difficult. as it allows for multiple copies 

and distortions of perceived reality. It was suggested that these distortions in fact point 

towards a more difficult problem in 'perceiving the real', in that these distortions reflect 

the real back on itself as essential. It is this 'essential' that we take for an encounter with 

the sublime. All of our experience becomes a possible subject then to the sublime, as the 

possibility for distortion increases with the application of mimetic paradox. 

In the concluding chapters, it was argued that these mimetic distortions are 

anything but out of the ordinary, they are in fact what we mistake for the 'red'. We saw 

how. with art and theatre and other mimetic arts, the possibility of ontological distortion 

has driven us more and more to understand what the 'real' 'really' is. This has created a 

distancing fiom the real as we continually attempt to place our understanding of our 

experiences within particular contexts- thus we have created a hyperreal reality. 



Mimetic paradox then becomes the tool in which those contexts of the real are 

broken down, as points of reference and meanings are turned upon themselves in a 

reflexive paradox. Through mimetic paradox, those simulations which refer to the 

essential by being simulations- as well as their created selves- are stripped of meaning by 

breaking down a For-Itself into In-itself through the simulated Other. Furthermore, we 

are dealing in multiple realities that are created with the intention of creating self- 

referential contradictions and reflexive paradoxes- situations and experiences to which 

meaning is a non-sequiter. 

Like Alice at the Mad Tea Party, the individual faced with a Mimetic Paradox 

enters into a labyrinth of absolute non-sense. Any attempt to make sense of a Mimetic 

Paradox, or derive meaning from it will ultimately fail. This is not a negative occurrence: 

it indeed 'kick-starts* intellectual (and other) efforts to embrace them as the necessary 

foundation of conscious experience. 

The implications of this theory necessitate.. . 
A Manifesto For Twenty-First Century Art 

The arguments for this have all been made. 1 
will now provide an outline of how to construct 
experience and further, why it is vital for the artist to 

recognize this aspect of their art-making. Why a 
manifesto is needed, though the age of manifestos has 
gone by. 

Any consideration of art or art making in the 
last century was aesthetic consideration above all 
else. There were of course questions of 'the ontology' 
of artworks, though thme questions were directed at 
representation- art can no longer be about 

representation. What is art? The question has no 
meaning. not only because art is meaningless, 
meaning is meaningless as well. Interpretation, 
significance, beauty, fear, insight, examination, all 
pertain to a sense of meaning. Art is beyond meaning, 
as is every experience- wonder is available in the 
everyday. The Situationists were on to something in 
May of 1968, Guy Deboxd- The Society of The 



Spectacle. - An W ~ O I O ~ Y  of sirnu1atim. 
stated most explicitIy by postmodernism's most 
dangerous construction- Jean Baudrillard though 
most definitively in h e  l? century by Rene 
Descartes. The path has not been one of 
understanding our existence, but one of continually 
creating our existence. Cogito Ergo Sum is not only 
an assertion of a self-evident fact- it is rather a 
chdIenge to paradox. Find me a thing that thinks that 
at the same time does not exist. Jean-Paul Sarue did- 
the self. The self is meaningless. The self is. The self 
is not. 

Sartre gave us this paradox, and ever since, 
we've be attempting to do the impossible- to square 
the circle, to get two and three to add up to seven 
hundred. Where has the success been? Certainly not 

in art or the Artist. Certainty not in 

philosophy or the Philosopher. me 
transcendent Artist-Philosopher undoes the real 
through the structures of the real itself. No longer can 
we make rn art that is mere representation- this is 
indeed a fine art. where fine can be defined as 
shallow and without substance. Plato pronounced the 

death of art. W e  have buried it. Mimesis is s 
tool. Mimesis is a lie. How can we manufacture the 
real if rhe real itself has never been? 

What then is the role of the Artist?- 
Everyone is an artist. Creation is accessible to anyone 
who is capable of experience- whether they are 
smearing oil paint on canvas or are in a coma having 
an evanescent thought- its manifestation is of little 
consequence. We have been making the real fiom our 
first moment of experience- there were art and 
wonder long before we could refer to them as such- 
even before we could refer to anything at all. To live, 
to experience. is to wonder. To take those aspects of 
the everyday and suddenly realize that there is no 
longer such a thing as the 'everyday'. This is why art 
and philosophy have failed us and have led us astray- 
the assumption of the 'everyday'. This has reduced 
wonder to a rare experience, rather than letting it 
wash over us as the water of our life- this is our 
essential state of being. 

Art has taken this wonder and has made of 
it a commodity- all me has to do is look at those 
apparatuses that have made 'art' art. Museums, 
galleries, theatres, concert halls, movie screens, 
picture frames and pedestals- all of these have served 
to innocuously move wonder into the construction 

chat we lean on as the MI. Wonder 
be in this construction as wonder is the absolute 
foundation of this construction. Wonder- the 



experience of being and nothingness at exactly the 
Same moment. 

we need a revolution. we nd to 
free ourselves from our most basic assumptions- 
forget once and for a11 the search for meaning- like 
art, this has been commodified and institutionalized. 
ReIigion, culture, society- red herrings resting on the 
paradox of meaning and the impossibility of the 
'everyday'. Every moment of every second is an 
absolute confusion- a dust of instants from which we 
build those sand castles we call our lives. We are not 
these static castles- we are each and every discreet 
grain of sand on every beach that has ever been and 
all of those possibilities at the same time. 

This is nor chaos. This is not anarchy. This 
is nothingness. 

Here is the key. 

1.1 Form is necessarily of greater 
significance than content. Contmt is 
arbitrary. In the creation of a Mimetic Paradox the content of 
the work will be contingent upon the context in which the 
work is created. 

11.) The form is always the same. 
i.) A strong context is found in which 

to place the constructed situation. 
ii.) Archetypes are found that are 

relevant to the context. 
iii.) The archetypes are considered in 

the light of the signs that make these archetypes 
archerypes- the costumes, patterns of speech, modes 
of conveyance, etc. 

iv.) The archetypes refer to themselves 
in such a way that the context becomes subverted- 
self-reflexive paradoxical references e.g. A mime 
shouting 'I'm a mime! Look at me, I'm a mime!' or a 
poster in a gallery "THIS IS JUST A POSTER not 
art." 

v.1 A re-enforcement of the context in 
the shape of an individual or event that attempts to 
'cover up' cw give a false understanding to the 
paradox which has now been set in motion. 

vi.) Leave implicit clues that this may 
indeed be a construction. 

We can now begin with renewed wonder everyday as the 
embodiment of childhood innocence, for the world and our 
place in it has become open to all that is possible in itself as 
we become In-itsel f. 
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Appendix One 

A Note On Documentation 

POST-DOCUMENT: A Guide to Archeo-Documentary 

The role of 'documentation' has traditionally been conceived of as a 'record' of 

sorts in the worlds of 'conceptual' and 'performance' arts. A record constructed and 

presented in substitution for the work itself. which, through its very ephemerality can not 

be posited as 'object for presentation'. It must be understood however that 'the objects of 

document at ion' (most commonly photographs, videotapes, sound recording and 'journal 

like' entries) are not to serve as vicarious experiences for those who were not present to 

experience the initial event, but rather as a more anthropologicallaesthetic means to place 

the event within a context and within an ongoing expansion of the self-in-situ. We see 

what the content of the event was and the form that it took yet what is particularly 

fascinating about the nature of the documentary is that we are witness to the content 

within a completely different form than which the initial event was understood. In this 

sense, in the documentary, we experience both content and form of the initial event as 

content alone in its documentary as the document itself takes on the formal role. It is in 

this sense that careful attention must be paid as to how a specific event is to be 

documented as we must not only concern ourselves with the event itself, but the 

transformation of the form of the event to the content of the document, which in turn 

adopts the role of form 

As form, the document itself now becomes an 'object' that serves as a context to 

understand a particular conceptual o r  performance work. If not a context in itself, it is one 

that can clearly be contextualized. That is to say that the document may now be posited 



for attention in the 'art-world' as an aesthetic event which indeed has taken place. This is 

important in that the context in which a conceptual or performance event takes place is 

often removed from any 'art-world' context. That is to say not in galleries or theatres but 

rather 'out there in the worid' often invisible to anyone who would consciously consider 

themselves 'spectators of an aesthetic event*. The documentation then serves both as 

context for the work (an aesthetically constructed event) and a contextualization 

(something that can be exhibited). It is in this respect where documentation of such work 

becomes important specific to the legitimisation and aesthetic validity of  this work. It is 

now possible to place it in the context of the 'art-world'. 

Given this contextualization of 'something that can be exhibited' we must then 

ask "How are we to take this document, as an 'art object' itself? i.)A representation/ 

interpretation of an 'art object' to be enjoyed for its 'artness' that once was. ii.) to see 

through the documentary as though it were a window on the experience? Or iii.) are we to 

see it as a historical record of the execution of an idea and appreciate it intellectually as 

one would appreciate a f?iend's description or that of the evening news?' 

Through its exhibition in the 'art-world' the documnts. I suggest take on al l  three 

roles that will vary according to the viewer. Its nature as document makes this possible as 

context contextualized. We must then ask what is the relationship between this context 

contextualized and the de-contexted construction of the initial work? To answer this we 

must return to the above questions and examine the fundamental relationship between art 

and context. 

Often, in the construction of conceptual and performative work, it is the artist's 

intention to take the work out of the spaces where 'art works' are traditionally 



experienced. Further still, often there is not an 'audience' for such works and if there is, it 

is not always a 'self-aware* audience. This poses an obvious question, 'how then do we 

know that what these 'artists* are in fact doing is indeed 'art'?' This question was perhaps 

posed most strongly by Marcel Duchamp's introduction of his 'ready-mades* into the 

context of gallery space, yet here we see almost the reverse, by taking something that 

could be 'art* out of the context of gallery space and into the world. Do these works 

become then mere parallels of shovels and urinals as the status of those same objects in 

the gallery space are granted the status of  'Art*? It is in this sense that I refer to 'art' de- 

contexted. 

The purpose of this discuksion is not to determine the role of context in art in 

general, but rather to examine this relationship in terms of documentation of  such works. 

When art has thus become 'de-contexted' often our only knowledge of this work comes 

as a result of the context of the documentation. That is to say that our experience of the 

work is markedly different when presented in an 'art book*, 'art magazine' or  within the 

space of a gallery. For example let us turn to Chris Burden and his work 'Kunst Kick'. In 

this particular piece, a colleague kicks the artist down a flight of stain. This piece was 

documented with photographs and was given a title that accompanies the photograph of 

this (for lack of a better term) event. It is clear that by being titled, the event is placed 

within the context of an 'an-world', but more than this, the 'art-world' is given an object 

for attention to accompany the title- the documentary photographs. A further question 

that will remain unanswered here is if the title of a work is a referent to the work, or 

rather is it the work itself, as much as the charcoal on the paper of a drawing? 



Let us suppose that the documentary photos from 'Kunst Kick' were released only 

in newspaper form with the following description: "Mr. Christopher Burden of Ithaca 

New York was vioIently kicked down a flight of stairs yesterday by colleague David 

Clark." The pictures are an accurate account of what happened. so too is the news paper 

description yet both would leave us feeling that this was not an art 'event'. We could 

easily make it so by adding to the description: "Performance/conceptual artist Chris 

Burden's latest work involved his colleague David Clark kicking him down a flight of 

stairs for this work entitled 'Kunst Kick'." We see here that the naming of the piece 

makes it specific for candidacy to be appreciated in the 'art-world' with its accompanying 

documentation. What exactly is it that is being documented though? It must not just be 

the simple action of the mis t  being kicked down the stairs, but rather that being kicked 

down the stairs was intended, furthermore, that it was intended as art. 

When dealing with 'intention' in this respect, the document serves to (re)construct 

meaning. Meaning of the actions of the artist takes the form of 'art', the primary uses of 

the document being to provide some sort of record of the work. Since the principal 

material of the conceptual artist is 'idea' then at best the document will only approach the 

immediacy of the initial work. It is as if its relation were that of Plato's cave. And here is 

where the question of meaning becoms more fundamental when deciding what is the use 

of the document. As we have already examined it (quite self evidently) serves as a record 

of the work. Why record? 

With a descriptive account of the work and its accompanying documentation, we 

can, from this record, use it as a guide to construct the work again. With this guide, we 

can either in actuality or in our minds alone follow the path of the artist and hisher 
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method and thereby understand the work in context. That is to say we can understand it 

as the artist had intended. at least in the most general way: Its being is as a work to be 

posited for attention as art (art as a context for meaning). Could we achieve the same 

effect without the use of the documentation, say with a descriptive account alone? It 

would seem that we indeed could. With a descriptive account done we still could 

understand the idea as the material of the work and its execution as 'idea contextualized' 

as realised in its actuality as 'art'. We could, as the descriptive account would suggest, 

through its description understand how the work was carried out. where it was carried 

out, who was involved and why it was done. Of course the obvious problem is that you 

could describe an event and taken that event as art even though the event never occurred 

in actuality. 

Here we come to perhaps the main purpose of 'traditiondy conceived' 

documentation- an empirical proof that the work was in fact executed. Even so we must 

ask what relevance and insight do such operations offer to our theory as stated in 

"cognitive slippage" and in "mimetic paradox"? 

Given our theory as discussed in the preceding thesis, we can see the likelihood of 

constructing 'false documentation' in the contexring of this kind of work. This might be 

for several reasons, 1.) The documentation is not documentation at all, but rather appears 

that way as an artistic appropriation of forxn, for example the 'Untitled Film Stills' of 

Chdy Sherman. 2.) The form of documentation provides a strong context in which a 

mimetic paradox may be applied. 3.) There is no definitive way of telling whether the 

'documented' event has actually taken place or not. 



The application of this theoretical work to the question of documentation calls for 

a healthy exercise in scepticism to be applied to every instance of documented work. 

Appendix Two 

Conversational Implicature and Mimetic Paradox 

An extended example of the Manifdo in action 

Language theorist Paul Grice discusses this in his theory of conversational 

implicature (Lecercle 1994). The idea of implicature, according to Grice, has risen out of 

an informalist account of the elements that make language language. Informalist is 

distinct from a formalist approach, in that, (although both concede a distinction between 

formal devices and their natural language 'counterparts) the formalist account suggests 

that formal devices pose an advantage over their natural language counterparts because 

they are, ". . . free from metaphysical implications.. . ideal." (Lecercle 1994) 

The informalist divergence occurs where, ". . . it remains the case that there are 

very many inferences and arguments expressed in natural languages and not in terms of 

these devices, which are nevertheless recognizably valid." (Audi 1995: 275) 

It is from the informalist account that the notion of implicature arises. The idea of 

implication does not rest on a formalist/informalist distinction alone, but rather upon a 

structure of language based in principles and conventions. There then is the subtle 

distinction between conventional implications and conversational implications (Lecercle 

1994: 72-8 1 ). Conventional implicatures are determined by the conventional meaning of 

words used in the initial implication. Though in conversation, it is not always the case 

- -- 

' I will directly quote the Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy. "A natural lunguage is any one of the 
thousands of various tongues that have developed historically among populations of human beings and 
have been used for everyday purposes.. . as opposed to the formal and orher "artificial" languages invented 
by mathmatiticins, logicians and computer scientists . . ." 



that what is being implicated is a matter of determining the conventional meaning of the 

word spoken. All we have to do is look to the use of irony or metaphor to generate an 

implicature, or even more subtle means, such as veiled or ambiguous references. This 

marks a 'sub-group' of 'non-conventional' implicature- conversational implicature. 

Conversations, Grice suggests, are a special case in that they are generally 

cooperative efforts, and insofar as this is the case, have a general purpose and an end or  

telos to which the conversation is directed (Lecercle 1994: 73-74). Given this, Grice 

develops a general principle in which the participants in a conversation will be expected 

to observe. This is the basis of  the Cooperative Principle (CP) which Grice states as, 

Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it 

occurs, by the accepted purpose or the direction of the talk in which you are 

engaged.( 1 994: 73) 

Supporting this principle, are four maxims 1 .) Quantity ("your contribution must contain 

the requisite quantity of information for the common conversational goal, neither more 

nor less." 2.) Quality ("your contribution must be truthful"). 3.) Relation ("it must be 

relevant"). 4.) Manner ( a list which is neither here nor there but includes precepts such as 

". . . be perspicuous, be brief and be methodical.. .") (Davis 199 1 : 308). 

With these maxims, Grice proposes a kind of 'ethics of conversation' in which we 

have, 

A standard type of conversational practice not merely as something that all or 

most of us do indeed follow, but as something that is reasonable for us to follow, 

that we should not abandon. (Davis 199 1 : 309) 

Thus we are left with a quasi-contractual basis of conversation. The tenets of this contract 

hold that: 



1 .) The participants have some common immediate aim 

2.) The contributions of the participants should be dovetailed, mutually dependent, 

3.) There is some sort of understanding which may be explicit (but which is often tacit) 

that, other things being equal, the transaction should continue in the appropriate style 

unless both parties agree that it should terrninate.(Davis 199 1 : 309) 

As conversation is, in this model. a matter of 'give and take' under the operating 

principle of cooperation (CP), a possibility will remain that a participant may fail to 

hlfill a maxim in several ways. A participant could violate a maxim, or 'opt out* of the 

operation all together. There may also be times when the maxims of the CP run counter 

to one another, for example in fulfilling the quantity maxim, the quality maxim may not 

be met. This is the foundation of conversational implicature. To understand that an 

implicature has indeed occurred, the hearer must rely on the conventional meaning of the 

words used, as well as on the identity of the references involved- the CP, its 

corresponding maxims, the context of the utterance, other elements of background 

knowledge, etc (Davis 199 1 : 3 LO). 

Conversational implicature then, like our discussions of perception and art 

depends upon the context or overall situation in which it is received. To illustrate this 

point, and fuaher still, to provide an example in the determination of a conversational 

implicature. 

A- How did I do on the exam? 

B- I understand that they're hiring Ditch-diggers. 

In this short example. the maxims of quantity and relation are violated. though 'B' 

remains consistent with the CP so that the implicature is made to 'A' that she didn't do so 

well on the examination. The meaning is made explicit via the contextual reference point, 



independent from any discreet linguistic basis. For example, the implied meaning of the 

utterance would not be affected if 'B's' response would have been. "I understand they 

need garbage co llectors."(Lecercle 1 994: 74) 

This principle relates to Mimetic Paradox in that it is similar to the way in which 

it is exploited in nonsense literature. in particular those stories created by Lewis Carroll. 

Attention to the maxims of the CP is the springboard for paradox and nonsense. 

We must now put these complex theories into terms that are easier to understand 

and which are more practical to our development of a theory of what art can and must do. 

Art, in the senses that we have explored so far, is a relationship. It is a relationship as we 

have outlined between a viewer and an object- an object and its creator- and by proxy a 

relationship between a viewer and the creator of the work- the qualia of artness- as we 

have discussed- what makes art art, lies in the qualia this relationship. 

We can now begin to see the implications of Grice's maxims of conversational 

cooperation. In these 'art' relationships, we can make parallels to the above maxims 

4.) 1 .)The participants have some common immediate aim. 

5 .) 2.)The contributions of the participants should be dovetailed, mutually dependent. 

6.) 3.) here is some sort of understanding which may be explicit (but which is ofien tacit) 

that, other things being equal. the transaction should continue in the appropriate style 

unless both parties agree that it should terminate. 

If we explore these maxims in our discussion of art so far. we can see these relationships 

are open to all kinds of possible distortions- however we must first outline the 

'conversational parallels' prior to any distortion. We can take the first maxim to be very 

(and necessarily) broad. That is to say that the common aim when attending to 

artlartworks is to  be able to attend to them as artworks. This is a subtle yet important 

suggestion. The aim is not merely to attend to the objectlevent as objectlevent- but rather 



to attend to this object/event as an artwork. The person who creates a work of art, o r  who 

recognizes an object/event to be a work of art are in essentially the same position- that is 

to say that their attention is intentionally directed towards an objectlevent as art. Where 

the subtlety of this distinction becomes important is in the way in which it corresponds to 

Grace's f is t  maxim To createhecognize art is to attend to it with the common immediate 

aim of attending to an object/event as art. Distortion can become apparent when this aim 

is subverted or perhaps made impossible by challenging the foundations of the remaining 

maxims. 

The notion of 'dovetailing' with the contributions of the participants being 

mutually dependant parallels with our discussion of convention and context. The 

dovetailing' being made is perhaps the most strongly explicit in the 

audience/artwork/perfonnance relationship. This dovetailing occurs within the context of 

art/perforrnance spaces. Conventions and structures in such adhere to these spaces, and 

by so doing, often defme the nature of those relationships. A performance is a 

performance in that it is performed for an audience- an audience is an audience in that it 

is an audience to a performance. We can make this even broader given our discussion in 

the preceding chapters- we have seen examples of performances/artworks that are created 

as performances/artworks that indeed do not have an audience- or at least do not have an 

audience that are aware of themselves as an audience (e.g. Invisible theatre, though one 

could of course question whether those participating in the performance do not indeed 

makeup the audience of these performances.) Likewise, we have seen examples of 

audiences to artworWperformances which may not indeed be artworWperformances 

(e-g. The audience gathered around eruptions of Yellowstone's Old Faithful geyser, o r  



standing contemplating the Grand Canyon.) These further complicate Grice's a, 

demonstrating a lack of this dovetailing in attempts to subvert this maxim. 



Appendix Three 
Tretrault Zurich is Dylan Thomas 

Tretrault Zurich 
Performancelconcept Artist 

Tretrault Zurich, melancholy genius and mythical founder of the Immediatist movement 

in art, is a Graduate student in the Department of Drama at the University of Calgary 

working in the areas of Conceptual and Performance art. Zurich obtained a Bachelor of 

Arts in Phibsoghy studying both out of the University of Ottawa and the University of 

Calgary where he developed his idea of 'Mimetic Paradox' and fkom that, the new 

'Irnrnediatist' art form. Zurich is rigorously committed to the formation of a radical 

ontological skeptic ism, dismantling of all oppressive art mediums (Drawing, Painting, 

Sculpture, Music, and Theatre) and the liberation of the 'artist'. 

Mr. Zurich wishes to thank the organized forces behind this work for their open- 

rnindedness regarding this Conceptual piece. 



Appendix Four 
Museum of Jurassic Technology Transcript 
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Appendix 5 
List of Performance Experiments in the research of this thesis 

Performances 

March 1997 

August 1997 

September 1997 

October 1997 

December 1997 

March- April 1998 

April 1998 

May 1998 

June 1998 

MANWOMAN logic Protest 
An original performance piece performed 
Truck Gallery 

U-Haul Celebration 
An original perfonnance piece performed 
In the back of a U-Haul Van throughout the city 

Scene From Romeo and Juliet (Not Shakespeare) 
An original performance piece performed in 
The Studio Theatre, University of Calgary 

Citv Transit Sign Performance (Thesis Related Project) 
An original performance piece performed on 
Calgary City Transit 

Ceci N'est Pas Une Fete (Thesis Related Project) 
An original performance piece performed in 
Studio Theatre University of Calgary 

John Ressler President (Thesis Related Project) 
An original perfonnance piece performed 
Student's Union General Elect ion 

No Exit By Jean-Paul Same (Thesis Related Project) 
Director 
Studio Theatre University of Calgary 

Dvlan Thomas is a Fraud (Thesis Related Project) 
Performer 
Directed by Pamela Brook 
An original performance piece performed in 
Reeve theatre, University of Calgary 

Sawing Paintin~s for Tretrault Zurich 
An original performance piece performed 
In fiont of Nickle Museum BFA Grad show 



January L999 

April 2000 

Chick Productions 
Director 
An original performance piece performed in 
Reeve theatre. University of Calgary 

Clownina Around 
An original performance piece 
Performed outside the Centre for Performing Arts 




